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Introduction

 

Version 3.0
Low Code PHP Development Platform

PHsPeed documentation for release 3.0

PHsPeed is a low-code, component based, PHP development environment that helps produce PHP
applications much faster than when done in the traditional way. This manual covers the most basic
(essential) functionality and should give and understanding the product and how to build applications. For in-
depth understanding, please follow our webinars, videos on our video channel (Vimeo and YouTube) as well
as downloadable white-paper manuals (available for registered users).

Is this product for me?
PHsPeed is built for PHP (version 7.4 to 8.2), Bootstrap (currently latest 4.x branch, see
https://getbootstrap.com), jQuery, PDO and AJAX. Although we have encapsulated most technical details,
one still does need to have basic knowledge of PHP and Bootstrap. JavaScript code is generated, and it is
not very likely one will need to directly edit the generated code. However, one does need to click the event
for the JavaScript code to be generated for it, especially if you want to make use of Ajax. 

As the PHsPeed integrates closely with databases, one needs to know how to create a data model and
apply it to a database. A significant increase in speed of development is gained by having the right data
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model for a project, but that applies to all kinds of application development. 

One of the major questions we encounter is “do I need to be a developer to use PHsPeed?” The short
answer is “yes.” The more honest answer is 'it depends'. Although it is well possible to create applications
by just using the mouse and fill some properties, it is highly likely that one will get to a point of having to
apply one’s own business rules, or one may want to change application behavior. Thus, one does need to
have at least a basic working knowledge of PHP. Aducom Support will only give support regarding technical
issues that relate to PHsPeed, and not on PHP, JavaScript, and other basic issues.

We see in the field that PHsPeed is used in various environments. In some instances end users use
PHsPeed to create their basic concept and then have professionals to apply the more complex things. It all
depends on your own situation.

What is low-code?
There are different specifications about low-code. Some define low coding as a graphical way to create your
applications, usually resulting in a spaghetti of schemes related to each other. We believe that low-code
means that you can create applications with a minimal amount of code, but with the full power of traditional
development. In effect, this means that within PHsPeed, you can apply your traditional knowledge and apply
your business rules with standard PHP while maintaining the power of a true low-code platform. That way
you benefit from both worlds. 
PHsPeed offers an IDE where you can easily create complex crud applications including master-detail
relationships, allows you to create / redesign your forms in a visual way, and offers a lot of standard
components that you can use to perform more technical tasks like Multi Factor Authentication, PayPal,
Email, PDF etc. 

What makes PHsPeed special compared to competitive products?

Let our customers who have compared PHsPeed with their original product answer that question:

· other products, requires a "premium" license to use MS SQL Server databases
· Debug option: Some tools has nothing like this, and other tools requires setting up third party tools.

PHsPeed has it out of the box.
· Source code: all the code generated is visible, clearly structured and can be debugged or even modified.
· Speed: one of my first "converted" apps was a complex report over a million+ rows table, and is faster

than many other products
· Limited Data Transfer: the option to use the SQLite internal database to limit the data transferred

between the database server and the web server.

· CSSing has been way easier
· Editing the JS is easy as well
· Compatible by design with mobiles 
· The code is readable 
· Since it’s bootstrap compatible, that means that you can add any bootstrap theme you like.
· Waaaaaaay faster at loading heavy data sets into grids
· the team has been really responsive when it comes to bugs
· even tho the forum doesn’t have that much activity atm the documentation and tutorials are a great kick

start.
· integration with gateways and stuff is waaaay easier than with xxxxxx
· you can debug… yes you read… actually debug with XDEBUG from the start without needing any

additional configuration.

Welcome
This section covers basic features of PHsPeed. Subsequent chapters will go into more detail of the feature
and contain insights to get started.
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· RAD oriented
PHsPeed supports “Rapid Application Development (RAD)”. It is a visual and component-based IDE with

additional features to speed up development even more:
o Application Generator

If one already has a database, one can generate a basic grid, CRUD, and other application with
just a few mouse clicks. The functionality will be rather basic, but it is still good starting point
on which further enhancement may be based, and thus often the fastest way to get started on a
project. It also allows you to apply master-detail relationships.

o Component-Based
One can create a project from scratch by adding a form application and start putting
components on it. Another way is to create the application first as described in step one above
and then modify by adding or changing components. Each component has a lot of properties
and events:

 Properties
Properties change the behavior of the components. Examples are the color of a component
if it is read-only, required, etc. Some properties will only be available to some types of
component and some properties may be require a unique value, etc.
Examples of common properties are:
Name: Identifies the component 
Parent: “Owner” of the component

Some properties are just for internal use, such as the position of the component, and some
are read-only, e.g. the parent property. The IDE uses coloring to distinguish the function of
properties. A white background means the property is for internal use (in general, position of
the component on the form). A red background means that the property is read-only. You
can make these properties invisible by clicking on the buttons on top of the property editor
(panel I).

 
 Server Events

Server events are functions that gets executed at certain points/ moments during
application execution.  One may insert code for these events, i.e. when one presses a
button, an “onClick” event triggers. Code entered for this event will execute, when a user
clicks that particular button. The code is executed on the server, so we”re talking PHP
here. (* that doesn’t sound quite right. Isn’t button clicks JavaScript code that actually
executes in the browser at run time?)

 Client Events
Client events are similar to server events; only they are executed on the client, which is
your browser. Client events are run in your JavaScript. PHsPeed will automatically generate
JavaScript when you incorporate a Client Side event. You can modify this, but in general
this should be avoided. 

· PHP Debugger
PHsPeed has an XDebug client implemented and allows full debugging of the PHP code. (see
www.xdebug.org). One can set breakpoints, investigate the contents of variables and objects, look at Post
and Get messages, the session space and much more.

· JavaScript Debugger
PHsPeed has a build-in browser based upon Chromium. It has the debugger tools enabled so one can
debug the JavaScript code as one may already be used to when using “Chrome”.

· Visual Form Designer
Forms can be created in a visual style. As Bootstrap will render the form based on the client browser brand
and version, the Visual Form Designer is not a WYSIWYG editor. One draws the form in a “conceptual
way”. After generating the code, one can test the real appearance when running the application. It’s a great
and fast way to build forms.

http://www.xdebug.org
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· Application Wizard
Create full working grids, forms, cruds etc. automatically from your database tables. You can even create
them in bulk.

Copyright
All rights reserved.
Reproduction or distribution manual in any way, in whole or parts, is not allowed without the prior, written
permission of Aducom Software

Disclaimer
This is a document under revision. It means that it will be changed whenever necessary. It is possible that –
depending on the version of PHsPeed – forms and functionality are different. In general, this should not be
obstructive. 

THE SOFTWARE, AS WELL AS THE GENERATED APPLICATION, IS PROVIDED “AS IS,” WITHOUT
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR
ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR
OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Some of the components are implementing open source components that can be found on the web. The
license files are deployed with the source code. Most components that are used have an MIT license,
allowing you to use the application for commercial purpose. You are responsible for meeting the license
requirements of the generated application. The run time library of PHsPeed is NOT open source. You are
only allowed to deploy and use this code in conjunction with a valid PHsPeed license.

In case of issues, please contact Aducom Software support. Although we accept no liability, we do have the
policy to respond and fix errors, security breaches, and other mishaps in the shortest possible time.  

Status of this document.
This document covers the essentials of developing PHP applications in the IDE of PHsPeed. As PHsPeed is
continuous under development, it is quite likely that the screenshots in this document differ from the ones in
the actual PHsPeed IDE. When functionality has been changed significantly, it will usually be described in
the release notes, and this document will get revised. New versions of this document can be downloaded
from our website. To be able to do so, one must have a valid subscription.

What's new
This document covers version 3.0. This is a major release that contains numerous improvements and
enhancements. More details can be found in the release notes.

IDE has a complete new - ribbon based - menu structure that is context sensitive.
New functions to create components from the table fields, handy when you have table modifications.
Formal support for PHP 8.2
Improved compatibility with SQLServer.
Default value setting, for guid, date and datetime on fields, configurable for insert and update
New component: N:M checkboxes
New component: N:M double select box

What to expect of PHsPeed (Features)
This section covers basic features of PHsPeed. Subsequent chapters will go into more detail of the feature
and contain insights to get started.

1. RAD oriented
PHsPeed supports “Rapid Application Development (RAD)”. It is a visual and component-based IDE with
additional features to speed up development even more:
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1. Application Generator
If one already has a database, one can generate a basic grid, CRUD, and other application with
just a few mouse clicks. The functionality will be rather basic, but it is still good starting point
on which further enhancement may be based, and thus often the fastest way to get started on a
project. It also allows you to apply master-detail relationships.

2. Component-Based
One can create a project from scratch by adding a form application and start putting
components on it. Another way is to create the application first as described in step one above
and then modify by adding or changing components. Each component has a lot of properties
and events:
 Properties

Properties change the behavior of the components. Examples are the color of a component
if it is read-only, required, etc. Some properties will only be available to some types of
component and some properties may be require a unique value, etc.
Examples of common properties are:
Name: Identifies the component 
Parent: “Owner” of the component
Some properties are just for internal use, such as the position of the component, and some
are read-only, e.g. the parent property. The IDE uses coloring to distinguish the function of
properties. A white background means the property is for internal use (in general, position of
the component on the form). A red background means that the property is read-only. You
can make these properties invisible by clicking on the buttons on top of the property editor
(panel I).

 
 Server Events

Server events are functions that gets executed at certain points/ moments during
application execution.  One may insert code for these events, i.e. when one presses a
button, an “onClick” event triggers. Code entered for this event will execute, when a user
clicks that particular button. The code is executed on the server, so we”re talking PHP
here. (* that doesn’t sound quite right. Isn’t button clicks JavaScript code that actually
executes in the browser at runtime?)

 Client Events
Client events are similar to server events; only they are executed on the client, which is
your browser. Client events are JavaScript. PHsPeed will automatically generate JavaScript
when you incorporate a Client Side event. You can modify this, but in general this should be
avoided. 

2. PHP Debugger
PHsPeed has an XDebug client implemented and allows full debugging of the PHP code. (see
www.xdebug.org). One can set breakpoints, investigate the contents of variables and objects, look at Post
and Get messages, the session space and much more.

3. JavaScript Debugger
PHsPeed has a build-in browser based upon Chromium. It has the debugger tools enabled so one can
debug the JavaScript code as one may already be used to when using “Chrome”.

4. Visual Form Designer
Forms can be created in a visual style. As Bootstrap will render the form based on the client browser brand
and version, the Visual Form Designer is not a WYSIWYG editor. One draws the form in a “conceptual
way”. After generating the code, one can test the real appearance when running the application. It’s a great
and fast way to build forms.

PHsPeed – Virus Scanners and Firewalls
PHsPeed is an IDE that contains an embedded Chromium browser, an FTP client and a connection to a
message server. This means that PHsPeed continuously requires access to the TCP socket to the
application in the embedded browser, or get additional modules / updates from the internet. It also generates

http://www.xdebug.org
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loads of PHP, CSS, HTML and java script files which is suspicious behavior by default for a lot of virus
scanners.

To prevent issues we digitally sign our software for a better reputation, we are in close contact with some of
the anti-virus company to get white-listed and our website has been validated by Google, so if you download
using Chrome you will not see annoying warnings. Currently WebRoot and BitDefender should not complain
too much. AVG will automatically stop complaining once the application is on the market for a while and
more people are using it. If you keep on getting issues, please let us know.

I is possible that your firewall is complaining on tcp access and we recommend to white list the application.
All communications between PhsPeed and our servers are done encrypted AND run over https for optimal
security. You cannot register on our website, but you need to use our IDE client to do so. All to keep the
eco system as safe as possible.
If the virus scanner complains due to heuristic analysis, please whitelist PhsPeed directory. It is obvious
that a PHP generator will generate (a lot of) files and requires the internet to work well. 

Disclaimer
This manual is a live document and continuously updated. As PHsPeed gets updates regularly also, it is
evident that we do not change screenshots when there are no significant changes. It is possible that some
of the screens show an older version number. It is also possible that some screens are a bit different
because we have applied changes that are describing new functionality. 

PHsPeed makes use of a lot of MIT licensed components. Some of the components have other (open-
source) licenses. PHsPeed will deploy the license files when you generate applications. It is not allowed to
remove or alter any of these. Using the components implies that you follow the rules of these licenses. We
have not and will not use licenses that are not allowed in commercial software.We also do not use
commercial 3rd party components. 

As in all software, PHsPeed contains issues. We do our very best to fix these in the shortest possible time.
To report, use our forum, acknowledged bugs will be taken over in our bug tracker. 

We also try to keep up with security threats, but we cannot guarantee that PHsPeed has not issues in this
matter. If you encounter a security issue, please report to support. Give us some time to investigate, before
making the issue public. They do have our highest priority!

Use PHsPeed on your own risk! We cannot be held responsible for any issues that might arise. You are
responsible to test the generated software for issues on functionality and security. Deploying your
applications in a live environment means that you are aware of risks that belong to web applications. 

The responsibility at PHsPeed limits to investigating reported issues and perform fixes. But we take that
very seriously, and in an open structure. The bug-tracker is visible to anyone. The average time for serious
issues is a matter of a few days. 

NEW? READ THIS!

Version 3.0

New install?

When you run the IDE for the first time then a configuration utility will start to set the Apache and
MySQL/MariaDB port. By default port 3307 is used for MySQL/MariaDB, to avoid issues with an existing
MySQL/MariaDB install. If you so not have an existing MySQL/MariaDB then set this port to 3306.  If you
leave the port to 3307 and want to look at the sample(s) then go to Database -> database connections. 
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Set the port on ComponentDBSamplesDB connection to port 3307

In all situations, Select MySQL (and other databases that you use) in the PHP configuration:

Getting Started

This section contains information about installing PHsPeed.

System requirements
PHsPeed Prerequisites

PHsPeed Prerequisites
PHsPeed Minimum Requirements
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OS Windows Vista or higher

Memory 2 GB. 

More memory may be needed depending on the size of the project or when
the computer is executing other applications at same time as PHsPeed.

HDD space for install 4.0 GB additional to the OS minimum required HDD space (including
pagination files and virtual memory files) 

Processor Pentium IV 2.8 GHz

PHsPeed bases its functionality on the integration of several components:
Component Description
Functional
WebServer

By default, PHsPeed installation package includes a preconfigured instance of
XAMPP (which includes all prerequisites). One can reconfigure it to work with
another instance of XAMPP in case this is preferred.

PHP PHP must be installed on the Webserver, although the latest PHP version is
recommended, PHsPeed has been fully tested with PHP from version 5.6 to
7.4. As of 2020 the use of 5.6 is deprecated

XDebugger This tool is used for PHP debugging in real time 

PHsPeed installs an integrated and modified version of Xampp, containing Apache, PHP 7.4, 8.0 and 8.1,
and MySQL/MariaDB. You can change ports during install to avoid conflicts with your current webserver and
database. If required you can disable the use of the embedded Apache or MySQL/MariaDB.

PHsPeed – Virus Scanners and Firewalls
PHsPeed is an IDE that contains an embedded Chromium browser, an FTP client and a connection to a
message server. This means that PHsPeed continuously requires access to the TCP socket to the
application in the embedded browser, or get additional modules / updates from the internet. It also generates
loads of php, css, html and javascript files which is suspicious behaviour by default for a lot of virus
scanners.

To prevent issues we digitally sign our software for a better reputation, we are in close contact with some of
the anti-virus company to get white-listed and our website has been validated by Google, so if you download
using Chrome you will not see annoying warnings. Currently WebRoot and BitDefender should not complain
too much. AVG will automatically stop complaining once the application is on the market for a while and
more people are using it. If you keep on getting issues, please let us know.

It is possible that your firewall is complaining on tcp access and we recommend to white list the application.
All communications between PhsPeed and our servers are done encrypted AND run over https for optimal
security. You cannot register on our website, but you need to use our IDE client to do so. All to keep the
eco system as safe as possible.

If the virus scanner complains due to heuristic analysis, please whitelist PhsPeed directory. It is obvious
that a PHP generator will generate (a lot of) files and requires the internet to work well. 

Getting help
For companies with a support contract: https://www.phspeed.com/hd/help-center

For companies without a support contract, and other customers, please use our forum:
https://www.phspeed.com/forum

In case of security issues, please send an email to support@phspeed.com and supply your contact data.
We prefer to use skype (aducom-software) or phone.

https://www.phspeed.com/hd/help-center
https://www.phspeed.com/forum
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Installing PHsPeed

Download and install the license manager from our website. Make sure before installing that the MSI is
digitally signed by 'aducom software.' All PHsPeed applications are digitally signed, so if yours is not, then
you might have an illegal or cracked version. We do not provide support on non-legal versions.

If this is the first time you install the product, then the license manager will require you to create an account
using a valid email address. This account is needed to inform you about new releases and refer to your
product pages if you decide to buy the product. As being a Dutch (European) company, we comply with the
European privacy rules. We do not keep track of your personal data. Our privacy statement can be found
here.

After creating your account, you will be able to download PHsPeed. As the overall package is quite large, it
is divided into chunks to allow to restart download at a given point. The download speeds might differ
depending on where you live.

PHsPeed will install a special Xampp edition that allows you to select one of the preset PHP versions, and
with XDebug fully configured. It also will install MySQL/MariaDB. When you start PHsPeed, Apache and
MySQL will automatically start; when you close PHsPeed, Apache and MySQL will close.

Non-standard installs

It is possible to run PHsPeed against another webserver and database. However, if this is your first
experience, we advise you to install the product standard as all our samples are built and deployed with
MariaDB. But you can switch to another configuration at any time. Dependencies are that your configuration
supports PHP, and if you want to be able to use the debugger, you must set up XDebug to work on your
configuration. Aducom Software does not provide support for other configurations than the standard. To avoid
conflicts with your current installation of Apache and/or MariaDB, the ports to use are configurable. If you do
not want to use the embedded MariaDB, then you can disable it in the preferences.

Using databases

PHsPeed can be set up to be used with the most common databases. We have successfully tested
MariaDB/MySQL, Oracle, Open-Edge (Progress), SQLServer, SQLite. As most databases have many
configuration options, and you can run them on Linux and Windows, we haven't got instructions for all
possible situations. We test the databases on a Windows VM and make connections to the PHsPeed
Xampp Apache server.

How to use PHsPeed with other databases can be found here

Database set up

Before you can build database aware applications, you need to set up things correctly. For the PHsPeed
IDE, it means that it needs to access the database to retrieve meta-data like tables and fields. The PHP.ini
needs to be set up to include the required database routines so that PHP will connect. For PHP coding, it
means that it needs a decent PDO set up to connect. If you are new to PHP coding, this might sound not
very clear, but fortunately, you only need to do this once.

1. Setup PHP.Ini to use the required database(s)

This is the easiest step as you can do this from within the IDE itself. Just set the check boxes for the
databases you want to support and click apply. This will modify the php.ini and restart the internal web
server. To limit the required system resources, do only check the required databases. On larger
development systems it might not be an issue, but why load PHP modules you don't need ?

https://www.phspeed.com/trybeforeyoubuy
https://www.phspeed.com/privacy-policy
https://www.phspeed.com/docs/doku.php?id=dbsetup
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2. Setup the required PDO strings for the databases you want to use.

For MySQL / MariaDB, there is already a pre-set up. But for other databases you must create one yourself.
Depending on your database, the parameters might differ (see screenshot at the appropriate databases).
But in general, the following rules apply:

Setup a correct local database client that is needed to communicate with your database. That can be a
'simple' client like Oracle, but it might be needed to install an odbc/ado driver, i.e. for SQLSever and
Progress Open Edge. The samples on the following pages are based upon the installation of the database
on the same system (we use developer editions of Progres, Oracle, PostgreSQL, and SQL Server). You will
find the dialog under 'connection/pdo'

3. Setup the required database connection(s).

In the next pages you can find sample setups for the several databases. In all cases, you need to specify
some SQL dependencies, as SQL is not a 100% standard. In the case of PHsPeed, you must supply the
SQL statement that is required to limit result sets. If you have situations where you use hyphens in your
table and/or field names, you must supply a select template that fixes the hyphens for SQL. (If you have
control of your data model, avoid using Hyphens, but use underscores).
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MySQL

Setting up MySQL / Maria DB is quite easy as PHsPeed comes out of the box with a pre-installation.
However, if you don't want to use this you still have to set up the connection.

User id, password and database needs to be set to your situation. If your database is external, then you
must set the server host and port to the external instance. Before selecting the database, use the test/show
databases to verify the connection. When the connection is set up well then you can select the database
from the dropdown box.

PDO String

mysql:host={%host%};dbname={%dbname%};port={%port%};charset=utf8

The charset can also be selected bysetting the char set drop down. UTF8 is PHsPeeds default.

MariaDB

Setting up MySQL / Maria DB is quite easy as PHsPeed comes out of the box with a pre-installation.
However, if you don't want to use this you still have to set up the connection.

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setupmysql&media=databasesetup:mysql.png
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User id, password and database needs to be set to your situation. If your database is external, then you
must set the server host and port to the external instance. Before selecting the database, use the test/show
databases to verify the connection. When the connection is set up well then you can select the database
from the dropdown box.

PDO String

mysql:host={%host%};dbname={%dbname%};port={%port%};charset=utf8

The charset can also be selected bysetting the char set drop down. UTF8 is PHsPeeds default.

SQLServer

In the current version, access to SQLServer is performed by setting up an ADO connection. Before you can,
you must install a 64 bits ODBC/ADO driver that you must download from Microsoft.

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setupmysql&media=databasesetup:mysql.png
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In the above sample, we have installed the database on the local development system. This is why the
servername, is actually the pc name and database server. The DSN Name is only a placeholder, for the
PDO string you must use the Driver name. The installed drivers are populated by PHsPeed, so that you
select the correct one from a drop-down list.

Then you can set up the SQLServer connection (for versions before 2.0):

In the case of ADO/ODBC, you must set a datatype mapping to translate ODBC datatypes into SQL
datatypes. Depending on the database, you might need to change the port, user id and password. After
setting these, use the test/show databases to verify the connection. If all goes well, then you are able to
select the database and database schema.

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setupsqlserver&media=databasesetup:sqlserver2.png
https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setupsqlserver&media=databasesetup:sqlserver.png
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Since version 2.0 PHsPeed does not use the odbc connection any more. To setup the new connection use:

Notice that you do NOT need to setup a port, in fact this will lead to a connect error, unless you have
modified the PDO string (see below)..

PDO String

If you select SQLServer, then the PDO string will show. You need to select the ODBC driver in the final
column. You can select it from a drop down if you have set the connection ok.

Before version 2.0 and some production environments:

sqlsrv:server={%host%},{%port%};Database={%dbname%};ConnectionPooling=0

After version 2.0 (modify the setting by hand:)

sqlsrv:server={%host%};Database={%dbname%};ConnectionPooling=0

In the current version, access to SQLServer is performed by setting up an ADO connection. Before you can,
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you must install a 64 bits ODBC/ADO driver that you must download from Microsoft.

In the above sample, we have installed the database on the local development system. This is why the
servername, is actually the pc name and database server. The DSN Name is only a placeholder, for the
PDO string you must use the Driver name. The installed drivers are populated by PHsPeed, so that you
select the correct one from a drop-down list.

Then you can set up the SQLServer connection (for versions before 2.0):

In the case of ADO/ODBC, you must set a datatype mapping to translate ODBC datatypes into SQL
datatypes. Depending on the database, you might need to change the port, user id and password. After

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setupsqlserver&media=databasesetup:sqlserver2.png
https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setupsqlserver&media=databasesetup:sqlserver.png
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setting these, use the test/show databases to verify the connection. If all goes well, then you are able to
select the database and database schema.

Since version 2.0 PHsPeed does not use the odbc connection any more. To setup the new connection use:

Notice that you do NOT need to setup a port, in fact this will lead to a connect error, unless you have
modified the PDO string (see below)..

PDO String

If you select SQLServer, then the PDO string will show. You need to select the ODBC driver in the final
column. You can select it from a drop down if you have set the connection ok.

Before version 2.0 and some production environments:

sqlsrv:server={%host%},{%port%};Database={%dbname%};ConnectionPooling=0

After version 2.0 (modify the setting by hand:)

sqlsrv:server={%host%};Database={%dbname%};ConnectionPooling=0
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As of version 3.0, PHsPeed is able to retract autonumber fields (IDENTITY)

Oracle

Setting up Oracle might be a bit tricky. Important is to define a new user and assign a schema to this user
so that the PHsPeed IDE will only retrieve data from the user's schema. If you have a database
administrator on company sites then it might be that Oracle has been setup differently. But for a local oracle
instance (developer edition) this is the case.

As we run the Oracle instance in a Virtual Machine, we were not able to connect as localhost, but needed
to use the IP. In the above screenshot, there is an iso characterset, but you can use UTF8 as well. After
clicking on test/show databases,you can select the required database and schema.

PDO String

On local instances, the pdo string is very simple:

oci:dbname={%dbname%}

On remote database instances, the connection is more complex:

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setuporacle&media=databasesetup:oracle.png
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oci:dbname=(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCP)(HOST={%host%})(PORT={%port%))
(CONNECT_DATA=(SERVICE_NAME=XE)))

If in doubt, contact your data base administrator to setup the correct parameters.

PostGres

Setting up Postgres is a bit different than others, because you need to leave the database field empty to
allow PHsPeed to retrieve it's meta-data.

If you have set up the basic postrgesql parameters, use test/show databases to verify the connection.
Although the pulldown allows you to select a database: do not! Just select the schema and set the
database name in the pdo string.

PDO

pgsql:host={%host%};dbname=postgres;port={%port%}

remark: this setting is based upon the developer edition. You must change the default pdo string to the
above. This might change in future editions of PHsPeed.

OpenEdge Progress

OpenEdge makes use of the ADO/ODBC connection. So you must install the ODBC driver (64 bits) before
you can connect to the database

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setuppostgresql&media=databasesetup:postgres.png
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By default, OpenEdge uses iso instead of UTF8 but can be changed on the setup of OpenEdge. As this is
an ado connection, you must set the required datatype mapping as ODBC doesn't report field type names.

PDO

 odbc:DRIVER {{%odbcdriver%}};HOST={%host%};PORT={%port%};DB={%dbname%};DIL=0

CSV

It is possible to use a CSV as a database. Internally, PHsPeed will create a temporary database (SQLite)
and copy the contents of the CSV into the database. On updates PHsPeed will recreate the csv file. In order
to work, the first line of the CSV file needs to contain a field specification. The Separator property needs to
be set to the separating character

Considerations: The IDE has - as it is a windows application - access to your full environment. So you can

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setup&media=databasesetup:progress2.png
https://www.phspeed.com/docs/lib/exe/detail.php?id=setup&media=databasesetup:progress.png
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assign a csv from any (sub) folder in the IDE. However, as Apache is configured to only allow folders within
the htaccess folder, you might not be able to access the csv from PHP. For that reason you MUST use a
folder within your htaccess structure. 

Use 'csv' as the PDO driver. You do NOT need to specify it in the PDO connection strings.

The IDE explained

The IDE is your development environment. It  might be overwhelming at first sight, but if you understand the
basic functionality, you're good to go. While using, you will discover new features that you can use while
building your applications. 

The IDE is built upon a standard development workflow:
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This sequence is followed by the sequence of the menu of the IDE:
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Project Toolbar

Load and save the project

 
quick button to open a project

o New: create a new project
o Open: open an old project
o Open Sample: open a sample project
o Save as: save the current project under a different name.

  By default, the IDE will load the last project worked on.

Localisation
Localisation functions are used to make your applications multilingual. Tip: create your basic application
first and use simple (short) label names. Using the functions all labels will be harvested for translation is
configurable languages.

o Locales: Setup the locales and available languages
o Translation: Setup the translation tables.

PHsPeed generates PHP application with translation tables. Labels will be changed to placeholders
that will be replaced by the translations
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Generic functions

o Properties: dialog to setup different parameters regarding your project. (see create project)
o Bulk edit: dialog to change settings over all your (selected) PHP modules. 
o To do: add a to do item to your project (it is stored in your PHP code)
o Report: list of references to your to do list.
o Auto loader: Setup an external module for the autoloader (PHsPeed uses an autoloader of its

own and is able to replace the default loaders that are used in different packagers).

Import/Export
The import and export functions allows you to export a full or partial project.

The module only exports the project and code, NOT the (modified) themes, templates, data model and
database connection with data)

File Toolbar
These funcions allows you to work with individual PHP files.

Wizard toolbar

Create basic application
PHsPeed currently supports three types of application types:
· Application: a regular PHP module
· Building block: a PHP class that can be reused (i.e. for lookups, drilldown functions).
· Blank: a PHP module without a form, but can use all the non-form components (can be used for api's

etc).
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Application wizard.
The application wizard is the quickest way to start your applications. After generating the module, you can
modify the module any way you want. Everything the wizard does, can be done by hand, it only takes (a lot)
more time. The application wizard is explained in detail in one of the following paragraphs. With the wizard it
is also possible to append other module as a quick start to a master-detail form.

· Form: Simple crud form
· Grid: Simple database grid, or editable grid
· Grid + form: Simple grid with a form. The grid is connected, selecting a record in the grid refreshes the

content of the crud form.
· Grid + popup form : Simple grid with a popup crud form. 

The Database grid is a very powerful component with a lot of features, like calculations, edit symbols etc.

Utilities
The utilities contain functions to create the database tables, and PHP classes for:
· RBA: Role-based access module. Two options here: simple mode for just a logon, or advanced mode

containing users, usergroups etc. The function also supports 2 factor authentication (TOTP)
· Audit Trail: Works in combination with the use audit-trail property of the root components (see

components). Logs access, inserts, updates and deletes and keeps track of the old and new version.
· Preferences: This function creates a lookup kind of table to allow the storage of preferences. Can be

considered as a software solution for the registry or ini files.
· Templates: This functions maintains templates that can be used for configurable emails, or other output.

Edit toolbar
The edit toolbar contains generic function to search data, to undo or redo changes or to cut/copy paste.

Shortcuts

· ctrl-f: search
· ctrl-z: undo
· shift-ctrl-z: redo
· ctrl-c: cut
· ctrl-v: paste

Form components toolbar
The form components toolbar contains all the components that PHsPeed supports. The components are
described in detail in the components section
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Database toolbar
The database toolbar contains a number of (important) function to maintain your database connections, and
to setup your php environments

· Connection / PDO: Opens a dialog to set up your IDE and PHP database connection. 
· Manager: Opens a dialog to a simple database manager, mainly for debugging while developing.
· Query builder: A visual tool to create queries and to view the result. This builder is also used in the

components to set up filters, cloud connectors (to pass key info to another module)

Enabled PHP/PDO database drivers
Series of databases that can be enabled. This dialog maintains the PHP.ini file. You can find the basic
settings of the database in the database setup section. 
Note: PHsPeed comes with a pre-installed MariaDB/MySQL instance. If you want to use other databases
then you have to install those manually, and sometimes you need to install the appropriate PHP PDO
drivers.

Database Managers
These functions start the embedded phpMyAdmin (MySQL/MariaDB) or Adminer database management tool
in the internal browser. You can always use a specific (desktop) database tool that belongs to your
database, or some other tools like DBeaver, Toad etc.

Run/Debug toolbar

Many of these functions are also accessible through the debug toolbar, which will be discussed later. 

Generate code 
This function can generate all the code, or only the changed modules

Deploy images
Images are deployed independent from the code generation. That is because images are usually referenced
by location, and because the images usually need to be deployed once. If you have images in your project
which are not deployed and you generate code, then use these functions to move the project images into
the deployment folder. 

Run
The run buttons can run your application directly or in debug mode. 

Options
Opens a dialog editor to set some debugging options. Disable what you don't need, as it influences the
overall performance, especially on older or limited workstations.
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Deployment toolbar

If you have finished developing, then you need to deploy the application to your internet/intranet website. To
start fresh it is advised to first purge the deployment folder and regenerate your application. This will remove
any PHP modules that you have created but are not using anymore, like orphans, test functions etc. After
generating the full code use the images button to move the images into your deployment. If you use private
libraries, then you need to copy the Run Time. By default PHsPeed uses shared libraries, then you should
NOT perform this step (mixing shared and private libs can cause obscure problems). Create your database
connection for production (if you want to use a static connection) Then Promote your code to get rid of any
debug info in the source code. Then upload. Once you have uploaded your project, use the restore run-time
to restore the original run-time as this code is also processed by the promotion procedure. 

Deploy local
Images: Copies the defined images from your project into your production environment
Selection: Copies the selected images from your project into your production environment

Prepare deployment
Promote: PHsPeed generates a lot of code, including code that enables the IDE to intercept messages,
errors etc. Before you can deploy your application you need to remove this code.
DBConfig: This opens the database connection dialog to create your database config file for production. If
you have intercepted the logon procedure (i.e. for Saml, or you want to use the dynamic configuration) then
you can skip this step.

Deploy
there are several ways to deploy your application. You can use the build-in FTP client or use a zip file. If you
use shared libraries, you can consider to upload the full folder from the Xampp server using a separate FPT
tool like Filezilla. The FTP client of PHsPeed is very basic and using a tool like Filezilla is a lot faster.

Restore RTM
This will restore the shared libraries to their original state.

Files
Deployement folder: this function will open a dialog starting with your deployent folder. Here you can verify
files. 
Purge deployment folder: this function will fully purge your project deployment folder. Very handy to get rid of
trash, or old stuff. You can generate your project to get a fresh new start. 

Save/Load project preferences.
Saves/load database configuration file.

Packager
Opens a dialog to maintain PHsPeed packages. In general you should not need to modify. This function is
obsolete.
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The PHP Editor Explained

The PHP Editor Explained
PHsPeed contains several syntax-aware editors. Keywords are highlighted, Comments colored etc. The
basic edit functionality of all editors is similar. However, the PHP editor has some enhanced capabilities.
The editors use a standard command set for cutting and pasting text; and other functions. While typing
every recognized keyword will be styled to distinguish it from other parts in the text. Example:

While typing the PHP editor might pop up with a window showing the available PHP functions one can
apply. To force a pop-up to appear, use ctrl-space. 

Another option is to use code templates. Entering the short code followed by shift-space will insert the
template text:
I.e. “Fo”+ <shift><space> leads to 
for($i=0;$i<= ;$i++) {
}   

One may define custom code templates.

Use right mouse-click to reveal functions like toggling breakpoints, adding functions, and to switch between
editor views.

To check syntax of the code in the current file, click the checkmark button, which is in the right lower corner
of the editor. This avoids running into such issues later, when the code is generated, and testing has been
started. 
In case of errors, the error list will be displayed in the message area. Clicking on an error will cause the file
to open (if it isn’t already), and the cursor moves to the failing line. Be aware that the real error can be in
some earlier line, i.e. when a missing quote is found.

IDE Options

Preferences
There are several options that you can set. You find these in the preferences menu:
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Usually this form does not need to be changed, but if required you can. If the install procedure failed, then
you can use the 'set defaults' to restore the settings to original.

Browser settings

In this form you can pre-configure the browsers on your device. It allows you to run and test your
applications under different browsers. 

Libraries

This section defines the javascript and stylesheets for PHsPeed. They are depending on the bootstrap
version (currently 4.x, 5 is under development). You usually don't need to change things here as it comes
predefined on install, but you can add your own standard libraries here (be aware that the defaults will be
overwritten by updates). If you mess up, then you most likely need to re-install PHsPeed
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IDE Behavior

These settings can be changed to your own preferences. 
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API Keys

This tab can be used to store your api keys that you need for development.

Optimize generation of code

Use the optimize functions with care. The function is under development.
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PHsPeed Xampp
PHsPeed has a special implementation of Xampp that contains the Apache web server and
MySQL/MariaDb. It uses a non-standard port (8010), so that it should not interfere with your local instances,
if you have one.

 

To start/stop all the servers, you can use the small buttons in the toolbar. Sometimes you can get a SQLite
error on the IDE, when using PHP 7.4. In this case you can correct using the database icon.
As of PHsPeed version 2.0 the official supported PHP versions are 7.4, 8.0 and 8.1. It is possible to use
older PHP versions, but that is only if you are a longer user of PHsPeed. To change the php version click on
the PHP button.

Select the required version and click on Activate. 

Note: PHsPeed spawns the Apache and MariaDB processes. This means that the processes will start when
you start up PHsPeed and will automatically close when you leave PHsPeed. In rare situations where the
IDE crashes, it is possible that these processes will not be terminated. If you restart PHsPeed this will be
detected and you get the opportunity to close them.

Basic application principles

$app
To understand the application structure better, there are some principles that needs explanation. 
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When you design a form with web elements, like edit fields, check boxes etc, PHsPeed will generate an
object class for each component you put on the form. This class will be derived from it's parent class. If you
have added a label component in a form that is part of an application called 'cust_detail' 

then PHsPeed will generate 

To be able to access the components, PHsPeed will generate a main application that instantiates the
classes into a single class which is derived from spapplication. 

 class cust_detail extends spapplication {
  public   $action;
  protected $cust_detail_root_1;
  protected $cust_detail_dbconnection_1;
  protected $cust_detail_q;
  protected $cust_detail_form_1;
  protected $cust_detail_panel_1;
  protected $cust_detail_label_1;
  protected $cust_detail_label_2;
  protected $cust_detail_csrftoken;   

The spapplications  will create all components. 

   $this->cust_detail_form_1 = new cust_detail_form_1($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_form_1);
    $currentform=$this->cust_detail_form_1;
    $this->registerForm($this->cust_detail_form_1);
    $this->cust_detail_csrftoken = new cust_detail_csrftoken($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_csrftoken);
    $this->cust_detail_root_1 = new cust_detail_root_1($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_root_1);
    $this->registerRoot($this->cust_detail_root_1);
    $this->bodyclass=$this->cust_detail_root_1->bodyclass;
    $this->cust_detail_dbconnection_1 = new cust_detail_dbconnection_1($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_dbconnection_1);
    $this->cust_detail_q = new cust_detail_q($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_q);
    $this->cust_detail_panel_1 = new cust_detail_panel_1($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_panel_1);
    $this->cust_detail_label_1 = new cust_detail_label_1($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_label_1);
    $this->cust_detail_label_2 = new cust_detail_label_2($this, $currentform);
    $this->registerComponent($this->cust_detail_label_2);   

Next, the main application will create this class and assign it to the master variable $app. This variable is
passed to most events and can be used to access the properties of the other components. The regular way
to do that is by adding this code to the events. Every component has them. To see how this works, go to
the section 'working with events'.
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The magic of $$

PHsPeed Naming Conventions – The Magic of $$

If you put a label component on a form, then by default the name will become label_1:

In this case PHsPeed creates a class name "cust_detail_label_1". The main reason for this is that you can
add other classes to this application. Suppose that you have selected a template with a header. This header
can also contain a "label_1" which would cause a conflict when running code like:

$label_1->value='something'.

PHP will not be able to decide which variable to use and generates an error. 

So if PHsPeed generates a unique name adding the application name into:  $cust_detail_label_1, then the
valid syntax to assign a value to this label would be:

 $cust_detail_label_1->value='myvalue';

But what if you decide for whatever reason, to rename your application? Then you must redo all your code
as  $cust_detail_label_1 will have become something different. Besides, if you have to prepend all your
variables with the module name, then that becomes a lot of hard and boring work. 

To overcome this, PHsPeed uses the $$ notation, which you can use for all the components that you have
put on the form. So

 $cust_detail_label_1->value='myvalue'  will become  $$label_1->value='myvalue';

The code generator will then append the module name while generating code, and if you rename the module,
the generator will change the variable names accordingly.

Naming conventions
PHsPeed will generate unique names for components based upon the application name and the component
name. But what about your HTML? PHsPeed does not work with IFrames, but generates DIVs and as
PHsPeed uses Bootstrap, these DIVS have names and classes

PHsPeed has a standard for this too. All HTML objects will have an id, rendered HTML objects have a  name
and an id. Predefined id's are based upon phid_ and the name of the component, similar to the php
varialbes. phid_ is used to replace these sections by the rendered code of your application. The rendered
HTML objects have the same name as their PHP variable counterparts, and an id_ as prefex in case of an
id. 

So if you have a field edit_1 in application cust_detail then the following names will be generated:

php: $cust_id_edit_1  
html: name="cust_id_edit_1" id="id_cust_id_edit_1".
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PHsPeed design concepts

Application Structure
If you look at a regular website, then, in general, you see a header, a detail, and a footer part; sometimes a
sidebar. Mostly, the detail section is where the application runs, the header mostly contains elements like a
banner, menu, etc.

Designing web applications in PHsPeed follows this approach. Reusable elements are defined as 'building
blocks' (PHP classes), details as a module that leads to an executable PHP script. While developing your
project, you will create/generate a lot of PHP files. The result of this is that you might lose the overview of
the PHP application that starts your application. Like in languages like 'c' the main PHP module to start is
'main.php'. It is configurable, so you can change it to index.php if you prefer. The main application usually
contains a login screen that gives access to other modules in your application.

Note: PHsPeed keeps track of your main application and will by default disable direct access to your other
PHP modules. If a user is trying to access another module outside of main directly, then the end-user will
be redirected to the main application, unless the user is already logged in. For increased security PHsPeed
works with tokens to avoid access to other modules outside of main.php. During development and testing,
this can be an annoying feature as testing a certain module will also direct to the main login page. You can
disable this feature by setting a property 'allow to run stand-alone'.

A PHsPeed module has different parts. If it has a form that is used to generate an HTML template, you have
a PHP file that handles the server-side events (controller); you have a JavaScript file that controls the client-
side events, and you have a CSS file that handles the layout. In many cases, a lot of these files are
generated based upon your form design that contains components, and properties that control certain
behavior.

Components and properties
Components can be seen as small Lego bricks that have a certain type of functionality that you can use,
without the full knowledge of how it's done. There are non-visual components, that perform tasks like
accessing your database, or creating a pdf document; visual components that are visual to the end-user,
like an edit field, drop down, etc.; and layout components that format the look and feel of your application.
PHsPeed uses the bootstrap grid system for generating your responsive layout. More information about the
bootstrap grid system can be found here and here.

Standard application flow of a form application

If the application has been set up, then it is time to generate the code. Initially, you need to generate the
code with a full deployment of run time libraries. In later versions of PHsPeed, this is done when you create
a project, but if you look at the provided samples it still might be necessary. Then you can run the module.

PHsPeed will start by executing the main controller application. The controller will 'see' that this is the initial
call, and will respond with the form design. The web browser receives this design and will start requesting for
additional data. The controller will respond to these requests (in general these are Ajax calls) until the form
has been build and ready for the end-user.

Application flow and events
When the end-user hit the submit button or an Ajax button, then the request is sent to the controller that will
perform the appropriate steps to continue.

Although you can create applications without even programming, at some point you will have the need to
interfere with application flow to model the system to your business processes.

During processing and on user actions, PHsPeed will generate events. You can apply your code to these
events.

https://getbootstrap.com/docs/4.1/getting-started/introduction/
https://www.w3schools.com/bootstrap4/bootstrap_grid_system.asp
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PHsPeed applications start in the browser with a multi-step approach. First, PHsPeed will send the basic
layout to the browsers. Next, the application will perform Ajax calls to retrieve the physical content, like
fields, labels, grid data, etc. This approach has been chosen to make applications more flexible, secure (as
Ajax calls can be encrypted), and easier to debug. PHsPeed generated HTML forms are purely based upon
<div>. PHsPeed makes NO use of IFrames.

Each PHP module that runs will create an application object ($app) and then all designed objects, including
building blocks that are embedded in this project. Next, all objects are available for the application to use
through the $app object. Each event contains this object as a parameter. It is important to realize that
during the constructor phase you should not access other objects as you cannot be sure that they are
already created and available. There are two events involved here: first, an OnCreate event is fired for each
component within the constructor, and when all components are created, an OnActivate event for all
components is executed.

The javascript will initiate the second step in your form. It will perform ajax requests. In regular forms, this
will be one request to build up the form, set labels, initial values, etc. Some components have ajax handlers
of themselves and can perform additional requests. I.e., the data grids will perform requests of its own.

Each PHP runnable module is by default a control application. It handles initialization, submits and ajax
requests. It takes care of session handling, security checks like CSRF, checks if a module can be run
stand-alone (not hosted by the main menu), etc. All other modules are PHP classes and cannot run by
itself.

Detailed standard application flow
If a php module is started then it will first do some allocation stuff needed for localization, session
management etc. Next the application object will be created. In this stage the onCreate event is fired. This
event will be fired on each component designed and can be used for setting up default values for those that
has not been initialized by the component properties.

Next, the application will go into the init stage. In this stage it will first setup the header (if any) and fire the
onBeforeHeader and onAfterHeader events. Then an onActivate event will be fired for each designed
component. Depending on the component other events might be fired. Look into the component
documentation for more details.

Next, the application will go into the show stage. This will only occur by default on the initial run. If the
application is run after a submit then the onExec event will occur and depending on the return value onExec
('show') the onShow can be triggered as well. In this case the current form will not be replaced by the
output, but will refresh. In the show stage a lot of events will be fired: onBefore.. and onAfter.. events for
the detail page, body page and footer page.

Finally the application will enter the final stage. This will call the onFinish event and all destructors will get
fired causing an onDestroy event.
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My first application

Creating your applications can be done in many ways. To get started with PHsPeed, we advise you to use
the application wizards as your starting point. It will generate a lot of your application in a configurable way
and after that, you can modify the application as you want it. It is not only convenient, but also a very big
time saver. Cruds, Grids, Forms, they are all generated in seconds, while building them manually (and you
can!) will take much longer.

The approach of your project is a simple 'one-two-three' approach.

1. Configure your database, if you haven't already.

2. Create your project.

3. Create your module(s).
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4. Generate and run.

Best practices.

· Leave your initial created page blank. You can use it later as your main landing-page of the application.
· Add your Role-based access (if you need that) later on in the project. You need to synchronize the

created project modules into the RBA tables, and if you are still changing your application structure, the
content of the RBA modules easily becomes messy and confusing. 

· Use the application wizards as much as you can. Everything the wizard does, can be done manually,
but the wizards offer a consistent way of creating your applications.

· Use filtering your search criteria with care. See the samples in this manual. A simple 'where' clause can
introduce XSS issues, if you follow the guidelines then this will not be an issue. In general: do not
simply assign a filter, but use a function to set the filter. The function takes care of the XSS situation. If
the filter cannot be changed by the end-user, i.e. a field that is entered to form the filter, then you can
safely assign.

· Keep up with updates. Since version 2.3, PHsPeed is able to update parts of your installation, i.e. a
new release of a certain PHP version. If you run into issues, then the first thing you must do is upgrade
to the current production version and test again. We need to be able to reproduce your problem in order
to fix issues. We do not support older versions of PHsPeed.

Creating a database connection
 Configure your database, if you haven't already.

To generate applications, you need to have a database with tables and fields. The IDE needs to be able to
connect to this database as it requires information about those tables and fields. The PHP application needs
to be able to connect to this database, as it will be manipulating this. So the first step is to configure
PHsPeed so that it can find your database. This only needs to be done once, as the database connection is
defined independent to your project. Once defined you can reuse it over your projects. 

To find out more about defining your database connections, see here.

Creating a project
Create your project. Use the simple mode for a quick start, options can always be applied later.

From the IDE, you can start a new project by selecting a new project from your toolbar menu. If you are new
to PHsPeed, consider to select the 'simple mode', it will only open the fields that are mandatory. After
creating a new project, PHsPeed will start by generating your initial application. If you intent to create a
landing page, i.e. with a logon, then let this page as it is for now.

To create a new project pick the element from the menu:
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Then the following form appears

For a quick start you can use the 'go to simple mode' button. You will create a project with default options:
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In the above form, you assign a unique name for the project (use a simple name without _ and - , Select the
connection you have created before, pick a standard layout (layout_1 is suitable for most cases) and pick a
required theme. You can always assign another theme later. Then select 'new project'.

Creating modules
Create the modules for your application. Use the application wizard. More information can be found here.

Best practices.

In general you have two types of database tables in your project. The tables that are part of your business
process, and tables that are used as a 'look-up'. In the application wizard you can use the bulk-generator to
generate applications of the same type over the selected tables in one go. 

Generate and run
After creating your module(s), you need to generate the code and run the application. This is done by
selecting the application you want to run and click the green run button. If this is the first time that your run
applications in your project, then you need to generate the full code initially.

Generate and run the selected application
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Deploying images

If you generate your code, then the code is immediately deployed on the local PHsPeed web server, so you
can run it immediately. However, the applied images are not part of the generated code and need to be
deployed separately. You only have to do this when you have applied new images. As images can be large,
it would be a waste of resources and time if PHsPeed needed to deploy the images on each time you
generate code (which you will do very often).

Working with layout

PHsPeed can create full responsive applications. But to do that correctly, the system needs to know what
you want. This manual describes the working with the form editor and how you can create full responsive
forms.

Introduction
PHsPeed is build upon Bootstrap. Originally Bootstrap 3, currently Bootstrap 4 (BS 5 is currently under
development).

The form design is based upon the Boostrap Grid system. This is an intelligent ‘look-alike’ to the former
Tables that were used to layout webpages. But to start designing your form, you need to think in ‘responsive
tables’. 
The component palette of PHsPeed has 3 different types of components. A type for layouting, a type for
visual components and a type for non-visual components. 

The lay-out components row and column require a container to keep the form together. This container can
be an ‘area’, which is a simple <div>..</div> or a ‘panel’ which is a bootstrap element (panel in BS3, card in
BS4).
Within the container you can add rows and columns. Columns are placeholders for fields. Although you can
add more fields to a column, it is advised to keep only one field per column, especially when you are still
learning the in’s and out’s of the behavior of Bootstrap.

The Form
When you create a new application in your project, then the project manager gives the opportunity to create
the application with some design elements in advance. 
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If you are working with databases, then you need the database connection, otherwise you can uncheck this
checkbox. When you accept a form is generated with at least a Root (or module) component, a form and a
panel (in a module the form will be set to off by default, as the module in general is used as part of the
current form in use).

The design panel will open with the standard components:

Let us create a simple login form. A login form contains a user id, a password and a submit button. In the
simple approach we need three rows with each one column. 

Add a row to the design

To add a row to the design, go to the component palette and click on row. Then go to the form and click in
the panel. Rows are always aligned to the top. 
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Add a column to a row

To add a column to the row, go to the component palette and click on column. Then go to the form and click
in the row, that will receive the column.

Add a field to a column.

For the login form we only need ‘simple fields’. These can be found on the ‘standard’ panel. If you have done
things right your screen would look something like this:
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Quickly add rows and columns

In many cases you will know more-or-less how many rows and columns you need. To add each and every
row and/or column can be time consuming and boring, especially when you have a lot of those. A faster way
to add a grid to the form is to make use of the generator. In the form designer use the right mouse button to
open the popup menu. You can add rows, add columns or a full grid depending on your choice. 

By changing the number of rows and/or columns you can fast create a set of rows with columns.
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Don’t worrie about the margins and the elements per column. All can be changed later, even with bulk
operations. However to understand the working of Bootstrap, it is important to know about the device
classes (phone..desktop), margins and padding.

The Bootstrap GRID system

First something about the grid system. In Bootstrap each container (panel/card, row, column) can be divided
into 12 elements. 

If you specify nothing then the field is not a bootstrap object. If you do then the field is a bootstrap object.
So how do you specify how much space a column will take in a row? Well, if you need 2 identical rows,
then both need 6 units, as 12 div 2 = 6. You can also make two columns with 1/3 and 2/3 sizes. Then you
need to specify the first column to 4 and the other to 8 as 4/12 = 1/3 and 8/12 is 2/3. Complex? Well look at
the above chart. If you want full space then you have to specifiy 12 units.

Now how large is a unit? That differs! Bootstrap is responsive and created for mobile first. If you have a
regular desktop then you might need two columns to prevent an empty screen. But on a mobile, this might
not be the best layout and you want both columns under each other. That is the responsiveness we have
been talking about. 
So how do you arrange that the two columns are side-by-side on a desktop but top-bottom on a mobile?
That is where the device context comes in.
By using responsive objects, you need to specify the amount of space that it will take. But besides the
amount of space, you need to specify on what type of screen it applies to. Bootstrap 4 knows about 5 types
(BS5 adds a new one). 

1. - (for extra small devices): screen width less than 576px.
2. sm- (for small devices): screen width equal to or greater than 576px.
3. md- (for medium devices): screen width equal to or greater than 768px.
4. lg- (for large devices): screen width equal to or greater than 992px
5. xl- (for xlarge devices): screen width equal to or greater than 1200px.

Now how do we ‘break’ the columns on a mobile? Simple. By setting the amount of units to the device. So
on a desktop > 992px we need 2 columns? Then we set md-6 on each column. If the resolution of the form
is > 992 px then the columns will be rendered side-by-side. To bind the two on smaller screens they will
break into 2 columns and the columns need to use 12 units.
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Important to realize is that you do not have to specify each and every device, only the device that is the
breaking point on your design. In earlier days it was more complex as mobiles had very low resolution
screens, but that is not the issue any more. 

To set the device class, most visual and layout components have properties:

If you select a column and look at the properties you will probably not see all device classes, but only the
‘deviceclass’. Clicking on the + in front of the line, will open the properties. Just enter the required number
behind the device class.

We’ll describe later, how you can test the different layouts. But important to know is that what you design
on the form designer is not ‘what you see is what you get’, but a fast way of setting up your form and
access its behavior. The layout depends on the devices it is displayed upon.

Padding and margin

Padding and margin
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Whenever you define a device class to a component is becomes a Bootstrap component. Alle Bootstrap
elements have a padding and margin by default, the is set in the used bootstrap theme. As padding and
margin generates a space around the element, you need to be sparse in using them. For instance if you
have a padding/margin on a row, column AND field then you will create a very open structure with a lot of
white-space that occupies a lot of screen space. That is why PHsPeed does not automatically applies a
device class to a field. But you can apply the size of the padding and/or margin.  But first, what is the
difference? The image here explains all. But how to set the individual padding and margin? Well Bootstrap
uses p- and m- syntax for that. Whenever you have an individual property then you can open up the property
editor:

The property editor will create a valid statement for m or p.
First margins can be set on all directions. If you need a margin on top and at the bottom, then you can add
a second rule by clicing the +
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In this example it displays a negative margin for the top (mt) and a positive/neutral for the bottom.
The same story applies to padding, it uses the same property editor.

The form designer
Now that we have covered the basics of the bootstrap GRID we can continue building our login screen. Put
an additional edit component on the second row/col and a submit button on the third. The design now looks
like this:

Click the green double arrow button to generate and run the application:

The form does not look good. Initially we have added a row, col and field but did not do anything on
padding/margin, the second two rows were generated that has a default setting for padding and margin. So
now what?
There is a quick way of making settings uniform. Go back to the design screen, use the right mouse button
and open the responsive layout function
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This will open the bulk layout editor. Click on the ComponentID header to sort the rows so that the
components gets aligned. 

Select all columns with the mouse and use the group button to group the columns. The properties that are
not valid for the columns are now removed:

Every change you apply in the blue area will be applied to all other element in that area. So if you set the
margin and padding, the will be set for all elements.
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Repeat this action for each inconsistency. (In above samples we made a lot of those on purpose, just to
show you the way to fix it).
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The button in the above screen has  no color (depending on the theme), there is no header, logo, anything.
So it is time to spice things up. First lets modify the labels and the content of the fields. You do so by
changing the value and label properties of the field. 
Next put a panel header on the panel and select it. First, to set the header on top of of the panel, select it
with the mouse and while keeping the left mouse button pressed, drag the element to the top of the form
and release. Set the title to ‘login’ or whatever you like.
There are two color properties that are interesting here: textcolor and backgroundcolor. The values however
are a bit different then expected. In some cases you can apply a valid html coloring but as this is a
bootstrap element, the coloring needs to apply to the selected theme. The prefix might change but the suffix
is always consistent where bootstrap colors are required. 
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If you need to find out what the colors are then in the right bottom corner there is a color scheme that
displays the colors. The colors are used in all kind of different context, and are parsed directly from the
themes files. It is possible to create your own theme, but as there are numerous websites that offer this
functionality we have not integrated a separate tool for that. One of the examples that you can use is
bootstrap.build:
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Some visual components have 4 configurable colors, for the text/value and for the label. Now you should be
able to define some coloring and achieve the next form (change buttonclass):

This form takes the full screen which is too much for a regular desktop. If you make the display area smaller
then it looks like this (you can make the display area smaller by the divider on the right side .
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(If you have ‘played’ with the several sizes you can quickly go back to the original by the menu Window-
>restore window)
To fix, set the device class to 12 for xl. That means that the input fields always will be maximized. If you
resize the browser then the inputfields will automatically adjust:

But on a desktop, you might want to make the form smaller. But on mobile you want a full screen. This can
be done by setting a device class on the panel and set the centered property to ‘yes’.
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The result is now:

And if you make the form smaller:

Style and class properties
Some components have also style and class properties.

Style
In general most components do not require more advanced styling. But that is not always the case. Look at
the following sample:
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The shading can be accomplished by setting a style. If you open the style property then you have a range of
options:

In the first tab you are able to apply background image. I.e. on the root component it will be a full-screen
background. The edges and border assign colors and edges to the border, The shadow is used for the login
sample above, and finally the margin and padding. Be aware that these formats are clean CSS styles! They
have nothing to do with Bootstrap, so use with care.

Local style
By default the style is local to the component you have set the style for. 

Global style
If you click on the check-mark then a new icon will appear:

The provided style will now be global. If you open the property editor you get a screen with a list of global
styles. 
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You can add new styles, by adding a style name and applying the properties. Double click on the style
name to edit the properties:

As the styles are saved under a global style name, you can use this everywhere in your project where you
can assign a style. 

Class
Sometimes experienced developers need setting that are not provided in the properties, nor styling, but
require a ‘hard-coded’ class specification. Using the class property opens a CSS editor where you can apply
your own CSS. It is not encouraged for newbies. 

To create a class, use the dropdown to generate a class name:
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Next click on CSS to open the CSS editor.

Within the curly brackets you can enter your css or use the editor to make it a bit simpler:

Remarks about using styles and classes
Using styles and certainly classes are properties that bypass Bootstrap. That is not always an issue but
could be. If you use these then you must be sure of what you are doing. The features are there to help
advanced developers in their task. 
In some cases the properties of Style and Class overlap the standard properties. If that is the case then set
the properties to empty to avoid conflicts with the settings in the class and/or style.
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Working with databases

PHsPeed contains a lot of functionality for working with databases. To be able to use this functionality there
are the following requirements:

· The IDE must be able to access the database (for metadata). By default the IDE is able to connect to
SQlite, MySQL and MariaDB. For other databases you must have installed the correct database
driver(s) to be able to connect.

· PHP must be able to connect to the database. This means that you have to setup your environment
with the appropriate PDO drivers. For SQLite, MySQL and MariaDB this is default, but you must enable
the correct pdo drivers in the PHP.ini.

Before diving into the details, it is important to have  a little understanding of the PHsPeed architecture.
PHsPeed makes use of PDO for connecting to the database. Although PHP contains API’s for the several
databases, using it, makes an application database dependent. Using PDO as a database independent
layer does not automatically mean that you can access each and every database without changing things
(unfortunately SQL is not that standard), but it sure makes the amount of changes way easier. And PDO is
supported by al major database suppliers. Some additional note is necessary for MsSQL, there is a native
and a ADO driver available. We have tested PHsPeed with the ADO driver as the native driver caused too
many issues. Especially to find the correct version for the used MsSQL database version. For other
databases that do not support PDO, but that do support ODBC, you can use the PDO-ODBC connector.
OpenEdge uses an ADO/ODBC driver by default.

Within your application you have to supply SQL to the database components. You can do that by entering
the full statement or by using an SQL designer. But if you use database specific constructs like cube
functions, roll-up etc. then be aware that different databases use different syntax. If you must create a real
database independent application that can virtually run on any database with the same code-base, then you
must be careful in your SQL.

Remark:
The database (and PDO) is configured in the IDE and is independent from your project. In general this is
only a one-time step.

The DBConnection is a component that finds the configuration in your IDE and copies it into the PHP
application. That is important to remember, because if you change things in your configuration, this will not
be automatically set into your connection components of all the modules in your project. Use the bulk-edit
function to set the new connection.

The setting here is completely independent from the setting in your production environment. When you want
to deploy your application then you have a choice how to maintain the default database connection
parameters. 
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1. Traditional with a (readable) configuration file
2. Use embedded function to create an encrypted configuration file
3. Manual by intercepting the connection event

The DBConnection component is necessary for each different connection. So if you use two different
databases, then you must use two different DBConnection components. This means that you can also use
diffent database types in one application.

Tables and Queries
Depending on your needs you have the choice of three data aware components, DBTable, DBQuery and
DBSimpleQuery. The first two are closely related as DBQuery is inherited from DBTable, and the only
difference between the two is that DBTable requires a table name to function (for full Crud functionality) and
DBQuery requires an SQL statement (and a Crud component for the CUD sql statements). DBTable and
DBQuery can be bound to data aware form fields, using a Data source component. DBSimpleQuery is a
component designed for use within your application. It is very usable for processing data as we will show
you later.

DBQuery and DBSimpleQuery can use complex queries with joins and functions. Although DBQuery can be
used in Crud design, it is mostly used for binding complex queries to data grids.

DBTable and DBQuery use a mechanism that is called ‘caching’. SQL datasets are not bidirectional by
design, instead, after a query you get a sequential list of results. Some PDO drivers allow bidirectional
cursors, but as PHsPeed is database independent we needed a different and uniform design. 
Bidirectional access is a requirement for many applications. If users select a certain row of data, they
expect to be able to scroll forward or backward. In standard SQL this is not possible. 

All retrieved data is for that reason stored in a temporary sqlite database in the workarea of your project.
This has advantages and disadvantages. Caching data makes design more complex and could make the
application a bit slower. But the advantage is that for scrolling there is no need for re-querying the original
database that can reside on a different server as well. 

Caching search results
Using data caching in general makes design of the application more easy and straight forward, as long as
you keep the following in mind:

· Caching set to true:
If you have a basic query, for instance all the employees of an department, then accessing the table will
not refresh the data while remaining in the same application. If you need to change the search to
another department then you must set a new filter and reopen the database table.

· Caching set to false:
The result set will be refreshed after each operation. 
But either way, in both situations the cache database is used as it is required for bidirectional access.
The difference is the timing when the resultset after a query is refreshed. 
It is very important that if you have a lookup field, i.e. to retrieve the description of a department based
upon a key value, that you set caching of this search to false. Otherwise the lookup will not refresh. It is
set by default by PHsPeed, but can be overwritten.
DBSimpleQuery is mainly used within your PHP code. If used with a query then the result is always
sequential.
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While caching the result is only valid within the same application. As soon as you jump into another module
then the resultset is destroyed. Of course when you re-enter the module a new resultset based upon the
current query will be created.

Filtering search results

· DBTable en DBQuery have two different filters:

1. Filter. Works on the master table
2. SubFilter. Works on the cache table

Again, it is important to see the difference. The content of the cache table does not change when you
alter the subfilter. So even if the data is in the main table, if it isn’t in the previous search result it will not
be found (unless you refresh the query). Changing the filter will reopen the query.

· Except the floating filters described above, PHsPeed also has a fixed filter.

The filter also plays an important role at master-detail relationship, but PHsPeed might alter the filter
depending on the situation. But what if you want to work with a subset of data and want to maintain that
filter? 
For instance you want to work on a table of employees that belong to a certain department. Other
employees may not be selected. It is possible to realize that with a filter, but you have to be aware on
each query that you have to apply this. 
In PHsPeed there is a fixed filter. No matter what, this filter will always be applied additionally to the
search result. So if you set a filter, PHsPeed will append the fixed filter to it. That way you can be sure
that users will only see employees that they are allowed to. PHsPeed never touches the fixed filter
property.
This is a very convenient way and makes maintaining GDPR regulations more easily. 
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Query designer
In the DBQuery and DBSimpleQuery there are 2 properties to set the SQL. The first one is SQL and you
can assign plain sql to it. The other one is QUERY and you open up a Query Designer. The Designer is also
used in setting filters, so it is used in the DBTable as well, but only for the where part.
The query designer is able to create complex queries including inner/outer joins, functions, grouping etc.
Remark: Sometimes when you open up the designer, no tables are shown, or the  schema is not shown.
That is caused by the fact that sometimes the connection to the database gets lost. That can happen if you
haven’t accessed the database for a while, sometimes there are other technical reasons beyond the
PHsPeed environment. If that happens, then close the designer and open the database viewer then opens
when you click on the vertical ‘database’ tab. Clicking on the small refresh button restores the database
connection and then you can re-open the Query designer. 

To start the query designer, press the … button in the property editor. The content name will be generated
automatically (this is a reference to the container where the configuration is stored). 
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(btw, it is not mandatory to use the query, you can use sql. However, make a choice as you cannot use
both at the same time.
The Query designer will be opened, however initially with a clean design area and a list of available tables in
the left column.

Joining tables

Joining tables
You can create a join between tables by selecting the key of the master table and while maintaining the
mouse buton, point to the key of the detail table. PHsPeed will draw a connecting line to show the
relationship. The above sample shows a complex query with several links. 

Visibilty of fields
By checking and unchecking the checkbox before the fields you can select which fields are used and which
not. If you have duplicate fields then the system will generate a sequence number. 
courseid -> courseid_1
As the field is already selected you might run into issues on your form as there are more specs then fields.
Therefore it is advised to:

- Uncheck the duplicate field
- Use an AS alias (see later) and assign a custom unique name.

Changing Join Type
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By default PHsPeed generates a standard join. It is possible to change it into inner/outer joins. There is
some discussion on the web regarding efficiency and speed of the query, but we haven’t found real evidence.
 Click on the link to select and use the right mouse button to open the options. Select ‘link options’ and a
new dialog will open for you to select the join type. 

Adding Query arguments

Adding query arguments (field specification)

After you have designed your query structure then you can go to the second tab to add additional field
properties and arguments:

- Sort
Generates a sort statement, valid values are asc (ascending) and desc (descending)

- Function
Generates a function. Valid values are avg, count, max, min, sum. If you use a function then you  must
specify an ‘as’ synonym.

- As
As name of a field. Especially useful when having duplicate fields or functions.

- Group
Generates a Group-by statement
While changing arguments, the resulting SQL is modified. You can always force this by clicking the ‘refresh
query’ button.
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Adding query arguments (where)
The second tab is used to create the condition (where clause)

The parameter ‘:partid’ is a variable that requires to be assigned in your application.. (Zie
DBQuery/DBSimpleQuery). This is bound to a cloud variable. Since version 2.3, you can also use a ? which
is bound to an assignable variable. See also the considerations here.

Adding query arguments (cloud connector)
In many cases you need to drill down data. For instance if you have a list of departments and want to show
a new screen with a list of employees of that department. To be able to, you need to pass the department
number to the requesting application. 
To allow this kind of functionality the requesting application need to define a ‘cloud connector’. Cloud
connectors are used in calling applications to assign values to that connector. In a DBGrid for instance, you
can add a link and assign a database field to that connector. In fact, you describe an interface that can be
used to call that application.
If you run the application stand-alone (not being called from a link) then the cloud connector is ignored. 
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If you want an overview of the defined connectors, or want to create a new one without a database link (like
this query) then you can go to the projects tab and use the right mouseclick to be able to select the cloud
connector function.
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Verifying the query
You can validate the generated query. Clicking the execute icon (lightning icon) the generated sql statement
is executed. If there are :args then you will get an in-between form to apply the arguments. 
When executed, SQL errors will show, or the search result. 

Individual Query components
As described before, there are three components that can work with the database: DBTable, DBQuery en
DBSimpleQuery.

DBTable

This is the most commonly used component for Crud operations. Using DBTable does not require deep
knowledge of SQL as this is fully generated. The only thing that might be necessary is the filtering, but the
SQL builder is used for this purpose. To use it, put a DBTable on the form and connect it to the correct
connection. The table property will contain all the available tables and you can drop-down to the required
one. 
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Other important properties are:

Autoincrement
If you have a field of type integer that is not set to autoincrement in the database then you can manually
obtain the same result by defining the property here. PHsPeed will generate code to find the maximum value
and then increment it by 1. Do not use if you have that field defined as autoinc in your database or use a
database sequence.
Allows you to select which fields are shown and if applicable, what is the primary key. Some databases do
not report the primary key because they use a unique index instead. In that case you need to define the
primary key. Although you rarely would have to edit this form, it is always a good idea to verify if the fields
are there. Especially when you change the fields in the database, you must open this form to apply the
changes. Then these are passed to the datasource so that the new structure is available for the other
database components as edits grids etc. 

Filter / Subfilter en Fixed filter
Filter: applies to the main table
SubFilter: applies to the cached results.

It is important to realize that filters are used to modify the sql statement, especially in the where clause. To
prevent XSS issues please see: Development with individual DB components

Result…
Set No users will have the need to scroll through thousands of records to find the one they need. Search
results are always limited to a maximum. By default the limit is set to 10000. You can change this, but a
best practice is to set a valid select statement to limit the results. That saves resources, responsetime and
brings a better user experience. 
Unfortunately, the syntax to limit the search result is not a standard in SQL. Therefore you must select the
correct syntax in the IDE database definition.

Table
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A list of tables to select from. There is an alternative way, and that is to open the database viewer and
drag/drop the table on the component.

DBQuery

DBQuery is inherited from DBTable and contains the same primary functionality. The main difference is that
it does not have a table property but an SQL/Query property. It is possible to use a DBQuery in crud
applications, but then you must supply the SQL for each operation. The most convenient way is to use a
DBCrud component. However, the Query is actually designed for reporting and displaying the data in a
DBGrid. Crud operations are easier performed by using a DBTable, although with a DBQuery you can have a
complex query and still have a basic Crud. But this will be rare.

DBSimpleQuery

DBSimpleQuery is mainly designed to have a simple database interface in your PHP event coding. For
instance to support some processing, to verify something etc. Internally DBSimpleQuery is used to maintain
the audit-trail, or to perform role-based access. If you use DBSimpleQuery in a query then the result set is
always sequential. You cannot directly bind the result set to your form fields as this component is not data
source aware.
Like the DBQuery component, the most important properties are ‘SQL’ en ‘Query’.

Using the application wizard
Using the application Wizard

Building a Crud application with the Wizard / Application generator
It is evident that everything that the Wizard generates can be done by hand, but the look-and-feel is quite
standard. Still, it’s a great way of building fast prototypes and to safe development time. After all, after
generating you can modify everything to your command.
You start the Wizard/application generator by clicking on the small puzzle icon in the project tab. You have
then 4 options for generating applications:

· Form
This is a standard crud form, containing a toolbar and all selected fields. With the toolbar you can scroll
through your records and perform all Crud actions.

· Grid 
This is a standard grid based upon a ‘select *’. After generating you can apply search criteria. The used
DBGrid component is a wrapper around a bootstrap table and has a very rich feature set. We will
discuss its use in a separate document.

· Form and Grid
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This is a form with a grid on one screen. The form and grid are connected, and clicking on a record in
the grid will select the record in the form. The toolbar is just like the Form application. Since version 1.3
it is mostly replaced by the next version.

· Grid with popup form
This is a grid like option 2, but with an edit icon in the grid. Clicking on the icon will open a modal form
with a form application as described under option 1

Example of a form generated by the wizard, but with customization (edit field replaced by a drop-down).

The fastest way to generate one of the four options is to select the require application type, to enter a
(unique) module name, select a table and click ‘Create module’. It will generate the module that will appear
in the project manager. Clicking on it will open the module for modification. It is possible that – depending on
your use – that you must enter a connection. Another thing (for forms) is that you can apply the responsive
behavior. There are more tabs appearing once you have entered the module name, it allows you to do some
presets. 
The fast way of generating forms, grids and cruds is a great way for creating prototypes with end-users as it
leads to a fast working application without any coding. Later on, at the office, you can add the ‘specialties’.
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Master-detail relationship
Again, you can build everything by hand, but the Wizard makes it easy. The fastest way to a master-detail
relationship goes as follows:
Create the master as described above. Then repeat the Wizard, only select the master application as the
module name. This will not create a new module, but append the code the existing one. After generating
you have two separate forms on your screen, a panel with the master and a panel with the client. And two
sets of table/datasource. By setting up the master source in the detail table you define the master-detail
relationship. In short:

· Select the DBTable referring to the detail.
· Select the property ‘master data source’ and select the datasource of the master table.
· Select the property ‘master data mapping’ and define the relationship: Click on the master key in the left

panel, click on the key in the right detail panel. Now select the collect button (button with the down
arrow). If your key is more complex then repeat these steps for each key. 

· If  not already, set the caching property of the detail dataset to false.
· Generate and run the application. 
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·

Development with individual DB components
This sections describes some basics regarding programming with the database components. Please do not
use any other method to access your database. Using the standard functions of PHsPeed ensures that –
together with the use of PDO – the application stays safe and is not prone to sql injection or XSS threats. 

DBTable
Suppose that you have created an onclick event on a button (button_1) and that you want to set the filter of
a DBTable (dbtable_1). In the ‘working with events’ section, you can find how to invoke an event. 
The correct statement (for PHsPeed) would be:

$$dbtable_1->setFilter(‘some filter);  

or

$$dbtable_1->filter='some filter';

The main difference is that the first method does more than 'just assign the value'. It also ensures that the
filter is stored into your session space and will reuse the filter over your transactions. Therefore this method
is advised. The second way the value will only be available in the current running transaction.

In both cases you need to supply the full fiter like: 'pers_no=12345';

Another way to set filters is to use variables. You can apply these also in the QueryBuilder. I.e.: 

name > :name;

To match the variable use the following functions;
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      public function setFilterStringField($field, $value) 
      public function setFilterNumberField($field, $value) 
      public function setFilterIntegerField($field, $value) 

I.e. 
   setFiltertSring(':name',  'myvalue');

If you are an experienced developer then you might wonder what the $$ means. You can find the explanation
in the section 'the magic of $$'.

DBQuery
DBQuery is mostly used for (complex) queries and visualizing the results in a grid. It is important to know
that you use parametrized queries if you use inserts, updates or deletes as that is more hacker proof. If you
construct your sql dynamically and add variables directly then verify that this variable is sql injection safe.
The regular way of performing a query is to add SQL (or Query). 

$$dbquery_1->setSQL(‘select * from mytable where mykey=:mykey’);
$$dbquery_1->setStringFieldByName(‘:mykey’, $myvar);
$$dbquery_1->open();

First of all, why use setSQL and not $$dbquery_1->SQL=something? Actually embedded SQL requires a
few steps, and one of them is that the SQL statement needs to be ‘prepared’. setSQL does everything to
get your statement ready for execution. But you can use the direct assignment, but then you have to apply
the prepare as well. Advise: use setSQL. 

In the above code we use a parameterized query. This is the most safe way of assigning and binding data to
variables. Depending on the datatype you can use:

    public function SetLobFieldByName($theField, $theValue) 
    public function SetBoolFieldByName($theField, $theValue) 
    public function SetStringFieldByName($theField, $theValue) 
    public function SetIntegerFieldByName($theField, $theValue)

DBSimpleQuery
DBSimpleQuery is mainly used for internal processing. In principle it is similar as described above (suppose
the simplefield is dbsquery_1)

$$dbsquery_1->setSQL(‘select * from mytable where mykey=:mykey’);
$$dbsquery_1->setStringFieldByName(‘:mykey’, $myvar);
$$dbsquery_1->open();

As there no datasource, you must obtain the data by yourself.

DBSimpleQuery: reading all data
Suppose that you have defined your query by using the Query Designer and want to fill a dropdown field with
a lookup. The lookupfield is called ddcourse.
There is no setSQL as the query is already set in the query property of the simpleQuery ($$q). The
simpleOpen will open the query. The parameter behind simpleOpen tell the system to retrieve the first row. If
there is none then there is no loop.

 $r=$$q->simpleOpen(true); // open query and retrieve first row
  while(!$$q->eof) {                 // as long as there is a valid result
    $$ddcourse-> AddItem($r['courseid'], $r['coursedesc'].' '.$r['coursedate'].' '.$r['coursetime']);
    $r=$$q->simpleRead();
  }
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Of course this is a very simple sample. If you need to set the query by code you would get:

$$q->setSQL=’select * from courses’;

Followed by the above code.

DBSimpleQuery: updates
Actually this is more of the same:

$$qp->setSQL("update participant_course set courseid=:cidnew where participantid=:pid 
and courseid=:cid");

             $$qp->setStringFieldByName(':cidnew', $$ddcourse->value);
             $$qp->setStringFieldByName(':pid', $partid);
             $$qp->setStringFieldByName(':cid', $courseid);
             $$qp->simpleExecSQL();   

Working with events

PHsPeed is a low-code, component oriented PHP development environment. Basic functionality can be
achieved without a single line of code, but as soon as you need to apply business rules you will have the
need to change the default application behavior. In no-code platforms that is difficult, and can result in
changing your problem to adapt to the system. In PHsPeed that is not the case. Within ‘events’ you are
able to intercept the application flow and change behavior.

What are events?

PHsPeed has a fixed application flow, depending on its application type. For regular PHP applications,
PHsPeed will have a minimum of 2 run cycles. In the first cycle the form layout is determined. In the second
cycle the data will be sent. Globally it works as follows:

User start the application by entering the url in the browser

Cycle 1

PHsPeed will verify checks to assure security
Will create components and assign values
Build html template and send it to the client
The web browser receives the template and will request for the data by an ajax call

Cycle 2

PHsPeed will verify checks to assure security
Will create components and assign values
Will render the data in JSON and send it to the client

Cycle 3..n

These cycles are depending on the components used that might have their own ajax data requests. 
No matter what cycle, PHsPeed will create the components, at the end of the cycle the components will be
freed. That means that each and every component will at least have two events: the onCreate and onDestroy
event. 
It is very likely that when you intercept one of these events, you might want to verify the contents of other
components. Problem is that you cannot be sure if that component is already created, as it depends on the
creation sequence. But in the onCreate, you can set properties of the current component. 
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But when can you be sure that the components are all created? Well as soon as all components are
created, they all will receive an onActivate event. If you intercept this event withing a certain component,
then you can be sure that the component exists and has a value. But….

Suppose that you change the value of a component. It is very well possible that in an earlier stage some
business rule needs to be aware of this value, but the event for that component was already fired?
Then there is the onBeforeRender event that comes to the rescue. At this stage all components should have
their final values so that you can trust building your application without further issues.
What’s important here is that you are aware of the different states and functions of the events. And that the
sequence of events is not guaranteed. If you need to have the final value of a component and request for that
value before the event is fired to determine that value then you are in trouble. 

The above might sound overcomplicated, but it isn’t, as long as you keep the following rules in mind:

1. The onCreate can only be used to set default values of the current component. It will be triggered on
Submit and ajax requests.

2. The onActivate can only be used for values that are retrieved by defaults, session or forms. It will be
triggered on Submit and ajax requests. Use it to set values to components, but only apply business
rules if you do not need to have the value of other components.

3. The onBeforeRender should be used to perform processing data. It will only be triggered in an ajax
request.

Rendering of a component means that PHsPeed will generate valid dynamic html, javascript (and
sometimes css) that will be send to the client. The data rendered will be collected by the form and send in
one JSON message to the requesting process.

If you need to apply code in the submit phase or ajax phase then you can verify the state by the standard
function isAjax(). It will return true or false.
Components can have events of their own. A database table has events like ‘onBeforeInsert’ and
‘onAfterInsert’. They allow the developer to perform some action just before the insert (i.e. change values) or
after the insert (i.e. perform some additional tasks). An important event is the onSubmit and onSubmitBtn
that is available on the form and allows the developer to do some actions depending on user input.  

How to invoke an event?
The best way to explain is by using an example. Suppose that you have a label on the field and a button.
When you click the button you want to show the current time on the label.
First create a new module (no database connection) and design a simple form with two rows with each one
column. Put a label component on the first row/column and a button on the other. It should look something
like this.
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Then select the form. PHsPeed will change the property editor and select the properties of the form.  Select
the PHP-Events tab to show the available events.
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Invoke the onsubmit event

Now click in the onSubmitForm to open up the property editor and click the … icon
This will open up the PHP editor:

The $app is the basic application reference and contains references to all your components. However, to
access these components you need to know the real name which is different than the shown name.

Naming conventions
Applications can have headers and footers, and they all can contain components. As PHsPeed by default
generates a component name, based upon its type and sequence, it is possible that when you combine a
header with a module that there will be more than one label_1. To avoid these naming problems, the
generator will make some modifications to the name to assure its uniqueness. It does that by adding the
module name to the component. So label_1 becomes main_label_1. 
However, the component is a property of the application component. To access the label_1 on the form you
need to access the variable from the application component which is $app. So the full reference to the
label_1 object is $app->main_label_1 as can be seen in this code snippet that is generated by the
generator:

class main extends spapplication {
    public   $action;
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    protected $main_root_1;
    protected $main_form_1;
    protected $main_panel_1;
    protected $main_label_1;
    protected $main_btn_1;
    protected $main_csrftoken;   

So, if you want to set the current time to the label component, then you must know that the label
component has two properties that are used to display its value. The first one is label, and is the label of the
field. The second one is the value and represents the content of the field. Every visual component has these
properties. So the edit field has a label and value property etc. 
To obtain the date and time from php and assign it to the label value we need to write:

$app->main_label_1->value=date(“Y-m-d H:i:s”);

If the $app is not passed in the event header then it will be available as a property of the current component.
Then it would be:

$this->app->main_label_1->value=date(“Y-m-d H:i:s”);

Complex? Yes it is. Can it be simplified? YES!!

To access form variables, and not to have worries about the above you can use the short $$ notation. By
using $$ the generator ‘knows’ that it has to replace it by a correct reference to the component. So 

$this->app->main_label_1->value=date(“Y-m-d H:i:s”);

Becomes

$$label_1->value = date(“Y-m-d H:i:s”);

So if you wonder why the $$ notation is used in the demo applications then you know now. What other
lesson does this give us? Well, the naming convention is also used in the html pages. So if you need to
locate the label_1 in your html page then you need to search for:

Id_main_label_1 for the id of the field and Main_label_1 for the name of the field. 

This method is used consistently. So if you have to write your own JavaScript or need to apply classes then
you know how the field is called in the generated html. Depending on the type of developer you are, it is rare
that you have to write JavaScript, but if you need, then you can.

Writing event code

So now we are ready to write the code to set the label

Now click the green double arrow button to generate and run the code
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Click the submit button

Every time that you click on submit the date and time will be set the the actual date and time.

The initial screen is not looking nice. How to set the label_1 to a decent value? Well, one option is by
setting the property in the property editor. But as this document is all about events, why not code it in an
event? Already guessed? To set the value and label of the label field we can use the onCreate event. But
instead of using $$ we need to use the $this variable.

Why? Well while creating the instance of the component is not available yet. The $this is used to reach the
current component. So we’ll get:
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This is the oncreate event of the button and the properties of the button itself is changed. So $this. The
result will be:

What if you want to use $$? Actually you can achieve the same result if you use the onActivate event of the
form like this:
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This will give the same result?

Actually no. Remember, PHsPeed works in two cycles. The first cycle will trigger the onActivate, but the
second cycle also. onSubmitForm will trigger both cycles causing the label and value to be overwritten in
the second ajax cycle. So initializing should only be done in the first cycle. So to get this sample to work
we need to check if we are in the submit or ajax stage.

If you generate and run, you will achieve the same result. It’s up to you what you prefer.

OnSubmitForm vs OnSubmitFormBtn
The onSubmit event is used to handle a submit action. But what if you have more buttons on the form and
want to perform different actions depending on the button pressed? In that case you can use the
onSubmitFormBtn event. It will pass the given buttonid so that you can respond depending on the button
pressed.

So lets enhance the sample a bit by adding a second button and if you press that button it will reset the
value.
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In this sample we have set the label of the buttons. You can set it to whatever you like. To follow our sample
set the buttonid gettime to 1 and the other to 2.
Create the onSubmitFormBtn event. Remove the reference to the onSubmitForm and remove code. It will
look like this:

The buttonid of the reset button

The SubmitFormBtn
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Of course you can play with some properties to change the look and feel of the buttons. Try to set the
buttonclass and look at the result.

Ajax events
The submit button will cause a full reload of the page. In many cases where you have to change forms this
is not an issue. But what if you want to change only a part of the form and don’t want to rebuild the rest?
That is what Ajax is used for. Clicking on a button will send a request to the application but will leave the
page unchanged. The result however might change a part of the form. 

So let’s rewrite the simple sample, so that it will use an ajax event. 

To create an ajax event you have to assign a javascript and php event that have the same name. For a
button we will use the onClick event. There is also a javascript event of the same name. 

1. Set the button type of both buttons from ‘submit’  into ‘button’. 

2. Go to the JS events and open the onClick event. This will open the Javascript editor and as you will
see, the JavaScript code is generated immediately:
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You need to invoke the Javascript event but you do NOT have to write it!

3. Add the PHP events and remove the onSubmitFormBtn.

Now generate an run the code. It will have the same result, but now using ajax. As you can see,
every button has Its own event so no need to check for ajax (as it is an ajax event) nor the button id.

Fixing event issues
Using events  can cause unexpected behavior. Sometime it looks like a change is not working or an error
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message is presented while generating the code. The most common issues and solutions are presented
below:

Generation error in module xxx : event not found in ..

This issue will occur if you generate an event and you have not saved your code, or if you have removed your
code, but have not removed the event in the property editor. The fix is easy, remove the event from the
component or recreate it and save the source code file.

Ajax event also triggers submit event
This issue will create unexpected results as PHP will trigger a submit form after executing the ajax event. It
is caused if you create an ajax event on a button, but do not change the button type from ‘submit’ to
‘button’.

Changes in ajax events does not seem to work.

Depending on the situation you can end up with multiple instances of a function in your JavaScript code. The
solution is to clean the code:

If there are duplicate functions then the lines-out are less then the lines-in. Don’t forget to save the code.
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I need to revert to the original JavaScript code..
This situation can occur if you modify or write your own JavaScript code. The most simple way Is ot use the
magic stick:

To use it: select the event you need to replace by the original:

The selected event shows in blue. Then use the magic wand:

If you click on ‘ok’ then the original function is replaced by the new function (the old one is deleted, the new
one appended).
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New JavaScript due to new PHsPeed version.
As long as your application works well, there is usually no need to change the JavaScript. Sometimes
however – when you want to use new functionality in older projects – you need to refresh the JavaScript
side.
This is done by clicking on the compare icon:

It will then show a menu of the used JavaScript, and reports the functions that differ from the original.
Uncheck the functions that you don’t want to have replaced and click on Restore to modify the procedures
you want. 

Working with charts

Charts are very useful for displaying statistical information. With PHsPeed you can create all kind of charts,
based upon the ChartJS library. This manual explains how you can make charts based upon database
data. 

PHsPeed has implemented a lot of functionality from the ChartJS library. There are three components
involved, which you find on the Reporting tab of the IDE.

The first component is the ‘chart’ component. It is a canvas that can show charts and is a ‘visual’
component. The supported charts are shown in a dropdown list:
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The second and third components are a ‘series’ component. These are ‘non-visual components) A series is
a list of data with an x and y coordinate representing the elements of a chart. The first component is not
database-aware and can be used to add your data manually. The second is database-aware and can be
bound to a data source. A series needs to be attached to the canvas to be able to display its data. 
You can have multiple series on a chart by assigning the chart to the series.

The Chart component
Important properties are:

ChartType Represents the type of the chart, like line, bar,
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pie and others
Responsive If set to true, then the chart will follow the

bootstrap rules (advised). If not, then you have to
set the chart height and chart width in pixels.
Recommended is to set the height to a value in
px and the width to ‘auto’

Legend position Represents the location of the legend: top, left,
right, bottom

Title Title of the chart.
Chart Reference to the chart component. 

The Chart series component
There are two types of Chart series, a standard and a DB aware variant. 

The Series Component

The essential property is the ‘elements’ property. It represents the data that must be displayed in a chart.
The chart type is set to parent; this is for future use to support different chart types in one chart (not
supported yet).
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It is possible to add the chart series, most handy while developing. In general, you will add the data to the
chart by your program. We will discuss that later.

The DBSeries component

This component is similar to the Series component, but it has a few additional properties. The first is the
data source that must be bound to a dataset representing the data to be displayed. The fields that are used
for the x and y coordinates are set by the ‘data field data’ and ‘data field title’ properties. The ‘elements’
property is also present and allows you to add additional data to the chart. 
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Building a chart

Building a chart
To create a chart fully manual, put a chart component on the form and a series component. If you set up the
properties right, you can run the application to see the result. 

Adding data manually
To add data manually to a chart, you can use the function

public function addElement($value, $label, $bgcolor, $bordercolor)
1. Put a charts component on the form
2. Put a dbseries component on the form
3. Bind the series to the chart
4. Add a series of data
5. Create onAddElement event
6. Add line to add point(s) to chart
7. Generate and run the application

Example

Suppose you want to set some point by default and add another point in the code. To add points to the
chart, we use the onAddElement that is triggered when all default (and database) points are added:
The Default form looks like this:

Set the series like this
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Connect properties
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Now create the event:

Run the application
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Building a database chart
The main thing is to setup the system right to get the charts;

1. Put a charts component on the form
2. Put a dbseries component on the form
3. Put a dbtable and data source on the form
4. Select table and assign fields
5. Bind the dbseries to the datasource
6. Bind the datasource to the table
7. Bind the table to the database connection
8. Set the x,y fields on the dbcharts
9. Set the dbtable active property to true
10. Generate and run the application

Example

Suppose that we have a table like this:
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With the following data:

To visualize the data the sampledate will be on the x-axis, the samplevalue on the y axis. The design is as
follows

The components are set to:

Connection Table
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Chart serie Chart

In this case the chart is set to bar and the result will be:
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If set to line:

Working with the application wizard

PHsPeed is a low-code tool, which means that you can create and generate applications with a minimum of
code. To support this even more, PHsPeed contains an application wizard which you can use as a starting
point for a whole range of applications. Create grids, cruds, with layout based upon your database tables.

PHsPeed makes it very easy to start creating applications based upon your database modal. Based upon
your tables, you can develop cruds, grids, master-detail forms, and more without any coding. To start the
wizard, click on the green puzzle icon that you find above the project manager.
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Clicking on the icon will open up a dialog where you can select the required options.

There are five different types of applications that you can generate:

 Form  This is a standard crud form. 
 Grid   This is a table-formed data viewer.
 Form with Grid.   This is a combination of a Grid with a crud form.
 Grid with a popup form. This is a grid with icons that pops up a modal crud form.
 Agenda  This is a calendar with appointments. It falls out of the scope of this

document. 

Form application
The fastest way to create a form application is by selecting ‘Form’ and filling in the main form, and creating
the module:

 ModuleId Enter a unique name that the module will identify
 Connection Enter the required connection (defaults to the project connection)
 Primary table Select the table from the list you want to generate your crud application

upon
 Tables Set checkbox to select all fields of the table (recommended)
 Number of columns Set the number of columns for the form. (defaults to 2)
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 Database Use DBTable or DBQuery. (defaults to DBTable).

Then click ‘create module.’ That will generate a basic Crud form:

After clicking the generate and run button, you will get something like:

PHsPeed will try to select the appropriate edit component for the fields. However, for lookups, you need to
make some manual modifications. Depending on the situation, you can remove a field and replace it, but
you can also select the field and transform it into another component. Select the component and use the
right mouseclick:
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That will open a list of possible options for the field—for instance, a lookup. 

PHsPeed will copy the already known properties then apply the remaining properties. That avoids a whole
lot of mouse clicks. 
In the case of many fields, you might want to use tabs. In the wizard, there are more tabs that you can use
to customize the application that PHsPeed will generate.
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This tab allows you to select the fields used. In general, we advise you to use all fields and hide the ones
you don’t need, but there are situations where this is unwanted. If you use this option, you have to uncheck
the ‘select all fields’ option on the main tab.

On the next tab, you can find the generated SQL statements. Especially the update tab is interesting as it
shows you that you can alter primary keys.

The layout tab allows you to modify the layout of the form. The basic layout is already displayed, and you
can make modifications by adding elements to group your fields:
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You can fast add a new component to the form with the buttons. Do not use more than one dbnavigator
component on the same table. The button is there to add a dbnavigator if you accidentally deleted it.
If you want to divide the form into a tab with two sheets, click on the tab and twice on the tab sheet. Fields
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need to be applied to a container, so add two panels.

With the mouse, you can move the tab and sheet into the desired position:

Notice that we’ve added a label for the tabs. As you can see, the new elements have the form of the parent.
To change that, we need to set up the dependencies of the elements in the tree left of the grid. You can
drag-drop the elements:
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When you set up the tree, then you will see the parents of the components, change. Without the correct
ownership, PHsPeed might not be able to generate the correct order of the components. If that happens,
you can always correct the ownership in the component manager. Now all is set, and the application can be
generated:

If, for any reason, the form is not generated correctly, i.e., if you have not set the titles of the tabs correctly,
then you can always correct it later. Remember, these steps speed up the development process, but you
can always change things afterward. 
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Grid application
The fastest way to create a grid application is by selecting ‘Grid’ and filling in the main form, and creating
the module:

 ModuleId Enter a unique name that the module will identify
 Connection Enter the required connection (defaults to the project connection)
 Primary table Select the table from the list you want to generate your crud application

upon
 Tables Set checkbox to select all fields of the table (recommended)
 Database Use DBTable or DBQuery. (defaults to DBTable).

The procedure is similar to generating a form application. The outcome is now a grid:

The wizard allows you to configure the grid. Select the layout tab:

Sortable will generate a sortable column, you can set a default order, and searchable will mean that you can
use the search box to search over the column. If you set searchable for every column, then the search box
will apply for all columns:
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Crud form with grid
Generating a crud form with a grid is a combination of crud form and grid as described above. The result is a
form that contains both:

By clicking in the grid, you select a certain record that you can then modify or delete. Of course, all the
layout options apply, so you can set search options, use tabs, and all the other stuff.

Grid with crud popup form
This is more or less the same option as the previous one; the only difference is that you have a modal popup
form that allows you to modify/delete the record. Because you do not have a form, there is a default ‘new’
button to allow adding records:
In this case, you can use the grid options that are on the basics tab.
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 Crud type
Use ‘crud’ for a single icon that gives access to a popup form in standard mode. You can perform all
crud actions. Use the ‘edit and delete’ option if you want two icons that directly lead to a crudform in the
correct mode.

 Icon position
Choose to have the icon(s) in the beginning of the grid or at the end.

 Icons
Choose the (awesome) bootstrap icons and color. 

Generated with Crud:

Generated with edit and delete option:
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Working with Grids

Grids play an important role in (web) applications. In PHsPeed, you have two major roles for grids. The first
is related to crud applications; the second is for detailed reporting. The basic grid functionality for crud
applications is already discussed in the manual for the application wizard. In this manual, we will focus on
reporting and advanced functions. 

Basic Grid
A basic grid application can be created using the application wizard. Just select a table and create a grid. In
this manual, we will focus on the salaries table of employees.

Although you can select the sort and search options while using the application wizard, you can also apply
these features later. To do so, open the fields property of the grid.
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Sortable columns
You can define a column to be sortable by setting the sortable property to 'true.' After generating the code, it
will show a sort icon in the column:

Searchable columns
The grid has by default a search field. You can select columns to use the search field. If you have more'
searchable' columns, the search field will search over all these columns.
If you do not want or need a search field you can remove it from the grid. 

Configuring the grids buttons.
To set the grid button options you can edit the 'show options' property:

It will open a dialog where you can enable/disable the different options
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 Show header: show the column titles 
 Show footer: currently not in use
 Show search: show the search field
 Show refresh: show the refresh button
 Show pagination: show the page function in the bottom of the grid.
 Show toggle: allows to switch between a card layout or a grid layout (handy for mobile apps).
 Show full screen: allows to 'blow the grid up' to full page.
 ShowColumns: allows to select columns to be visible or not.

A sample of a grid without any of the options:

Bulkedit grid properties
If you need to set properties like editable, sortable for each and every field, then that is very time consuming
and requires a lot of mouse clicks. Fortunatly there is a bulk edit option that you can choose from te toolbar:

It opens a dialog where you can easily maintain the several options:
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If you set a checkbox then you can set all other checkboxes below by clicking the 'apply to following'
button. 

Advanced functions

Advanced grid options
In this section, we will discuss the more advanced features of the database grid.

As of version 2.2, there are quite some changes in behavior, and as the underlying JavaScript has changed,
you have to perform a few tasks to get your Grids compatible.

For regular use: The field list has properties of the fields in the grid. The primary key option was already
there but has become more important now. If you need to use the onClickRow (because of a master-detail,
or you want to show the selected record), it is necessary to set the correct key(s). For new grids, this is
done automatically. For existing grids, you need to specify. The record selection is now made on primary
key instead of record number.
The uniqueid property is required to identify a specific row in the grid. The Unique id should always be safe
for html e.g. alphanumeric. It should not contain chars which can break HTML e.g. ". 

If you have a master-detail relationship, the master would reset to its first page if you select a detail record.
It required a small JavaScript change to suppress that, but this has now become a property (mastergrids).
The grids that are added in this property will not refresh when you select another record. 

Adding lookup field

Adding a lookup field to the grid
You can only see the employee number in the above grid, but not the name. As the name comes from
another table (employee), the only way to retrieve that value is by adding another custom column to the grid
and binding that to the employee.
To achieve that, the following steps are required.
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Open the fields property

 Open the fields property 

 Click on the + to add a custom field

 Select the datasource and dbconnection that holds the reference to the lookup key.
 Select the table 'employee'
 Setup the lookupfield for name and define label.
 Create a mapping between the two tables on employee number

Now generate and run the application
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To move the name field to the second position, just drag/drop the field to the desired position.

\
You can change the lookup field by adding more data fields. In PHsPeed 2.1, you need to use an event to
intercept the rendering of the field, in version 2.2 you can easily add new fields and constants to generate
output.
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The result will be:

Predefined search

In PHsPeed, there is a component that allows you to define your query freely. The disadvantage is that the
end-user needs to know how to set up queries to achieve their desired result, which can be complicated.
But great for BI specialists. In this case, you can set up a search block above the grid that shows the user
the predefined search criteria. For less experienced users, this can be a better option. On beforehand, the
predefined form search generates an SQL statement on the current grid. It does not apply for lookup fields.

To start, set the 'formsearch' option for the field that needs to be in the form-search to true. Then open the
'formsearchoptions' property editor.
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In this form, you can set up the specs for the search field:

Datatype Text, date, datetime Generates the required edit field
type in the search box

Search type Single value, range Generates one or two fields
(range)

Search argument <, <=, =, >-,>, <>, starts with,
ends with, contains

Specifies the search type that
is available in a drop-down for
the end-user.

Between Checkbox If enabled, you can setup a valid
range, i.e. for dates.

Start value
End value
Title Title of the field that is used in

the search box.

After generating the application, it will look something like this:
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Refined search

Refined (grouped) search
A very nice feature is the ability to perform a refined search. Using a refined search will result in a column
left of the grid containing the unique values of the selected key item. As an example, we use the employees
grid. To set up a refined search on gender, open the fields column and choose the gender field. Then set the
refined search to true:
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After generating the code:

It shows a select box with the number of elements. In this case perhaps not so useful as nobody will scroll
over that many items. 
In case of the birthdate, suppose you need a refined search on birth year. In that case you need to define a
conversion (refined range).
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You can add more refined searches. If the end-user selects values from different searches, all criteria will be
appended to the main search.

Grouping and totals

In many cases you will need to create groupings and totals. Suppose you want to have a sub total and a
grand-total of salaries for each employee.
To setup we need to reopen the fields property of the grid, and select the salary field.

The group-by field is set to emp_no, and then open the function property editor
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Here we define the grouped sum for the field. 

This output is correct, but can be improved. For instance by adding the title for the sum. You can do that by
adding a custom field:

Clicking on 'group desc' create a special column for this label.

So far we have concentrated us to the query on the table. But there are some settings of the grid as well to
improve the output even more.

By defining the group-by on the grid level you can apply additional behavior like collapsing. There is a draw-
back however, as the grid contains more rows now, you cannot use this grid for crud operation. Selecting a
row does not sync with the real table behind it. Use this feature only for reporting grids.
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You can apply grand totals and other functions similarly.

Custom buttons

You can add custom buttons to the grid. You can use these to start actions like processing selected
records (explained in the next paragraph), jumping to a specific application, etc. 
To define custom buttons, open the property editor for 'userbuttons.'

Title Title on the
button

Button
class

The color of
the button

Action The required
action

PHP Event: clicking on the button will generate the
onClickUserButtonEvent. This event will pass the button id.

PHP OnProcessRow Event: This event will pass each selected record
to the event.

Call module: Select a PHsPeed module that will be called after
clicking

Call Url: Jump to external URL. Note: you will lose session
information, so if you return, it is possible that the security of PHsPeed
will abort (due to lack of (csrf) token, etc.

Module/url Link 
Buttonid ID An identifier that is passed to the onClick event to separate button

actions.

Selectable/runnable rows

There are cases where you want to show a list of records and let users select rows to process them for
some reason. This option requires two things: how to make records selectable and how to add custom
buttons to the grid. A sample of such a form shown below. 
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 Make the form selectable. 
To make the rows selectable, you only need to set the property ‘click to select’ to true. In this case you
can select a number of records. In case you only want to allow to select exact one record then set the
property ‘single select’ to true.

 Apply custom buttons. 

 To process the selected records you need to have a function to trigger the processing. In PHspeed you
can define userbuttons in the grid. That way you can assign different funtions that will be performed on
the selected records.

In this sample two buttons are added, one to set a payment status for the selected recors, and one to
reset this status. 
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The form now looks as follows:

The thing to do now is to apply the onOrocessRows event. (There is also a onEndProcessRows when
all records have been processed).

For each selected row, the function onProcessRow is executed. The system passes the data of the
physical row and the butonid. Depending on the buttonId you can specify certain actions:
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The function MUST return true or false. If set to false the processing of the records will abort. So you
can use it in case of errors:

In the code P or R you need to set this status if you encounter an error. 

At the end of the process the onEndProcess is called. It can be used to inform the user that processing
has finished:
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Working with images

Images can have different origins. Traditionally they are stored in an images sub directory, but they can also
be stored in a database as a blob, or reference. This manual describes the working with images. It also
describes the use of the uploader to be able to upload images.

PHsPeed has implemented two different components for working with images. The first one is the ‘image’
component that actually is a reference to a pre-stored images with properties. The second component is
dbimage, which is database aware. It also provides two methods of image storage: as a reference to a
folder, and as a blob. Using simple images and deployment If you select images in your project, as a
background, as part of a carousel, or any other use, PHsPeed will copy those elements into your project
folder. If you run your project then the code is generated in your deployment environment, but it does not
automatically copy the images. Especially when you have a lot, or big images, that would require a lot of
resources, everytime you want to generate your project. Instead, you decide when you deploy the images,
after all, in general, it only needs to be done once. To do so, go to deployment->deploy local images to local
server.

Selecting simple images
Image properties contain a property editor for selecting images:

The ‘select new image’ will open up the file manager for selecting an image anywhere on your system. After
selecting, it will be stored in your project environment. If you need to select a pre-selected image, then
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select ‘select image from deploy’.
The Image width and height will be used to scale your image, but only when the image is assigned to be
non-responsive.
If you do not want to make use of the default image directory, then that is possible, in the current version
you need to locatie the files manually then. Another tool that is available is the image 

Image component
The image component can be found on the additional tab. By default the images is set to ‘responsive’ as
PHsPeed is based upon booststrap. 
Imortant properties are the picture folder (that contains your image) and the picture (that references your
physical picture).
Remark: If you use the image component to assign a font-awesome icon then the sizing properties do not
apply. 
By default the _libs/images folder is used as a reference to your images. 
The regular component will put the selected image on the screen. It is possible to resize the image as you
can set the Image Width and Image Height in the image property editor. If you want to maintain the aspect
ratio, then enter the width and click on the small icon to calculate height or the other way around. 

DBImage
The DBImage component makes it possible to store images or references to the images in the database.
There are pro’s and con’s on both methods:

- Storing images on disk and reference in the database
o Pro’s

 Simple
 Images are regular files that you can maintain

o Con’s 
 Less safe, as the images are accessible if you do not make special arrangements
 Risk of losing binding between image and stored reference in the database

- Storing image physical in the database
o Pro’s

 Safe, images are 
 Storing for downloading is more complex

o Con’s
 Database size
 Dump of database can be huge, making it difficult to port

The decision is all yours. If you reference the files by location then you require a text field, if you store the
images in the database, then you need to use a binary object (blob).

Image uploading
To store images, they need to be moved from the clients workstation to the server. Actuall, there is only one
way to do that as storing images is something different then storing text. 
To upload images, you need to use the upload component and bind that to the image component:
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In this very simple application clicking on ‘add record’ will open the popup with the uploader. As there is a
link with the dbimage, the dbimage component will show the image after upload:
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It doesn’t matter if the image is stored as referenc or as blob, the principle remains the same. The storage
type is set by the property with the same name.

Properties
To allow the system to work, verify that the upload directory of the upload component matches the image
directory of the image component. Even if you store the image in the database, there is a temporary folder
where the image is stored before sending it to the database.
Important DBImage properties
 Datasource and datafield 

Must point to a vailid data source and data base field to store the image (as reference or binary)

 Imgwidth, imgheight, maxwidth, maxheight, 
properties that describes the display dimensions of the image. These properties do not apply if you
have set the image to ‘responsive’ as the image will then behave to the rules of bootstrap. However to
support cases where the image must be fixed, you can set responsive to false and use the sizing
properties.

 Imagefolder
The folder where the images are stored. 
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Working with RBA

Many applications contain information that is not for everybody. Role based access is one of the solutions
to limit access to PHsPeed modules. This manual describes how you can setup a full RBA module,
including Multi Factor Authentication.

PHsPeed has implemented two different RBA strategies. The most simple one is just a simple login that
you can use to open up an application. It can be set up with a simple login form and calls a simple login
function. The support for this method is because we used it in an older version of PHsPeed. We advise you
to use the second option.
The second option is to use the complete RBA module containing users, user groups, etc. It allows you to
specify what a group of users is allowed to do, have access to a module, and if they are allowed to select
data, update, delete or insert records.

The data structure of the RBA module is as follows:

If you want to use the complete RBA module but don't need multiple groups, you can create a 'generic'
group and assign all your applications and users to this one group. 
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You can import a set of predefined applications from the application vault to maintain your security module
and pick a login template of your choice. It also contains modules for user registration, forgotten passwords,
and more. A better option (PHsPeed version 2.1+) is to use the RBA module from the menu and generate
these applications.

PHsPeed also allows you to set up row-based security, which works outside this RBA module. You define
that in the static filter property of the DBTable.

Creating RBA tables
Before working with RBA, you need to set up your database with the required tables. The easiest way is to
use the RBA module that you will find under tools -> Role-Based Access Module. Using this will show a
form with a simple workflow to create your tables, PHP mapping module, supporting functions like Audit
trail, Preference table (if you want to send emails), and templates (for sending emails).
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To create the RBA module, you need to follow the following procedure.

Generate SQL
Clicking on 'generate SQL generates the SQL that will create your tables. You can change the
names of tables and fields to something different. In our samples, we will stick to the 'standard.' The
SQL adapts to the selected database type, so if it is MySQL, it should show varchar, whereas, in
Oracle, it should show varchar2. If You find issues here, you can correct, but please let us know if
you have to do that.

If you already have a previous module or want to refresh, you can choose to use a drop table, but it
will destroy your data, so be careful. 
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Generate Tables
Clicking on the button will execute the SQL against the selected database connection.

Generate access class
PHsPeed needs a mapping class between the defined RBA module and its internals. Clicking on this
button will generate the required PHP class (if you forget this step, you will get fatal errors while
generating the project code).

Generate RBA PHP Module

Clicking on Generate RBA module will open up a screen with all the available RBA modules. You will
find several templates for your primary login page (or as a basis) and modules for user registration and
MFA. 
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By checking/unchecking the modules, you can select to import this module into your application. 

Login_1..login_4 Different login pages that you can use and modify. The images
used in the samples are not in the package. You need to use your
own.

Maintain_users This is a basic module for the maintenance of the user table. 
Maintain_group This is a basic module for maintenance of the group table that is

used to assign users and applications to
Maintain_application This is a basic module for the maintenance of the application

table. The module has a button that synchronizes the table with
the available applications that are generated. Be aware that it only
adds applications to the table. If you remove an application, you
have to delete this from the list manually.

Maintain_applicationgroup This is a basic module for the maintenance of the assignment of
applications to groups with their rights. (access, read, create,
update, delete). For a faster initial approach, you can consider
using the proc_applicationgroup.

Maintain_usergroup This is a basic module for maintenance of assignment of users to
groups

Maintain_preferences If you use the preferences table, then you can store email server
credentials so that the system can email users for a signup,
forgotten password, etc.

Maintain_templates If you use templates, then you can use these to set up email
templates for users to signup, etc.

Add_initial_user When you have created the user table, then there is no default
user to log in. With this module, you can add your first (admin)
user. If you use the module while there are already users in the
database, this application will generate an error message. We
advise to remove the module from your production system when
not in use.

Signup This is a user signup page if you allow users to create their
account

Apply_registration Users receive an email with an activation code. This page accepts
the code to activate the account. Do not implement if you want to
use MFA.
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Forgottenpwd This is the module for the user to request a new password.
Apply MFA Users receive an email with an activation code. This page accepts

the code to activate the account. It also supplies the Multi-Factor
token, based on TOTP. All TOTP clients (Google authenticator,
Microsoft or others) should work. Do not implement if you do not
want to use MFA.

Proc_applicationgroup The application group application allows you to maintain
applications to groups in bulk. It is also a good sample for a
selectable grid.

Before importing and creating the RBA module, there are some considerations to make. Do you need an
audit trail, templates etc.
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Audit trail
The audit trail registers all access and database changes, but it does have some limitations. To enable
an audit trail, you must set the appropriate properties in the root component (registers access) and the
dbtable components (registers database access, old value versus new value). What it cannot do is
maintain changes of SQL statements. Therefore the DBQuery and DBSimpleQuery provide no means for
audit trail. However, there is a generic function to add records to the log by yourself. 

public function auditLog($action, $appid, $message='') ;

It is part of the cRoot component and can log anything you require. But you need to write code to use it.

- Creating the audit trail tables and class
-
If you want to use the audit trail, you can use the 'Audit Trail' button to create these modules if you
haven't already.
This module works similarly to the RBA module. Just follow the steps from left to right to create the
table and get the required audit class. 

Remark: if you enable audit trail in one of the components but have not created a class, you will get a
fatal error while generating code.

Preferences
The preferences table allows you to store your mail server credentials so that you can email account
information, registration, etc., to your clients. You will get a simple workflow dialog to create the table
and module if you click this button.
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The default connection is 'internal.' The tables will be created in an SQLite database outside your
application. You can consider this table as a 'registry' for your application. Besides storing information
about emailing, you can also use this table to store other preference information. In our samples, we
keep this information in the application database. If you deploy, this information is different for each
customer, so it is preferable to have it in the same database. 

After creating the tables, you can select 'generate email pref' to add the requird elements to set up an
email connection. Do not use 'generate database pref' for your local database, as your application needs
to open the database with this information…

Templates
Templates store your text templates in the database. Here, this information is used to send email to users
who create an account or request a reset of their passport. There are different ways to use templates, and a
database table is not required. To use templates, you need the template component. This component can
work with a provided database (using data source, connect to this setup, or provide the text in a property by
code. 
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The predefined modules give you a quick start building your RBA environment. You can do this anytime, but
we recommend doing this almost at the end of your project. The reason is that this module requires you to
log on and assign rights which can be a handicap during development. Also, when the structure of your
application and modules is floating, you should wait to implement the RBA module. But when you are ready
then you can create the module. 

The easiest way is to use the module standard as-is. The column 'Module name' allows you to change the
module's name. The shown applications are templates, and PHsPeed will update the content, depending on
your settings. Special attention is required for the templates that have a parameter column. 

In the current version, there are four login templates to choose from. The templates all have a button that
points to a forgotten password page. But the page's name is not known (yet) and will be determined by the
parameter. In the above sample, 'login' will be replaced by login_1 if you want to have login_2 as your
primary login page, select login behind this module. The name used is the name you supply as the module
name.

Multi FactorAuthentication
Multi-Factor Authentication is an additional layer of security that protects your applications from unwanted
logins. PHsPeed implements the TOTP protocol, commonly known as 'Google authenticator', but you can
use any authenticator that supports TOTP. When you register, then PHsPeed will show a QR code with a
numeric code that is unique for you and the application. You register this number into your TOTP client by
scanning the QR code or entering the number. Then, when you log in, you need to use the client to generate
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a new code in your client (ie. Your mobile phone) and use that code as an additional login.

If you want to use MFA, then set this checkbox.

Connection
The connection defines the database where the tables are being created. If you use this function from a
project, the connection used will be filled by default by the connection defined to the project.

Default application after login
After login, the application needs to know what application it should startup. A good way is to open a
generic page with some basic information, shortcuts, etc. It is important that this page is accessible for all
users.

Generating applications
After clicking 'generate modules', PHsPeed will read the defined applications, make the changes, and add
them to your project. After that, you might need some adjustments:

- Apply images to your login page
- Generate all your applications
- Create the initial user
- Log in to your application 
- Setup the templates for emailing
- Use the synchronize module to synchronize all your application modules
- Setup security profile(s)
- Modify security settings in your modules
-

Note: The modules are working applications but should be considered templates. Modify them as you like.

1. Go to the project manager.
2. Apply the required layout and select to change all modules.
3. Apply the required theme and select to change all modules.
4. Apply multilingual or change labels.

Setting up MFA

Creating initial user

Once the tables are created and the templates installed, you need to prepare your RBA for use. One of the
first things required is to create an initial user that will act as a system administrator. For this, there is a
special module: 'add_initial_user'.
You can run this application only when the user table is empty, otherwise you will get an error message:
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Please do not add this module to your menu and remove it from your production system when not in use.
That prevents any misuse of this application.

 UserId: Name to log in.
 User Display Name: Name to display in headers etc.
 UserPsw: initial password
 UserEmail: email for notifications
 UserRegdate, date of registration
 UserExpDate, date of expiration (set to  the far future if not in use)
 UserVerify: random code for the user to activate his account.

Synchronize applications

Before you can apply applications to groups, you must add all the applications to the application list. As
that can be a lot of work, there is a function to synchronize. This function will only add the applications to
the application table. It will not (automatically) delete modules that you have removed from your project. (If
you delete modules from your project, then the generated modules will still be in your deploy area, so it is
possible that after a new synchronization, modules re-appear. In this case, go to deployment->purge local
deployed files and regenerate your project. Deploy your runtime and/or images depending on your project
setting (private/shared libraries).
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Activating account

All users, the system admin included, must activate their user account. If you use MFA, then you must also
activate your TOTP token. While developing, it is handy to build your application and generate and run it
without security hassle. So we advise you as a developer to wait to implement the security features until the
last stage of your project.

Activate without TOTP

If you do not use TOTP, entering the user id and the activation code will activate the account. If you use a
user registration procedure, the user can use a link sent in an email. Then there is a generated complex
code. For the initial setup, you have entered this code in the initial user setup or added a user manually.
(apply_registration.php)

Activate with TOTP

The MFA method of PHsPeed is based on TOTP. While registering, the user must scan a QR code to set
up the security token or enter a unique code that is displayed on the form. After registration, all logins
require a unique number that is generated by that token. The most well-known TOTP client is Google
Authenticator, but you can also use others like the Microsoft authenticator. (apply_mfa.php)
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After entering the user id, PHspeed will generate a QR code. Before activating, it is eminent that the user
scans this code in his TOTP client. After activating, the user will need to add a code to his user id and
password. If the user cannot scan the code, he/she can use the code that is displayed at the bottom of the
QR code.

Enable and disable MFA

If you have used the wizard to import your RBA modules, you have enabled or disabled MFA. If the MFA field
is on the form and hidden, then MFA is disabled, otherwise it is enabled. It is always possible to re-enable or
disable the MFA afterward. 
To enable the MFA in PHsPeed you need to include this module in the autoloader. The autoloader of
PHsPeed automatically finds (PHP) modules and allocated them (that is why there are not so many
includes and include_once declaration), but the RBA module is not included automatically. To enable, go to
project -> autoloader; scroll down to you find _libs, _extlibphp and TwoFactorAuth. Select this folder with the
mouse and click on Select dirs. and subdirs. You should end up in a configuration like:
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V

The enabling and disabling of the component of the imported module is controlled by code that overrides the
property setting. So to enable or disable it, you need to open the event code and locate the following:

function form_1_onActivate($app)
{ 
   $$tfa->visible='false';
}

Set to 'true' to enable or 'false' to disable.

Module settings
Per module you can decide what kind of RBA you require. It is sufficient that the end-user is logged in, or
does the user have grouped rights to access the module and read/update/delete or insert data. In the Root
component, there are a few properties that controls the RBA:

PHsPeed supports a few different encryption methods for passwords. 
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None No encryption is applied. Passwords are stored as plain text. That is not advised.
MD5 This method is supported for compatibility purposes. Older systems can use MD5

encryption to store passwords, but modern technology can quickly break that
code. So do not use this for new projects.

PHP This is the most modern way of storing passwords, and is currently considered to
be very safe. 

SHA Looks like the MD5 method, but with a stronger encryption.

MFA Considerations

Difference between MD5/SHA and PHP encryption
Using MD5 and SHA encryption is a standard way of performing user security. The password that the user
uses is encrypted and stored in the database. Then, when the user logs in, the password is encrypted and
compared with the value stored in the database. By default, PHsPeed will encrypt the entered value if you
have set the password field of type' password'. In all cases, it you enter a password, then encrypting will
always lead to the same result.
The PHP Method works differently. Passwords are encrypted, but never in the same way. So if two users
should use the same password, it will always lead to a different encrypted value. In this case you cannot
supply the encrypted value, but need to use the originalValue property of the field. 
$result=$$root_1->login($$userid->value, $$password->originalvalue);  // use $$password->value on
other than PHP method

useAuthorisation
This property will verify if the module is allowed to run. If you use a simple RBA structure, it is sufficient to
set isLoggedOn(userNum). If you use the full module, the 'isLoggedOn' status will be set if you have 'access'
to the RBA tables.
If you have no access, the user will be redirected to the configured 'main application', usually the login page
(if can run stand-alone is false) or generate an error message that the user has no access.

useSecurityModule
This property will include the full RBA access module so that the application can determine what kind of
rights a user has for a certain module. It retrieves the full access, read, update, create, and delete security
status.

useLogonModule
For some pages you need to be able to ignore the logged-in status. For example, the login page itself, a
page that allows the user to register etc. 

useAuditTrail
Setting this property to true will log the login access of the user. To be able to, you must have enabled and
created the audit-trail tables. 

Preference table in conjunction with RBA
If you use the user registration page or want to inform the user how to reset their account, you need to send
emails. PHsPeed uses phpMailer for that purpose. To send email PHsPeed requires some basic
information, like the mail server, credentials, etc. You can provide that information in several ways, but the
most flexible is to use a table to store that information. PHsPeed uses the preferences table to store that
information. 
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Depending on the hosting provider, it might be a small puzzle to get all the settings correct, but you can use
the preferences all over your projects once done. 

Templates table in conjunction with RBA
If a user registers or has forgotten his password, you might want to send an email to confirm. This email can
differ and is easily be defined using the templates module. 
The templates component has different ways to read a template. You can provide it by code, the database,
or in simple situations by property. 

Parameters
To define parameters, enter these in the parameter property. I.e.' code'. Then in the template text (simple
model) you could have a text like:
Hi,<br><br>To reset your account, please use the following code: {%code%}<br><br>Best
regards,<br><br>Support<br>
Then the only thing you need to do is to provide a value:

function form_1_onSubmitForm($app) {
   $$tpl_1->setParameter('code', '1234');
   $$mail_1->htmlbody = $$tpl_1->getText();

This is the method used in the forgotten password and registration page. As providing codes might be
different, the templates leave that part for you to implement. The signup page provides a sample how you
can provide this code. You will also find the code for sending the templated email.

Alternative login
In many cases, the standard login might not be sufficient. For instance, because you need to bind to a Saml
or LDap Server. 
To implement the alternative login, you must set the customLogin property to true. That will enable the
'onLogin' event where you can apply your code. 

Alternative RBA
It is also possible to bypass the security and implement your own RBA. To do that you need to set the
customRBA property to true. That will enable two events that must be used to implement your own RBA.
These events replaces the internal RBA!

function root_1_onLogin($app, $userid, $password)

the function must return true when the login process is successful (or false for unsuccessful)    

onGetModuleRightsOf
This event is called whenever the system requires to know the access rights of a module:

function root_1_onGetModuleRightsOf($app, $userid, $module)      
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the function must return an array of allowed access:

  $r[]['access']
  $r[]['create'])
  $r[]['read'])
  $r[]['update'])
  $r[]['delete'])

A value of 'Y' will declare 'allow,' a value of 'N' will declare 'disallow'.

onRequestAccessTo
This event is called whenever the system requires to know if the access is allowed. (can be followed up by
calls to onGetModulesRightsOf).

function root_1_onRequestAccessTo($app, $userid, $module)

the function must return true for access or false for denying.  

       

Deploying your applications

Eventually, after designing and realizing your application, you will have to deploy your applications on the
intranet or web. This manual explains the steps that you need to perform to get your application running in a
production environment.

While developing, PHsPeed adds code to your application that allows the IDE to work and enable
debugging. This code has no function in your production environment and needs to be removed. Your
database configuration is most likely different as well. Also, when running in your production environment,
you do not want potential hackers to get more information than strictly required, so extensive error
messaging is by default disabled. 
So what is the procedure to get your application in production?

Promote code for production
This step is required to get rid of all debugging code that the code generator has created. It will also remove
the default user id and password that you have used to debug your application and require that you define an
encrypted configuration file to store the access parameters for the database. (It is possible to use an
alternate setup where you store the data yourself in a different way, but this method is not recommended.
To promote the code for production, pick the deploy option and select ‘promote code for production
environment.’
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You will get the following dialog:

By default, the system will remove all debugging code for the ide and disable PHP error reporting. The result
will be that when your application has defects in production that there will be no response on the screen.
That is a security measurement as it will not give undesired information to potential hackers. However, it
could be required to enable this, for instance, to do additional testing. Setting the checkbox will keep the
PHP error level reporting unchanged.
The result is an application that is:

- stripped from comments
Comment lines have no function in a production environment, only development. Although marginal, this step
makes the code a bit faster.

- empty lines
Readability is no issue in a production environment. Again, this will lead to a slight performance
improvement. 

- No debugging code.
- All code that is required for the IDE is removed. 

The result is ready for you to upload to your server.
As your runtime will also be promoted, you will not see any debugging messages if you continue to develop
on your projects. That is easily be corrected but depending on the type of libraries you use:
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With Private libs
If your project is using Private Runtime libraries.

In this case your project uses its own copy of the runtime libraries. To restore these to the debugging
version, you just need to deploy your runtime again.

With shared libs
If your project is using Shared Runtime libraries.

In this case all your projects that are using the (same) shared libraries are affected. To restore the libraries
in the shared space, use the function ‘restore shared runtime’.

Database config

Create a database config file
Promoted code makes no use of the user id and password properties of the ‘dbConnection’ component.
Instead, the component will look for an encrypted file for the parameters. This encrypted file can be created
in two ways: by a (provided) PHP script (config.php that you can find in the samples) or by using the
database config utility of the ide.  As both work the same way, we’ll discuss the IDE way.

- Using the config.php utility.
You can use this application in your production environment to set up the connection. The advantage is that
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you can change the connection at any time, or that you can deploy your application with the utility so that
your customer can set it up by him or herself. Be sure to remove the utility after you are done, or rename it
to something less obvious.

- By the IDE.
The IDE allows you to set up a config file quickly, and especially for testing purposes, this is handy. If you
are also responsible for your own deployment, this is the fastest way to deploy your connection parameters.
To create a database config file go to your database setup page:

Select the connection that you use in your project

Click on ‘Create Production DBConfig File’
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Fill in the parameters and click ‘Apply.’ 
Usually, you only need to change the database name, user ID, and password, but you can also change the
other parameters. The Key and vector come from the security tab of your project properties:

Testing production in dev environment
Before uploading the application, you should perform a final test in your development environment to verify
that it will work as expected. This require a few steps though:
 If your development environment is set up to regenerate code after change automatically, it will undo the

promotion process for that application. It will also reset the application in development mode. To avoid
that go to run->debug->options 
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 Setup the dbconfig file in the IDE, to connect to your database. To be sure that it works well, you can
consider using a different database.

 Promote the code with debug option. 
If the application doesn’t run, you want to know why ;-)

 Test the application.

If all is as you want it, create your production config file, promote the code without debugging and upload it
to your server.

Upload project
There are a few steps required to set  up your application in production:

1. Define your database and set it up with primary data (lookup tables etc.)
2. Upload the project. 

Define database and setup with primary data
Deploying a database is not something that is supported within PHsPeed utilities. The main reason is that
there are many databases out there, and they all have different requirements. Most of you will probably use
tools that are dedicated to the database of choice. But there are some basic things that you can use. 

PHsPeed comes with phpMyAdmin and Adminer. The embedded Browser does not allow downloads and
uploads, so you need to start phpMyAdmin or Adminer in a different browser. If you have set up PHsPeed to
start other browsers, you can select them from the list. Using these tools allows you to dump your database
structure and data to be loaded in your production database. If you use MySQL/MariaDB, then your provider
most likely supports phpMyAdmin, and you can import your exported file. 
If you use the Role-Based-Access module, you must start with a primary admin user to set up a decent role
model. In the vault section, you find a default application to add a first user to your database. After adding
the user, the application will generate an error message if you try to add another one with that application. 
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Although this example describes the procedure around MySQL/MariaDB, the other databases have a similar
approach. And you can always use the tools that come with your database.

Upload your project
There are several ways to upload your project. You can upload this directory to the server if you have set up
and tested the promoted code in your test environment. That is the most convenient way. PHsPeed comes
with an FTP client, but its use is limited as it currently does not support ftps and supports only one upload
channel. But it fits for simple tasks. 
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One helpful feature is to create a zip file of your deployment environment:
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The created zip can be uploaded and unpacked.
But for experienced developers, you can use any FTP client of choice that supports more features like the
(free) FileZilla.

Deployment file structure
Depending on the webserver you use, your root is htdocs for apache or wwwroot for IIS. It is possible that
you don’t see this when you use shared hosting.  If you want to host only one PHsPeed project, then you
can consider using private libraries. The structure will be as follows

Myprj
- _libs

o _extlib
o _extlibphp
o css
o fonts
o images
o js
o languages
o php
o all your project generated files

workarea

If you prefer, or host more projects on the same server, then you can consider using shared libraries. The
structure will then be:

_libs
- _extlib
- _extlibphp
- css
- fonts
- images
- js
- languages
- php

Myprj
- _libs

o all your project generated files
workarea
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The choice of using shared libraries or private libraries depends on how you want to maintain your projects.

Shared libraries
All projects share the same libraries. That means that if the libraries are changing that it will apply to all
projects. However, the advantage is a significant lower diskspace as the libraries will not be replicated in
each project. Therefore you need to test all projects in advance before upgrading. 

Private libraries
If you use private libraries, then you can upgrade every project one by one. That can be an advantage if you
have a lot of projects. The disadvantage is a higher footprint as each library occupies space and requires
uploading.

Best practice
When a major upgrade is available, and you have many projects using shared libraries, then create a new
subdirectory so that you can move your project one by one from the old to the new folder.

I.e.:
Htdocs\v1\myproject -> htdocs\v2\myproject
That way, you can still test applications one by one. If you are done, the user needs to use the new folder,
which you can force by redirecting the old directory.

Standard functions

Once you start building applications, you will add PHP code to events. In the following chapters you will
find some useful functions that are commonly available in your code.

Generic functions
Generic functions.

These functions can be accessed directly and are always available. 

function description prototype returns Notes

arrayToString

Converts an array
into a string,
sanitizing the
individual rows

function
arrayToString($array) string

this funciton uses
the htmlspecialchars
to sanitize strings.

checkClientIp

Verifies that the IP of
the request is in line
with the current
session

function
checkClientIp() true/false

Returns false when
the used IP is
different then the
previous transaction
within that same
session

clean_html

Clean HTML string
removing all element
attributes and
elements which are
not in the provided
whitelist (but
keeping their
allowed children).

function
clean_html($html,
array $whitelist)

sanitized HTML

based upon
https://github.com/al
ixaxel/phunction/blo
b/master/phunction/
HTML.php

clean Clean string from all
cr/lf pairs function clean($text) string

closeSession Closes the session function nothing

https://github.com/alixaxel/phunction/blob/master/phunction/HTML.php
https://github.com/alixaxel/phunction/blob/master/phunction/HTML.php
https://github.com/alixaxel/phunction/blob/master/phunction/HTML.php
https://github.com/alixaxel/phunction/blob/master/phunction/HTML.php
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by unsetting it,
destroying it, closes
the write buffer and
clears the session
cookie.

closeSession()

dblog Appends a record to
the personal logfile. function dblog($msg)

This will append a
record to the
personal logfile that
is created in the
workarea.
(dbg_'date'). This
statement will NOT
be removed when
you promote your
application for
production and is
the best way if you
need to do some
additional debugging
and/or loggin while
your application runs
in the production
environment.

download Download a file
function
download($path,
$file)

encryptpsw

Encrypts the
password with the
given method (none,
md5, sha, php)

function
encryptpsw($passwr
d, $method)

password

extractFieldName
Extract the
fieldname of a
table.field pair

function
extractFieldName($t
heField)

field name

getGUID Retrieves a unique
string function getGUID() string

Returns a string that
can be used for
validation situations,
i.e. for confirming
credentials etc. In
PHsPeed this string
is used to let users
validate their
account.

getHTMLColors Retrieves an array of
html colors

function
getHTMLColors() html colors

get_ip_address Returns the ip of the
current user

function
get_ip_address() ip address

getProtocol
Returns the used
protocol as HTTP: or
HTTPS:

function
getProtocol() HTTP: or HTTPS:

inPostState
Tests if the form has
received form data or
is in it's initials state

function
inPostState(); true, false if(inPostState() ){…}

isAjax() Tests if the form is
called in ajax mode function isAjax() true,false

if(isAjax()) {…} As
the controller
application is called
in stages, the ajax
stage is when the
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system needs to
supply the form
data. The initial
stage is used to
create the html
template. To avoid
operations being
performed twice, you
can use this switch
to determine if your
code needs to be
executed in the
initial or ajax state.

isHTTPS
Verifies if the
application runs
under https

function isHTTPS() true, false

isLoggedOn
Test if the
application has the
'logged-on' status

function
isLoggedOn() true,false

isTrue Test if a value is true function
toClass($strin) true, false

Checks for all kind
of values: t, T, y, Y,
true, TRUE, yes,
YES

getExternalSession
Var

Get a session var of
another module

function
getExternalSession
Var($theVar,
$default=,$origin=

phspCreateLink

Create a valid link
with an encrypted
parameter list
(including session
variables)

function
phspCreateLink($url,
$parms,
$initialformmode='')

link

This function returns
a valid link that can
be used as a valid
hyperlink to any
PHsPeed module. It
encrypts the
parameters to avoid
security issues, and
applies session info
as well to avoid csrf
issues. The
parameters need to
be applied in a=b
pairs. The initial form
mode specifies the
state the form must
open. Valid options
are add, delete,
update.

phspCrypt

Encrypts or
decrypts a string
using the preset
encryption
parameters.

funciton
phspCrypt($strin,
$action)

encrypted string

Use 'e' to encrypt or
'd' to decrypt. The
function will use
AES-256-CBC as
the encryption
method and SHA256
as hash and thus
performs a strong
encryption that is
reversable.

phspRedirect Redirects the function This function takes
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current page to the
given url.

phspRedirect($url,
$origin,
$initialformmode)

an url and jumps to
that url. It will
append security
tokens. The
$initialmode can be
used to set the
receiving application
in a certain mode
(none, init, add, edit,
delete). This function
cannot be used
when executed in an
ajax event. Use the
$app→redirect for
that purpose.

phspExit
Breaks current
process and jumps
to the given url

function
phspExit($url)

rtrAction
Retrieves 'action'
from
$_GET/$_POST

function rtrAction(); used internally

rtrCmd Retrieves 'cmd' from
$_GET/$_POST function rtrCmd(); used internally

rtrForm Retrieves 'frm' from
$_GET/$_POST function rtrFrm(); used internally

rtrGetVar
Retrieves variable
from
$_GET/$_POST

function
rtrGetVar($var) value

Can return variable
and array. It also
performs sanitizing.
Use this function if
you want to retrieve
info from your
application input
instead of
$_GET(…) or
$_POST(….).
$myvar=rtrGetVar('M
yInputVariable');

rtrQueryString
Retrieves query
string from
$_SERVER

function
rtrQueryString

rtrSender

Retrieves
component sender
from
$_GET/$_POST

function rtrSender()

Used to identify the
component that is
responsible for the
submit/ajax trigger

rtrSubmitBtn
Retrieves identifier of
button that triggered
the submit

Used to find the
button that is
clicked. Useful when
there are more
submit buttons. This
is an old method,
consider using the
appropiate submit
event that returns
the key
automatically.

setLoggedOff Set application in
'logged-off' status

function
setLoggedOff()
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setLoggedOn
Set application in
'logged-on' status for
the given userid.

function
setLoggedOn($usern
um='generic')

setSessionVar Sets a session
variable

function
setSessionVar($the
Var, $value)

nothing

This function sets a
session variable that
is maintained over
the same session.

showMessage Displays a modal
message

function
showMessage($msg
)

nothing

In general this
function can be used
to submit and in
ajax stage to display
a popup message,
but only on events
that passes the
$app object.

Example:
$app→showMessag
e('process
complete');

See also macro
notation
(@@showMessage('
…');

session_stop Terminates a
session session_stop()

sessionVarExists sessionVarExists($t
heVar) true,false

setFormMode($mod
e)

Set next form mode
to edit, delete,
update, create

setFormMode($mod
e)

Use this funciton
before redirecting to
the required module

setSessionVar Sets a session
variable

function
setSessionVar($the
Var, $value)

nothing

This function sets a
session variable that
is maintained over
the same session.

unsetSessionVar Unsets a session
variable

unsetSessionVar($th
eVar)

toClass

Converts a table.field
name into a
table_field name
class

toClass($strin) . → _

Application functions
Accessible functions of the $app variable (spApplication object)
function description prototype returns Notes

findComponent
search component
reference on
component name

findComponentByNa
me($theCompName)

component
reference or false

Traverses the
component tree to
find the required
component

login
wrapper around the
root component to
login

login($uid, $pwd) true/false

logoff wrapper around the
root component to logoff() true/false
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logoff

redirect redirect to the given
url

Redirect($theUrl,
$origin,
$parms=,$initialform
mode)

Can be used in a
regular status and
within an ajax event.
Origin: current
module as
recepient, parms:
a=b&c=d&…
parameter pairs,
initialformmode: the
form mode to start
the next application
in (insert, edit,
delete, none) The
parameter string will
be encrypted using
the project settings
for security.

showMessage Sets a session
variable

showMessage($the
Msg) nothing

This function sets a
session variable that
is maintained over
the same session.

Macro functions
The following macros are translated when the file gets saved:

function description Notes

@@login(…) will be translated to
$app→login(…)

For some commonly used
functions, it is more convenient to
use the @@ notation as PHsPeed
will 'know' in what module the
function resides. So you don't have
to remember that login is part of
the $app.

@@showMessage will be translated to
$app>showMessage(…)

Samples

Redirect forms

In many occasions it is necessary to redirect to another module. That can be to a module of PHsPeed or
some external 'foreign' module. In PHsPeed you will find some useful functions that can help you with this
action. There are components like the menu that can perform this task automatically, here we will show you
how it's done in your code.

The standard PHP way.

The most common way is to use the header construct:

    header("Location: http://www.example.com/another-page.php");

It is also possible to add parameters like:
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    header("Location: http://www.example.com/another-page.php?parm1=somevalue&parm2=somevalue");

It is allowed to use relative urls too.

In combination with PHsPeed you must be aware of the fact that you can only use this redirect in the first
phase of the processing stage. PHsPeed will perform the control application initially as a 'normal' submit,
followed by a number of subsequent Ajax calls. This approach will not work in ajax calls, so you cannot use
this statement in render events.
Another thing to keep in mind is that you cannot redirect to PHsPeed modules this way. PHsPeed uses a
system of security tokens, and expects the parameters to be sent in an AES encrypted way. That sounds
complicated, but is actually easy to use as there are a few functions that perform that task.

There is also a PHsPeed variant of this function:

     function phspRedirect($url, $origin='', $parms='') 

This function is solely to be used for calling PHsPeed functions as the parameters are being encrypted into
the url, including the phspeed token. Without this, the module that is called will reject the call and abort with
a security error. As origin you can use the current application so that the called application 'knows' where to
return to. (Postman method, the message is taken to the new module, after that, it returns to the original). 

The above methods only apply when the application is not in ajax mode. There is a way to redirect in any
situation, even in Ajax calls. In the standard situation the phspRedirect is called, in ajax mode, the
JavaScript will take care:

    public function Redirect($theUrl, $origin='', $parms='', $initialformmode='') 

This function is part of the spapplication object and is passed to all events in the $app parameter. 

    
   function employees_emp_no_onChange($app)  
    {
      $app->Redirect(.....);
    }
    

The initialformmode is used to set the redirected application in a certain update mode. Valid values are
empty, init, add, edit, delete. This will only apply for crud modules where the form is set into the given state.

Building hyperlinks

In some cases you will need to create hyperlinks, that can be used for instance in an onclick event. To build
a link use the function.

     function phspCreateLink($url, $parms='', $initialformmode='') 

This function returns a safe hyperlink to a phspeed module including the required tokens and encryption. If
you link to a form then you can set the form in the required form mode (blank, init, edit, add, delete).
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Components

PHsPeed is a component based development system. You design your forms or modules by adding
components to the design panel and modify properties, by setting them in the property editor or modify them
by code.

There are three types of components:

 Non visual components
Non visual components are components that encapsulate 'non visual' behavior. For instance access to a
database, a timer, anything that has no visual representation.

 Layout components
PHsPeed uses the bootstrap grid system to layout your forms and make them responsive. You will find
components as 'panel', 'row' and 'column' in this category.

 Visual components
Visual components are components that have a visual representation. Samples are edit fields, check
boxes, grids etc. 

Components have properties and events. Some properties are needed to rebuild your IDE, others have a
direct influence in the behavior of the component. Examples of components that have no application function
are 'top, left, height, and width.' They are only used within the IDE and NOT in the PHP environment. Other
properties are static and are, for instance, used to generate classes and styles which are being used to
generate CSS files. Some properties are dynamic and being used within the generated PHP code. I.e., the
color of the component. Within the IDE these properties are identified by an icon and can be filtered to be
shown or not.

Events are being triggered while running your application and allow you to insert code of your own. There are
two types Server Events and Client Events.

 Server Events are happening on your server, these are PHP events.
 Client Events are happening on the client, so within your browser. These are Javascript events.

Some events have an occurrence in the Server Event as the JS event. Here Javascript communicates
directly with the PHP. These are Ajax events.

Required components
Every PHP basic module needs to have a root component that defines the kind of application it needs to
generate. Currently, we have the following types:

Component Description

Root This is a standard PHP application that contains a
form

Building block This is a reusable module that in general is hosted
by a root application

Blank This is a regular PHP application without a form

Rest service
Under development, to be used for consuming rest
services. Currently to be implemented by using a
blank application.

Generic properties
Property Description

Align This property aligns a component on the design
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panel. This property controls the position and thus
the order of creating components. The creation
sequence of the components are determined by its
top and left position.

Height

Height of a visual component on the design form.
This does not affect the space used on the
generated HTML form as this is to be decided by
Bootstrap. Nonvisual components do not have a
height property.

Left Left position of the component on the design form

Name

Name of the component. This is also the main id as
used within the generated applications. In the HTML
form this variable will be called 'name=“name”; id=“id-
name”. In the PHP code, the bound variable will be
$app→moduleid→name. All variables will be
generated as lowercase variables. So a
MyVariableName will become myvariablename. Use
undercast to make your names readable like
my_variable_name.

Owner
Owner of the component. This property keeps the
components together in a tree structure. Is important
for generating HTML forms.

Top The upper position of the component on the design
form

Width
The width of the visual component on the design
form. Non-visual components do not have a width
property.

DeviceClassDesktop The number of units (1..12) to be used of the parent
DeviceClassDesktopXL The number of units (1..12) to be used of the parent
DeviceClassDesktopMobile The number of units (1..12) to be used of the parent
DeviceClassDesktopPhone The number of units (1..12) to be used of the parent
DeviceClassDesktopTablet The number of units (1..12) to be used of the parent

Generic server events (PHP Based)
Property Description Remarks

OnActivate Triggers when the form becomes
active

This event is triggered after all
components have been created.
So it is safe to reference other
components and properties.

OnCreate Triggers when the component is
created

If you write code in this event, then
do NOT reference properties of
other components as you can
never be sure that this component
is (already) created. Use
OnActivate instead.

OnDestroy Triggers when the component is
destroyed
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Layout components

Properties

Description

ApplicationHost Div implementation of an IFrame, and can host
external pages.

Area HTML5 component of an area (effectively div /div)
BuildingBlock Host area of a reusable module.
Column Bootstrap Column
ModalForm Popup area
ModalFooter Footer area of the modal form.
Panel Bootstrap Panel/Card
PanelHeader Panel header
Row Bootstrap row

Layouting your form

Before designing your form, you must have some idea about the look-and-feel of your application. The first
basic question is: what are the platforms that you need to display the application upon? If you need to
display on a desktop only then you don't have to consider the limits of a mobile phone. But if you need to be
able to display on a mobile phone and a desktop as well then you will discover some challenges. First of all,
the dimensions of a mobile phone are quite smaller (usually) then a desktop and the ratio differs from small
width and long height (mobile) to wide screen and smaller hight (desktop).

Bootstrap solves the issue by making webpages responsive. But it does not do so automatically. You have
to specify what you want. PHsPeed uses the Bootstrap Grid approach. You define a panel/area that consist
of rows and columns (grids). Depending on the specification (device class), Bootstrap will break at the
columns you have specified.

You will find loads of good information regarding the bootstrap grid system. But in short, every Bootstrap
object can occupy 1-12 units of its parent. If you have a row with two columns that should occupy half of the
form, then the amount of units to specify is 6, as that will divide a row in two equal parts. However if the form
is smaller, perhaps you need to have only one column on each row. So on smaller devices the specs might
be that you have one row with the same two columns, but every column will occupy 12 units, resulting in
two blocks above each other.

So you must specify units for each platform that needs to be responsive. In Bootstrap 4 it means that you
can specify:

class screen dimension bootstrap result class
deviceclassdesktopxl >= 1200px .col-
deviceclassdesktop >= 992px .col-sm-
deviceclasstablet >= 768px .col-md-
deviceclassphone >= 576px .col-lg-
deviceclassmobile <576 px .col-xl-

(See W3Schools for more information about the bootstrap grid system, another explanation can be found
here)

Full manual design

To define a form you start by adding an area or a panel and apply lines and columns, and add fields to the
columns. You can pick a row column from the design panel and put it on the form, take one or more
columns and put them in the rows. For large screens this can be time consuming.

https://www.freecodecamp.org/news/learn-the-bootstrap-4-grid-system-in-10-minutes-e83bfae115da/
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Partially automated design

If your mouse is over the design panel, then you can use your right mouse click to open a menu that allows
you to fast create rows, columns or a full grids with rows and columns. If you have to many rows, you can
delete them later, or if you have to little add them later.

Full automated design I

if you have an area or a panel then you can use the fieldsmanager to maintain the form. To be able to do so
you need to have a database table selected, as the table definition will be used for generating the form.

Full automated design II

Another approach is that you generate the form with a full working application out of a database table.
This is by far the fastes way to a prototype, and you can change everything you need later on.

cArea

The area component allows you to create a design area on which you can put your rows and columns. The
area does not have a default border as the Panel has. It's just a plain design component. As being a part of
bootstrap, the component applies to the bootstrap-grid system.

Description
Backgroundcolor Color of the background of the area
Centered Indication of the area needs to be centered
Class Specifies CSS class of the component

ContainerClass Indicate styling of the area (see bootstrap
documentation)

Context Context of the area that results in background color
(obsolete, use backgroundcolor)

device class… Number of units to spend on its parent component.
See generic description of all device classes

marginArea Settings margin
paddingArea Settings padding
Style Opens a style editor to set shading, etc.
textColor Default text color

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cBuildingBlock

The building block is a wrapper for embedding a block component. It can be used to apply headers, footers,
partial functions (IFrame-like use) but also to implement a master-detail form.

Use of building-block in a master-detail relationship

To set it a master-detail relationship, you must apply the building block that will be used as the detail. Also
you must provide the database connection the detail block needs to use, and setup a valid master-detail key
relationship. In sequence:
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- define the building block to be used
- define the master datasource
- define the detail datasource
- setup key field mapping
- setup the connection to be used by the detail (the connection used to design the detail is only used to
access the database metadata. All connections used must be setup by the main master)

With this information the read-only fields 'detail data source' and 'keyfields' of the master datasouce will be
filled automatically.

Description

BuildingBlock Specifies the pre defined detail building block to be
inserted (detail)

DetailDataSource The datasource to connect to from the master
ExternalDataSource For future development, do not use.
KeyFields Key field mapping between master and detail
MasterDataSource Reference to the master data source

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cColumn

The column component divides a row into one or more columns. Within PHsPeed the Bootstrap Grid
system is implemented with row and column components.

Description

alignSelf

Sets alignment of the column within a row. Can be
used to align, without assigning all layout units. I.e.
a row with one column of 2 units can be aligned to
the right (end)

backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
BorderColor Color of the border
Border Radius Radius of the border line
Class Opens a css editor and fills default class

ColumnClass Specifies default behaviour of a Column (see
Bootstrap specs)

deviceClass… See generic description
gutter User gutter
margin margin of the column
padding padding of the column

Style Opens the css editor for background, edges and
shadow of the component

PHP Events
No additional events
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JavaScript Events
No additional events

cModalForm

In some situations, you might want to popup a part of the form. I.e. to popup a maintenance form on a grid.
To create a modal form, you need to host your panel/area that needs to popup in a modal-form.

modal-form
- panel
-row..
-row..

The modal form resides on your form where you have a 'normal' dialog. So the basic elements are shown
when starting the application, and another part will popup after some event you define. You can have more
than one modal components on a form.

Description

Centered Points to a container that holds all effects. The
property manager manages all settings.

deviceClass
modalSize Size/width of the modal form
scrollable If the content of the modal form is allowed to scroll
title The title of the modal form.

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cModalFooter

The modal footer is used in a modal form and contains two default buttons that are used to pass data
between the encapsulated building block and the main application. This component can only be set on to a
cModalForm component.

Properties
Description

ModalAcceptButtonLabel Label of the accept button
ModalCancelButtonLabel Label of the cancel button

PHP Events
Description

onAcceptClick Triggers when the user clicks 'accept' (only
functional if you declare the JS Event as well)

onCancelClick Triggers when the user clicks 'cancel' (only functional
if you declare the JS Event as well)
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JavaScript Events
Description

onAcceptClick Connects to the PHP Event.
onCancelClick Connects to the PHP Event.

cPanel

The panel component allows you to create a design area on which you can put your rows and columns. The
area has a default border (see Bootstrap).

Properties
Description

BackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
Border Specifies if the panel will show a border
Centered Will the panel be centered within it's container
Class Enters the css editor for defining full css specs
collapsible Makes the panel collapsible

ContainerClass Behaviour of the panel. See Bootstrap
documentation

Context Panel context. See Bootstrap documentation. Sets
coloring (deprecated)

deviceClass see Layout documentation

fieldsManager Allows to automatically add a maintainable panel
with fields

footer Deprecated
marginBody margin of the Panel body (inside the panel)
marginPanel margin of the Panel itself
paddingBody padding of the Panel body (inside the panel)
paddingPanel padding of the Panel itself
Style For background, edges and shadow
textColor Color of the text font.

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cPanelHeader

The panel header component allows you to specify a default header on the Panel.

Properties
Description

backgroundColor Bootstrap background-color
Class Opens a css editor and fills default class
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collapsibleButtonClass Class of the collapse button (if panel is declared as
being collapsible)

collapsibleButtonIcon Icon to be used (from the font-awesome lib)
collapsibleButtonTitle Title of the button
context deprecated
marginHeader margin of the header within the panel
marginPadding padding of the header within the panel

style Opens an advanced styling editor for styling the
element

textColor Font color
Title The title to be displayed in the header
TitleLogo Image to be displayed in the header
titleTypography Special markup of the title

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cRow

The row component are rendered behind each other. It is used to layout your form which can be divided into
rows and columns to create a grid-like lay-out. For inner details look at the bootstrap documentation.

Properties
Description

BackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
BorderColor Bootstrap color of the border
BorderRadius Rounding of the border
Class Enters the CSS editor for defining full CSS specs
gutter Use gutter
margin row margin
padding row padding
stickytop keep row on top
style opens style editor for advanced styling
topMargin CSS margin of the top (in pixels)

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cApplicationHost

A generic component that acts as an IFrame container. PHsPeed does not use IFrames, but only <DIVS>
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Properties
Description

application The application that will be hosted
border Indication of the area will have a border
centered Indication of the area will be centered
class Reference to a css editor for manual settings
containerClass Type of containerclass

deviceClass Number of units to spend on its parent component.
See generic explanation of all device classes.

panelHeight Height of the panel in pixels

style Reference to a style property editor for advanced
styling.

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

Visual components

A visual component, as its name implies, is one that can be seen by the user at design time AND runtime.

Visual components include things like edit controls, buttons, list boxes, labels, and so on. Most
components you use in a PHsPeed application are visual components. Visual components, as much as
possible, show you at design time what the form will look like when the program runs. Because PHsPeed is
Bootstrap based, it is just an impression as the layout changes, depending on the used device. To see the
real form in action, just generate and run the code.

Some components have two instances: a 'regular' and a 'DB' variant. They both use the same runtime, the
only difference is that the DB variant needs a Data Source and (Table) Field name to bind. 

Standard Component Data Access variant Description

Agenda DBAgenda Agenda module, based upon
FullCalendar

API Integrator n.a. Component for integrating external
API's like 'jitsi webinar'.

Button n.a. Bootstrap button
Carousel n.a. Bootstrap carousel
Charts n.a. Chart module, based upon chartJS
Checkbox DBCheckbox Bootstrap checkbox
CheckboxGroup DBCheckboxGroup Bootstrap checkbox group
DatePicker DBCalendar Date selector
DateTimePicker DBDateTimePicker Date, Time, DateTime selector

DropDown DBLUDropdown Dropdown select field, DB uses a
static list

LUDBDropdown Dropdown select, DB uses list
from a Database table

Edit DBEdit Edit field for entering text
FileUploader n.a. File uploader

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/doku.php?id=checkbox
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FileDownloader n.a. File downloader

HorizontalMenu n.a. Colorful ajax menu respects Role-
based access module

Image DBImage Image
Label DBLabel Static text with a configurable label

LanguageSelector n.a.
Component to change the
language to use (for multi-lingual
applications)

ListBox DBLUListBox Listbox select field. Database
variant uses static lookup list

LUDBListBox Retrieve lookup from a database
table.

Menu n.a. Regular Bootstrap menu respects
the Role-Based Access module

MultiEdit DBMultiEdit Multi-line edit field

PDFBody n.a. PDF Body, based upon TCPdf
implementation

PDFCell n.a. PDF Cell, based upon TCPdf
implementation

PDFFooter n.a. PDF Footer, based upon TCPdf
implementation

PDFHeader n.a. PDF Header, based upon TCPdf
implementation

PDFImage n.a. PDF Image, based upon TCPdf
implementation

PDFMultiCell n.a. PDF MultiCell, based upon TCPdf
implementation

PDFRow n.a. PDF Row, based upon TCPdf
implementation

QueryBuilder n.a. End-user web-based query builder
RadioButton n.a.
RadioGroup DBRadioGroup RadioGroup.

Tab n.a. Component for creating Bootstrap
tabs

ThemeSelector n.a. Component for interactive changing
the theme to use

Wysiwyg DBWysiwyg Lightweight Bootstrap HTML
Editor, based upon Summernote.

Component Description
DBGrid Database grid for reports and CRUD operations.

cAgenda, cDBAgenda

This component implements theFullCalendar Javascript library

Properties
Description

canEdit Set editable or display only
defaultDate Standard date to use
Droppable Can drop events

https://fullcalendar.io/
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Editable Can edit events
eventLimit Limits number of events
eventResizableFromStart
eventResourceEditable
HTMLField Container
HTMLFieldEndDate Connector to modal form to edit
HTMLFieldStartDate Connector to modal form to edit
HTMLFieldTitle Connector to modal form to edit
modalTarget Connector to the modal form
navLinks Links to navigate in agenda visible
selectable Can select events
selectMirror Compatibility, do not change
timeZone

PHP Events
Description

onClick Triggers when the user clicks on the button

JavaScript Events
Description

onDocumentReady Needs to be enabled

cIntegrator

To integrate external Api's - especially those that have their own representation - there is the api integrator.
With this component you can easily integrate external modules like Jitsi and others.

Properties
description

html HTML template to integrate external API
javascript javascript to accommodate.
parameters future use

PHP Events
Description

onExecute Triggers when the component get's focus.

Javascript events
No additional events

cBitBtn

The button component puts a button on your form. Usually it is part of a form and will be used to submit
your form data to your application. But it can also be used to start an ajax event, be used as a link etc.
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Properties
Description

Active Button is in use
ApplicationLink Link to application, if the button is defined as 'link'.
Applinkparameters Parameters as in a=b pairs.
Badge Display a badge
BadgeValue Value to display in the badge

ButtonAlign
Float value of the button, values are float-none, float-
left, float-right. It will force the button to the given
position if applied in a container like a column.

ButtonClass Button class as described in the bootstrap manual
ButtonId A value that is used to identify the button in events.

ButtonSize A value that describes the size of the button, default,
large, or small.

ButtonSizeExt A value that enhnces the button as a block (full
width)

ButtonType

Button, to be used in javascript events or submit to
submit a form. Other options modal (to popup a
modal form), link (to jump to another application), tfa
(to inhibit multifactor).

Class Points to the CSS editor for aditional classes
DeviceClass See layout.

EditState

This property applies to the non-db version only.
Usually fields responds to the edit state of the
assigned datastource. If the datasource is in read
state, all fields are disabled. But if you need to
combine controls that are not data-aware then you
need to 'unbind' the variable. Values are 'automatic',
it behaves like any other field, always on (the field
can be edited any time) or always off (the field is
always display-only).

Enabled Shows button as enabled or disabled (grayed)
Form The form that the button applies to.
Glyphicon Image within the button.
Label Text to be displayed inside the button

Top Location of component in the designer. No function
within bootstrap

Owner Owner of the component

Width The width of the button in the designer. No function
within bootstrap.

Height The height of the button in the designer. No function
within bootstrap.

PHP Events
Description

onActivate Triggers when all components are created
onClick Triggers when the user clicks on the button
onCreate Triggers when the component is created
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onDestroy Triggers when the component is destroyed

JavaScript Events
Description

onClick Triggers when the user clicks the button. Clicking
leads to an ajax call to the server event onClick

cCarousel

The carousel component is an image container that rotates images on the form, usually used in headers.

Properties
Description

CarouselItems Property editor to select images that will be put in
the slider

CarouselType Defines type of slide/fade
Interval Time to pause each image in milliseconds.
Keyboard Indicator to respond to keyboard events

Pause Indicator to pause when the user hovers over the
image

Ride Indicator if the carousel must start immediately
Touch Support swiping
Wrap Indicator to rotate or to stop at the last

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cChart

PHsPeed implementation of the JSCharts library. Allows to create charts in conjunction with a series or
dbseries component. This component has no bootstrap implementation (yet).

Description
backgroundColor Background of the chart
borderColor Color of the border
chartType Type of chart

colorful
Depends on charttype how the lines/blocks are
coloured. If colorfull then legend will have the color of
the first element of the series

legendPosition Position of the legend
maintainAspectRation Resizes graphs while resizing form
Title Title of the chart

PHP Events
No additional events
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JavaScript Events
No additional events

cCheckbox, cDBCheckBox

Regular checkbox field that represents an on/off status. As a checkbox or 'switch'.

Properties
Description

backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
borderColor Bootstrap color of the border
borderRadius Bootstrap radius of the corner
checkedValue Checked value (value internal)

dataField (DB) Datafield name of the database field receiving
the value

dataSource (DB) Datasource that refers to the table.
default Default value
form The form, the field applies to
inline Used in inline form (deprecated)
label label to display
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label (font)
labelPosition Position of the label
required
switchBox Checkbox shown as switchbox
textColor Bootstrap color of the text.
uncheckedValue Unchecked value (value internal)

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
onChange Triggers when the value changes (icw JS event)
onClick Triggers when the field looses focus (icw JS event)
onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)

JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onChange see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onClick see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onFocus see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event
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cCheckboxGroup, cDBCheckBoxGroup

A group of regular checkbox fields that represents an on/off status. As a checkbox or 'switch'. In case of a
database field, the checkbox options represent one field. The values are stored with a given delimiter. For
separate fields, use the regular checkbox.

Properties
Description

backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
borderColor Bootstrap color of the border
borderRadius Bootstrap radius of the corner
checkedValue Checked value (value internal)

dataField (DB) Datafield name of the database field receiving
the value

dataSource (DB) Datasource that refers to the table.
form The form, the field applies to
inline Used in inline form (deprecated)

items

List of checkbox labels. Each row will be
represented as one checkbox with a label. The value
of this field will be all checked fields, separated by a
;

label label to display
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label (font)
labelPosition Position of the label
required
switchBox Checkbox shown as switchbox
textColor Bootstrap color of the text.
uncheckedValue Unchecked value (value internal)

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
onChange Triggers when the value changes (icw JS event)
onClick Triggers when the field looses focus (icw JS event)
onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)

JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onChange see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onClick see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onFocus see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event
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cDatePicker, cDBDatePicker

A date select box.

Properties
Description

autoClose Autoclose the dialog automatically after selecting
date

backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
dataField (DB) Name of the table field
dataSource (DB) Data source
datesdisabled under development
daysofweekdisabled under development
daysofweekhighlighted under development
fieldcolumnwidth Horizontal width in bootstrap units
form The form, the field applies to
format Date format (i..e dd-mm-yyyy)
inheritdatesettingsfromroot Inherits the settings from the root component

inputsize Input size of the field (inherit is value from
formsettings)

label label to display
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label (font)
labelPosition Position of the label
maxViewMode format of date display
minViewMode format of date display
multiDate select more dates in the same setting
multidateSeparator The separator to use between the selected dates
orientation Orientatie dropdown
phpDateFormat Y-m-d
placeholder text in empty field
readonly
showclearbutton
startview Initial view of the popup
textcolor Bootstrap color of the text
todayButton How visible, default linked
todayHighlight Highlights current date
type Appearance of popup

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
onChange Triggers when the value changes (icw JS event)
onClick Triggers when the field looses focus (icw JS event)
onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
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JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onChange see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onClick see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onFocus see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

cDateTimePicker, cDBDateTimePicker

A configurable date / time select box (date, time, date/time).

Properties
Description

datetimeType type of edit
dbDateFormat Result format
dataField (DB) Name of the table field
dataSource (DB) Data source
Format Date time format of the field
inheritDateSettingsFromRoot use the default settings
label label to display
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label (font)
labelPosition Position of the label
phpDateFormat Y-m-d
placeholder text in empty field
readonly
timeFormat
value Formatted value of the field

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
onChange Triggers when the value changes (icw JS event)
onClick Triggers when the field looses focus (icw JS event)
onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)

JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onChange see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onClick see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event
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onFocus see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

cDropDown, cDBLU/LUDBDropdown

Drop down box. The database variants are able to use a lookup list from the db and store it locally or in
another data field. All these type use the same runt ime library and the DB variants are merged into one
component. The others can still be used, but are deprecated. 

Properties
Description

Autocomplete Button is in use
Autofocus Button class as described in the bootstrap manual

DataField Button, to be used in javascript events or submit to
submit a form

DataSource Shows button as enabled or disabled (grayed)
Disabled Image within the button.

EditState

This property applies to the non-db version only.
Usually fields responds to the edit state of the
assigned data source. If the data source is in read
state, all fields are disabled. But if you need to
combine controls that are not data-aware then you
need to 'unbind' the variable. Values are 'automatic',
it behaves like any other field, always on (the field
can be edited any time) or always off (the field is
always display-only).

EmptyTitle Text to be displayed inside the button

FieldColumnWidth Location of component in the designer. No function
within bootstrap

Form Owner of the component

Hint The width of the button in the designer. No function
within bootstrap.

IntputSize The height of the button in the designer. No function
within bootstrap.

Items Drop down items
label Label of the field
labelPosition Label above or before the field
LookupDatafield Data field for filling lookup fields
LookupKeyField Key field, to lookup description
LookupKeyFields Key fields for mapping to external table

LookupMethod Method to search from (full search, or based upon
result set)

Multiple Multiple select allowed
Required
Value

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when all components are created
onChange Triggers when the user clicks on the button
onFocus Triggers when the component is created
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onInsertItemOnBottom
onInsertItemOnTop

JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the user clicks the button. Clicking
leads to an ajax call to the server event onClick

onChange
onFocus

cDBGrid

The DBGrid is a powerful component to display data in many forms. The easiest way to start is by using the
wizard, and then configure it to your needs. The implementation makes use of the bootstrap-table
(https://bootstrap-table.com/). It is not a full implementation of all the whistles and bells, but comes close.
As there are many samples on the website and watching them shows how to configure the several options. 

Properties
Description

Autorefresh
Only valid when there is a crud form attached. If
enabled then the grid will refresh after update the
form. 

ClickToSelect Will enable check-boxes before each row to select
rows for further processing.

Data
A number of options to set the data properties.
Samples can be found at the bootstrap-table
website 

DataDetailBuildingBlock Used for nested grids. Drop-down references the
available data-blocks.

DataDetailView Allows to view a row as a detail

DataDetailViewAsClick Implements a click event for switching between row
and detail

DataDetailViewicon Applies an icon to show the row as a data block
DataGroupBy Groups the elements of the grids 
DataGroupByTitle Title above the group

DataGroupByToggle Expands or collapse the group by clicking the title
row

DataGroupByIcon Shows the collapse icon in the row.

DataHeight Defines the height of the data column. Leave empty if
you want to comply to Bootstrap

DataIDField Identifies the unique field in the grid 
DataMaxLocalRows Limits the result of the grid 
DataReordableColumns If set, the end-user can reorder the columns.

DataSidePagination

Client/Server. If set to client then the full result set
will be sent to the browser, allowing a fast page-
change experience. Server will only send the
displayed data. Slower, but better on large result
sets. By default the value is set to client. 

DataSortName Initial field to sort the grid by default.
DataSortOrder Ascending or Descending

DataSource Reference to the data source component that
references the database data
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DataStickyHeader Set the column header fixed on large result set.

Editable
Properties to maintain the editable options. These
options should not be used in conjunction with a
popup modal form

EditableAddBtnClass Bootstrap Button Class of the add button 

EditableAddBtnIcon Font awesome icon

EditableAddBtnRounded Creates a rounded button
Editable AddBtnTitle Title of the button
EditableApplyBtnClass Bootstrap Button Class of the add button 
EditableApplyBtnIcon Font awesome icon
EditableApplyBtnRounded Creates a rounded button
EditableApplyBtnTitle Title of the button
EditableCancelBtnClass Bootstrap Button Class of the add button 
EditableCancelBtnIcon Font awesome icon
EditableCancelBtnRounded Creates a rounded button
EditableCancelBtnTitle Title of the button
EditableGrid Enables the grid for use as editable grid.
Fields Opens property editor for configuring the grid fields.
FloatingHeight Enables dynamic grid sizing
Form Owner of the component
HidingLoadingMessage If set then the load icon will not be displayed.

MasterGrids Suppresses the rebuild of the master grids when the
content or selection of the current grid changes. 

Modal Defines a modal form (usually for a crud form)
ModalButtonClass Label of the field
ModalButtonMargin Label above or before the field
ModalButtonPadding Data field for filling lookup fields
ModalButtonTitle Key field, to lookup description
ModalIcon Key fields for mapping to external table

ModalIconBackground Method to search from (full search, or based upon
result set)

ModalIconMargin Margin around the icon
ModalIconPadding Padding around the icon
ModalRoundBtn Show as a round button
ModalTarget The Modal form that is bound to the popup
OnPageChangeDoRefresh Refreshes database query when the page changes

OnRowSelectDoRefresh Refreshes database query when a record is selected
(turn of when you use an editable grid)

PageList Set to the page sizes a user can select from,
separated with a comma.

PageSize Default page size (from the page list)

ProcessButtonClass Bootstrap Class for the process button (used for
processing selected rows)

ProcessButtonTitle Title for the process button class
SelectedRowBGClass Bootstrap class for the selected row foreground
SelectedRowFGClass Bootstrap class for the selected row background
SelectedItemName obsolete
ShowColumns Show the column titles
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ShowExport Show the export button
ShowExportFileTypes Show the export file types

ShowOptions

Options for the standard grid buttons (ShowHeader,
ShowFooter, ShowSearch, ShowRefresh,
ShowPagination, ShowToggle, ShowFullScreen,
ShowColumns)

ShowRowStyle Shows the row in the selected row style.

SingleSelect

Will allow only one record to be selected at any
time. Use in combination of the click-to-select
options. The record can be processed with the
ProcessButton

TableClasses Grid table classes: (bordered, hove, striped, dark,
sm (small rows), borderless)

TableHeaderClass Bootstrap class for the table header.

UniqueId Unique field of the grid. This field is required to set
the primary key for Crud operations.

UserButtons Dialog to add User Buttons to the grid to perform
configurable tasks.

Fields property
There are a few different types of fields properties. The first one is the standard database field property.
Other types can be custom fields that can contain user defined data

Description

Aggregate Column for displaying role of the row (SUM/COUNT
etc.)

Label Label field
Image Image field (allows linking to other modules)
dbField Regular database field
Modal Applies open button for a modal form
DeleteButton Applies a column for delete operations
EditButton Applies a column for edit operations

Label field
Description

FieldType Label field
Label Label of the column.
Value Value of the rows
Visible Field is visible or not

Image field
Description

ApplicationLink Links column to another module

CloudConnector Defines the cloud connector to pass defined cloud
variable to the linked application

FieldType Image field
FormCommand Command to send to the modal form
Image Reference to image or icon
InitialFormMode Initial form mode of the modal or linked form (none,
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add, edit, delete) 
Label Label of the column
ModalTarget Reference to the modal form (if any)
Visible Field is visible or not

modal field
Description

FieldType Modal
FormCommand Command to send to the modal form
Image Reference to image or icon

InitialFormMode Initial form mode of the modal or linked form (none,
add, edit, delete) 

Label Label of the column
ModalTarget Reference to the modal form
Visible Field is visible or not

edit/delete btn

Description
FieldType Edit/delete
Image Reference to image or icon
Label Label of the column
ModalTarget Reference to the modal form
Visible Field is visible or not

Database field (cDBField)
Description

DataAlign Alignment of the data
DisplayFormat Output format according to PHP standards
Editable Defines the field as editable (default text)
EditableOptions Defines the editable properties of a field
FieldType cDBField

FormRange Allows transformations like %Y to get the year of a
date

FormSearch Use the field in search form (expandable form that
will be put on the top of the grid)

FormSearchOptions Opens property editor to format the search form 

Functions Defines additional rows for functions like MIN, MAX,
COUNT, etc.

GroupBy Select group by field
Order Order of the field

PrimaryKey Set to true if the field is used as Primary Key (default
yes on db fields that are (part of the) primary key

RefinedRange Allows transformations like %Y to get the year of a
date

RefinedSearch
Special pre-cooked search form on the left column
that allows to search on grouping. It works on the
resultset
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Searchable Include this field in the generic search box
Sortable Make the field sort-able
SortOrder Sort order of the field
Title Title of the field
TitleAlign Alignment of the title

Visible
Make the field visible/invisible (Key values are always
require for a good function, but you don' t want them
to be visible)

Editable options
If you use field type 'select' then you need to set the database fields.

Description
DataSource Data source of the reference field
DBConnection Connection to be used for the lookup
DBDateFormat Format of the date internally
DBViewFormat Visual format of the date

EditFieldType Type of field (text, textarea, select, date, datetime,
combodate)

Items Fixed items (see dbdropdown component)
KeyFields Mapping of the field to the external table 
LookupDataField Field to display
PlaceHolder Text for empty fields
Table The table for lookup
TaRows The number of rows for the drop down field
TxClearButton Show a button to clear the fields content

PHP Events

Description
OnActivate Triggers when all components are created
OnAfterRender Triggers after the grid is rendered
OnBeforeRender Triggers before the grid is rendered
OnClickRow Triggers when a row is clicked
OnClickUserButton Triggers when a user button is clicked
OnCreate Triggers when the component gets created
onDestroy Triggers when the component is destroyed
onDetailFormatter Triggers when the component requires formatting

onEachRow Triggers on each row, before displaying (can be used
to modify data before viewing)

onEndprocessRows Triggers when the processing of selected rows is
finished

onGetRefinedSearchLabel Retrieves label information
onGetReorderColumns Triggers to retrieve positioning of the grid columns
onProcessRow Triggers on each selected (checked) row.
onSetReorderColumns Triggers to save positioning of the grid columns
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JavaScript Events
Description

onClickRow Triggers when the user clicks the button. Clicking
leads to an ajax call to the server event onClick

onDocumentReady Required to let the grid function
onLoadSuccess Triggers after the grid has loaded its data
onPageChange Triggers when the page changes
onRefresh Triggers when the grid requires a refresh
onRowChecked Triggers when a row is selected.

cEdit, cDBEdit

Standard edit field for entering data

Properties
Description

Background color
The Bootstrap color of the background (bg-primary,
bg-success, bg-info, bg-warning, bg-danger, bg-light,
bg-dark

DataField Connected database field (DB variant)
DataSource Name of the datasource (DB variant)

Datatype

Basic html datatype (email, number etc.). Do not
use in combination with input type. This field will use
Parsley as validator.

Important: the option 'AlphaNum' implies that you
can only enter text characters. However space is not
considered to be an alphanum value. So if you set
this type and expect users to enter a text string
without numbers, it will fail if the field contains
spaces. Use the pattern field to overcome this. See
documentation on Parsley.org.

Default Default value of the field

EditState

This property applies to the non-db version only.
Usually fields responds to the edit state of the
assigned datastource. If the datasource is in read
state, all fields are disabled. But if you need to
combine controls that are not data-aware then you
need to 'unbind' the variable. Values are 'automatic',
it behaves like any other field, always on (the field
can be edited any time) or always off (the field is
always display-only).

Enabled Future use.

Encode

Use html encoding for security. Since version 2.1
this setting is standard set to false. The property
controls if input is being encoded or not. Developers
tend to have different opinions about escaping
special characters at the source (on input) or on
output only. This property set to false will treat the
input as raw data. (Btw. PHsPeed is protected
against XSS, so actually you decide if you want to
store data 'real' in the database, or 'escaped' in the
database.
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EscapeHTML See PHP documentation
DeviceClass See layout
Fieldlength Max. lenght of the field
FieldColumnWidth Deprecated
FieldLength Max. length of the field in characters

Form
Name of the form to be used with the label
(specifying will cause the label to be send with any
submit utton to your application

Height The height of the button in the designer. No function
within bootstrap.

Hint Baloon text on field info

InputSize Default size of the field, by default inherited of the
form component

InputType Type of the field. Do not use in combination of data
type.

Label Descriptive text to be displayed inside the field
LabelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
LabelColor Bootstrap color of the label

LabelPosition Position of the label. If set 'before' then you MUST
apply a device setting to make space for the label.

Left Location of the component in the designer. No
function within bootstrap

MaximumLength Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

MaximumValue Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

MinimumLength Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

MinimumValue Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

Name The internal name of the component (be careful if you
need to change this.)

Owner Owner of the component

Pattern Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

PlaceHolder Text to be displayed inside an empty field
PostText Text to be displayed before the field
PreText Text to be displayed after the field
ReadOnly Makes the field display only

Required Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

Sanitize

Sanitize field. This prevents entering malicious code
and should be considered on fields that are internally
long enough to contain scripts. It is an XSS
protection, but not required on simple fields.

TextColor Bootstrap color of the field

Top Location of component in the designer. No function
within bootstrap

Value The value of the labelfield.
WhiteList Whitelist of allowed tags in the field.

Width The width of the button in the designer. No function
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within bootstrap.

PHP Events
Description

OnActivate Triggers when all components are created

OnBlur Triggers when a user leaves a field (only in
conjunction with the JS Event)

OnChange Triggers when the content of the field is changed
(only in conjunction with the JS Event)

OnCreate Triggers when the component is created
OnDestroy Triggers when the component is destroyed

OnFocus Triggers when the component gets focus (only in
conjunction with the JS Event)

JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the focus leaves the field. (use with
the PHP event to intercept)

onChange Triggers when the field changes (use with the PHP
event to intercept)

onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (use with the PHP
event to intercept)

cFileUploader

Component that allows a user to upload files. 

Description

acceptfiles
List of filetypes, that are allowed to upload
(https://www.w3schools.com/tags/att_input_accept.a
sp)

autoSubmit Submits upload immediately after selecting file
backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
dragDrop Creates a drag/drop area for files
dragdropWidth Width of drag/drop area
filename File to upload
default Default value
form The form, the field applies to

forceDir Forces the creation of the upload dir if the directory
does not exists.

label label to display
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label (font)
labelPosition Position of the label
maxFileCount Max. number of files to upload
maxFileSize Max. size of the files in bytes
previewHeight Height of preview window in pixels
previewWidth Width of preview window in pixels
sequencial Upload multiple files sequentially
sequentialcount Number of upload streams

https://www.w3schools.com/tags/att_input_accept.asp
https://www.w3schools.com/tags/att_input_accept.asp
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showDelete Show delete button (to delete uploaded file)
showDownload Show download button (to redownload uploaded file)
showPreview Show preview (usually for images)
statusBarWidth In pixels
textColor Bootstrap color of the text.
uploadDir Directory to upload to.

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cFileDownloader

Component to list and download files

Properties
Description

downloadDir Directory to list the files from
downloadIcon Icon that can be clicked to download

PHP Events
Description

onFormatOutput Allows to re-format the output. Event per rowl

onGetFileList
Allows to interfere with the files that qualify for
download. Triggers immediately after list of files is
retrieved, and contains the full list

onGetSubDirectory
Fires immediately before retrieving a list of
downloadable files. Allows to change download
location dynamically.

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cImage

Component for displaying images

Description
alt Alt text for the image
class Additional class
imageClass Image class
imageHeight Height of the image in pixels
imageWidth Width of the image in pixels
maxWidth Max. width of the image
picture Filename of the picture
picturefolder Folder where the picture is stored
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responsive Bootstrap responsiveness
thumbnail Show thumbnail

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cLabel, cDBLabel

A label represents a non editable field. It allows you to embed (sanitized) HTML code for easy templating.

Properties

Description
backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
dataField (DB) Name of the data field.
dataSource (DB) Data source that refers to the table

form
Name of the form to be used with the label
(specifying will cause the label to be send with any
submitbutton to your application

hideLabel Hides the label (and displays only the value)
label The label text
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the label background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label
labelTypography Opens property editor to set typography options
textColor Bootstrap color of the text font
textTypography Opens property editor to set typography options
Value Value of the label

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cLanguageSelector

With this component you can let your users change the language of your application. (How to setup a multi
lingual application is described in one of the paragraphs of this document)

Properties
Description

Autofocus Button class as described in the bootstrap manual
BackgroundColor Bootstrap background color
label Label of the field
labelColor Bootstrap text-color
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labelPosition Label above or before the field
Multiple Multiple select allowed (deprecated, do not use)

PHP Events
Description

onChange Triggers when the user clicks on the button

JavaScript Events
Description

onChange

cListBox/cDBLU/cLUDBListbox

List box. The database variants are able to use a lookup list from the db and store it locally or in another
data field. All these type use the same run time library and the DB variants are merged into one component.
The others can still be used, but are deprecated.

Properties
Description

Autofocus Button class as described in the bootstrap manual

DataField Button, to be used in javascript events or submit to
submit a form

DataSource Shows button as enabled or disabled (grayed)
Disabled Image within the button.
Form Owner of the component

Hint The width of the button in the designer. No function
within bootstrap.

Items Drop down items
label Label of the field
labelPosition Label above or before the field
LookupDatafield Datafield for filling lookup fields
LookupKeyField Key field, to lookup description
LookupKeyFields Key fields for mapping to external table

LookupMethod Method to search from (full search, or based upon
result set)

Multiple Multiple select allowed
Required
Value

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when all components are created
onChange Triggers when the user clicks on the button
onFocus Triggers when the component is created
onInsertItemOnBottom
onInsertItemOnTop
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JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the user clicks the button. Clicking
leads to an ajax call to the server event onClick

onChange
onFocus

cMenu

Implements the standard Bootstrap Menu. It also allows to bind to tabbed forms.

The menu follows the Bootstrap rules, like left / right menu items, collapsible. If you use the RBA (user
access) module then the menu items are automatically controlled by this module.

The bootstrap menu consists of a basic navigator using a logo (brandLogo, optional) and title (brandTitle,
optional). In general this is used to navigate to the homepage of the application (brandLink, optional). Then
there are two menu locations, left and right, which are different properties in the component (menuItemsLeft
and menuItemsRight). If you write code, you have access to these properties, but it is advised to use the
exported methods to maintain the menu item. Due to the event structure of PHsPeed, you need to be aware
of the state your program is in. The supplied methods takes care of that.
The functions to manipulate the menu items are based upon the menu id. It does not matter if they are in
the left- or right menu list. Therefore keep the id's of each menu element unique. One way is to sequence
the menuitems left starting with 1 and right starting with 10, depending on the amount of elements.

The collapse class will decide when the menu will collapse and show the condensed icon the you are
familiar with on mobile devices.

Properties
Description

Barheight Heigth of the menu bar
Brand Title
Brandlogo Image
BrandLogoLink Link to a phspeed module (i.e. the main form)
CollapseClass Device context where the menu will collapse
Margin
MenuBGColor Bootstrap background color
MenuColor Bootstrap foreground color
MenuitemsLeft Menu items that are left positioned
MenuItemsRight Menu items that are right alligned
Padding

PHP Events
Description

onMenuClick Triggers when the user clicks on a menu item

JavaScript events
Description

onChange
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Methods

Description
public function addMenuItem($id, $caption, $url,
$parm, $sub, $active, $level, $pos, $cid, $icon)

adds a menu item to the end of the menu on the
given level

public function alterMenuItem($id, $caption, $url,
$parm, $active, $cid, $icon) alters the properties of the selected menu item

public function delAllmenuItems() clears all menu items
public function delMenuItem($id) deletes the selected menu item
public function findMenuItem($id) returns the menu item of the given id

public function hasAccessTo($url) verifies the access rights to the url. This controls the
accessibility/visibilty of the menu item.

public function insertMenuItem($id, $caption, $url,
$parm, $sub, $active, $level, $pos, $cid, $icon,
$after)

inserts a menu item after the given id

Examples and remarks

Description

id unique identifier of the menu item
caption the text of the menu item
url the url to call when the item is being clicked
parm the parameters that are send with the url
sub top level ('N') or sub level ('Y')
active the element is active ('Y') or inactive ('N')
level top level or sub level sequence
pos L for left menu, R for right menu
cid additional id (not used)

icon icon to show in the menu item (depending on
Bootstrap version)

after id of the element where an append should take
place.

Samples

// add a menu item at the end of the list on the given
level
function btn_1_onClick($app)
{
   $$menu_1-
>addMenuItem('123','nine','nine.php','','N','Y','1','L','','');
}

// inserts a new menu item after the given menu id
function btn_2_onClick($app)
{
   $$menu_1->insertMenuItem('111','new
item','nine.php','','N','Y','1','L','','',2);
}

// alters the caption of a given menu item.
function btn_3_onClick($app)
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{
   $$menu_1->alterMenuItem('1', 'new caption');
}

// deletes a menu item with a given id.
function btn_4_onClick($app)
{
   $$menu_1->delMenuItem('3');
}

 

Create tabbed applications

A common way to maintain your modules is to bind them to a menu and open the page when the user
selects an option. The current page is being replaced by the new selected one. In certain cases it is
convenient NOT to close the old form, but keep it open next to the new module so that you can tab between
pages. In PHsPeed that is simple, but there are a few things you must consider before you choose to make
use of this feature.

If you use a tabbed layout with different modules then these modules are not directly connected. If you
change something in one form, then it is not automatically applied to the other form. 

To create, you only have to use the 'tabbedapps' property that you will find in the menu:

Set that to yes then every new module that is started will be in a new tab:
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cMultiEdit

This component is a multi-row edit component

Properties
Description

Background color
The Bootstrap color of the background (bg-primary,
bg-success, bg-info, bg-warning, bg-danger, bg-light,
bg-dark

DataField Connected database field (DB variant)
DataSource Name of the data source (DB variant)

Datatype

Basic HTML datatype (email, number etc.). Do not
use in combination with input type. This field will use
Parsley as validator.

Important: the option 'AlphaNum' implies that you
can only enter text characters. However space is not
considered to be an alphanumeric value. So if you
set this type and expect users to enter a text string
without numbers, it will fail if the field contains
spaces. Use the pattern field to overcome this. See
documentation on Parsley.org.

Default Default value of the field
Enabled Future use.
Encode Use html encoding for security.
EscapeHTML See PHP documentation
Fieldlength Max. length of the field

Form
Name of the form to be used with the label
(specifying will cause the label to be send with any
submit utton to your application

Height The height of the button in the designer. No function
within bootstrap.

Hint Balloon text on field info

InputType Type of the field. Do not use in combination of data
type.
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Label Descriptive text to be displayed inside the field
LabelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
LabelColor Bootstrap color of the label

LabelPosition Position of the label. If set 'before' then you MUST
apply a device setting to make space for the label.

Left Location of the component in the designer. No
function within bootstrap

MaximumLength Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

MinimumLength Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

PlaceHolder Text to be displayed inside an empty field
PostText Text to be displayed before the field
PreText Text to be displayed after the field
ReadOnly Makes the field display only

Required Validation of the field. PHsPeed uses the Parsley
library.

RowCount Number of visible lines

Sanitize

Sanitize field. This prevents entering malicious code
and should be considered on fields that are internally
long enough to contain scripts. It is an XSS
protection, but not required on simple fields.

TextColor Bootstrap color of the field
Value The value of the label field.
WhiteList Whitelist of allowed tags in the field.

PHP Events
Description

OnActivate Triggers when all components are created

OnBlur Triggers when a user leaves a field (only in
conjunction with the JS Event)

OnChange Triggers when the content of the field is changed
(only in conjunction with the JS Event)

OnCreate Triggers when the component is created
OnDestroy Triggers when the component is destroyed

OnFocus Triggers when the component gets focus (only in
conjunction with the JS Event)

JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the focus leaves the field. (use with
the PHP event to intercept)

onChange Triggers when the field changes (use with the PHP
event to intercept)

onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (use with the PHP
event to intercept)

PDF

The PDF components are a wrapper of TCPDF. The different components allow you to design your pdf page,
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but for very complex things it is advised to use the pdf object (non visual component) directly. The non visual
and visual components can be used together.

As the PDF component is unaware of Bootstrap, you cannot use the bootstrap colors. Use the HTML colors
instead.

cPDFBody

This component acts as a 'panel' for regular webpages, but now for a PDF page. It makes use of the non-
visual PDF root component. Container for holding pdf rows and (multi) cells

Properties
Description

Author Name of the author
autoPageBreak generate pagebreaks automatically
Encoding (Default UTF8)
imageScale
keywords
lineColor HTML Color of the line
margin (bottom, left, right, top) Margin of the box in pixels
pageFormat Format of the age
pageOrrientation Portrait or landscape
pdfMaster Reference to basic PDF component (non visual)
pdfoutput How to output the result
pdfUnit Unit
showFooter Show footer
showHeader Show header
subject Subject
textcolor Color of the text
title Title
Unicode

PHP Events
Description

onAfterRender Triggers when all components are created
onBeforeRender Triggers when the user clicks on the button

JavaScript events
No additional events

cPDFCell

Implements the TCPdf Cell

Properties
Description

cellBorder property editor for border
cellHeight Height of cell in pixels
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cellWidth Default cell width
font font editor
html display html text
lineColor HTML Color of the line
template Reference to template (if any)
textcolor Color of the text
textHorAlign Align text horizontally
textVertAlign Align text vertically
value content to print

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cPDFFooter

 Footer of a pdf document. Container for holding pdf rows and (multi) cells

Properties
Description

footerfont tcPdf font specs
footerheight Height of footer in pixels
footermargin Margin of footer
lineColor
textColor

PHP Events
Description

onGetPDFFooter
onGetPrivatePDFFooter

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cPDFHeader

Header of a pdf document. Container for holding pdf rows and (multi) cells

Properties
Description

headerFont tcPdf font specs
headerLogo url to image file
headerLogoExtension file extension (if applicable)
headerLogoHeight height in pixels
headerLogoWidth width in pixels
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headerMargin margin in pixels
headerSubtitle line under the title
headerTitle
lineColor
textColor

PHP Events
Description

onGetPDFHeader
onGetPrivatePDFHeader

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cPDFImage

A PDF image field. This component can only be dropped on a PDF form.

Properties
Description

cellborder Border setting of the cel
cornerx x position of image
cornery y position of image
dpi dots per inch
imageHeight Height of the image in pixels
imageType .png, .gif etc
imageWidth Width of the image in pixels
picture Filename of the picture

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cPDFMultiCell

Implements the TCPDF MultiCell feature.

Properties
Description

cellBorder property editor for border
cellHeight Height of cell in pixels
cellWidth Default cell width
font font editor
height height of the cell
html display html text
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lineColor HTML Color of the line
textcolor Color of the text
textHorAlign Align text horizontally
textVertAlign Align text vertically
value content to print
xpos x postion of cell
ypos y postion of cell

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cPDFRow

Container for cells (like row and columns in Bootstrap)

No specific properties, nor events. 

cRadioButton

Regular radiobutton field that represents an on/off status.

Properties
Description

backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
checked Represent current default status
checkedValue Checked value (value internal)
default Default value
form The form, the field applies to
inline Used in inline form (deprecated)
label label to display
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label (font)
labelPosition Position of the label
required
textColor Bootstrap color of the text.
uncheckedValue Unchecked value (value internal)

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
onChange Triggers when the value changes (icw JS event)
onClick Triggers when the field looses focus (icw JS event)
onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
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JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onChange see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onClick see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onFocus see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

cRadioGroup, cDBRadioGroup

A group of regular radiobuttons that represents a certain value. Only one radio can be active at a given time.

Properties
Description

backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
borderColor Bootstrap color of the border
borderRadius Bootstrap radius of the corner
checkedValue Checked value (value internal)

dataField (DB) Datafield name of the database field receiving
the value

dataSource (DB) Datasource that refers to the table.
form The form, the field applies to
inline Used in inline form (deprecated)

items List of radio button labels. Each row will be
represented as one checkbox with a label.

label label to display
labelBackgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background
labelColor Bootstrap color of the label (font)
labelPosition Position of the label
lookupDatafield
lookupDatasource
lookupFilter
lookupKeyField
lookupMethod Use a new query or use the current result set.
required
switchBox Checkbox shown as switchbox
textColor Bootstrap color of the text.
uncheckedValue Unchecked value (value internal)

PHP Events
Description

onBlur Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
onChange Triggers when the value changes (icw JS event)
onClick Triggers when the field looses focus (icw JS event)
onFocus Triggers when the field gets focus (icw JS event)
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JavaScript Events
Description

onBlur see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onChange see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onClick see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

onFocus see Server events. Javascript placeholder to trigger
the Server event

cTab

A tab component contains a set of tab pages which appear on a page as a card with 'tabs' that can be
selected. All data in each tab is rendered and switching between tabs does not require re-rendering. To see
how you can use it in your application, see here.

Properties
Description

defaultTab The name of the tab that should be displayed by
default

tabsheets Property editor to maintain the different tab pages
within the tab

tabType Show tab index as tabs 
or pills

PHP Events
No additional events

JavaScript Events
No additional events

Create tabbed form

If you have much data to put on a form, then one of the options to make the data more accessible is to
make use of a tabbed interface. To create a form with tabs, follow the next procedure

Put a tab component on the form.

Select the component and open the property editor for tabsheets
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Create the pages you need

Click on ok, to create the pages.
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To edit a page, click on the requested page to open the tab, or use the pages on top of the form designer
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cThemeSelector

Listbox to change the working Bootstrap theme.

Properties
Description

Autofocus Button class as described in the bootstrap manual
BackgroundColor Bootstrap background color
label Label of the field
labelColor Bootstrap text-color
labelPosition Label above or before the field
Multiple Multiple select allowed (deprecated, do not use)
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PHP Events
Description

onChange Triggers when the user changes theme

JavaScript Events

Description
onChange Required in combination with the PHP Event

cWysiwyg, cDBWysiwyg

Bootstrap version of a WYSIWYG editor. It's a simple version in comparison of tools like TinyMCE or FCK
editor, but in most situations very useful. It is based upon Summernote.

Description
dataField (DB) Name of the data field.
dataSource (DB) Data source that refers to the table
encode encodes the value
focus Hides the label (and displays only the value)
forcedir The label text
form Form that applies
label Label text
labelPosition Position of the label
Language Bootstrap color of the text font
placeHolder Opens property editor to set typography options
rowCount Value of the label
sanitize Sanitize text according to whitelist
uploaddir Directory to upload larger images
value Content of the field
visible Show/hides field
whitelist List of allowed tags

Non visual components

A non-visual component is a component that is only visible during design time. After generating the
application, the component has no rendering.

Non-visual components work behind the scenes to perform specific programming tasks. Examples include
system timers, database components, and emailing. When you place a nonvisual component on a form,
PHsPeed displays an icon representing the component on the form. This icon is used to access the
component at design time in order to change the component's properties, but the icon does not show up
when the program runs. Nonvisual components have properties, methods, and events just like visual
components do.

Description
Animation Component for enabling HTML5 animations

APIModule Under development. Module to consume API
functions

APIFunction Under development. Implement an API function in an

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/doku.php?id=apimodule
https://www.phspeed.com/docs/doku.php?id=apifunction
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API module.

Blank

Specifies a module without a form, but is runnable. It
can use invisible components for database access
and can be used for processing, or API
implementations

ChartSerie A series of x/y pairs that specify an element in a
chart

DatabaseConnector Reference to your database specification
DataSource Dispatcher between database table and form fields
DBChartSerie See Chartserie, only now based upon database data

DBCrud SQL statements to be used in a crud situation. Use
in conjunction with DBQuery.

DBTable Basic database table component

DBSimpleQuery Simple Query component for executing SQL
statements

DBQuery Query component, based upon DBTable, but with
customizable SQL

Mailer EMail module, based upon PHPMailer

Module Specifies a module to be reusable. It inherits the
form of the parent that is using this one.

PDF
Basic PDF component. Required if you want to work
with PDF's. Also for PDF components. You only
need one.

Root
Specifies a module to be a regular web form. The
Root is responsible for theming, basic margins,
backgrounds, etc.

TemplateEngine Component for generating content based upon a
template file and variables.

Timer A component that triggers configured times.

Application types

Every module in PHsPeed has a certain purpose. By selecting the correct 'purpose' component you assign
the module as a regular application, a blank application, a module. 

cRoot

Identifies the current module as an executable PHP application. Every module has a component that
declares it type. Other types are cModule.

Properties
Description

AccessibleByAdmin Allow full access for system admin
AuditAccess Add audit log record on access by user
Author Author as will be used in the HTML header
CanRunStandAlone Specifies if the application can run stand-alone

(direct from URL) or requires elevation
DBConnection Specifies the database connection for authorization

and preferences
dbDateFormat Specifies the Database date format. Default: yyyy-

mm-dd
Class Specifies CSS class

https://www.phspeed.com/docs/doku.php?id=datasource
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ClearSessionOnGe Will empty session variables when method is $_GET
(prevents hanging variables on application start)

Container Specifies the bootstrap container type
CustomLogin Allows overriding the login page by your own

module/method
CustomRBA Allows overriding the internal RBA module by your

own module/method
dbDateFormat Specifies the Database date format. Default: yyyy-

mm-dd
Description Description as will be used in the HTML header
Keywords Keywords as will be used in the HTML header
Layout Name of the default layout that will be used by the

code generator
Library Specifies if the used libraries are being imported from

the web or are internal
PasswordEncryption Specifies the encryption method for the password.
phpDateFormat Specifies the PHP date format. Default:Y-m-d
Robots Robots as will be used in the html header
Style Specifies CSS style
Theme The Bootstrap theme that is used to render the

module.
Title as will be used in the HTML header Title as will be used in the HTML header
TopMargin Specifies default margin between the top of the

browser and the first PHsPeed Panel.
UseAuditTrail Make use of audit-trail log (you must have setup

audit trail for the project, otherwise you will get run
time errors)

UseAuthorisation Specifies if the access rights of the users applies for
this module (Failing access will redirect to the main
page, usually the login page)

UseLogonModule Causes the application to ignore the 'logged on'
status for logon procedures

UseSecurityModule Specifies if PHsPeed will generate code to retrieve
user access (needed only if you use credentials

PHP Events
Description

onActivate
onAfterDetail Fires after rendering of detail
onAfterFooter Fires after rendering of footer
onAfterHeader Fires after rendering of header
onBeforeDetail Fires before rendering of detail
onBeforeFooter Fires before rendering of footer
onBeforeHeader Fires before rendering of header
onDestroy
onExec Fires when the application enters

the 'execute' phase
onFinish
onGetModuleRightsOf onGetModuleRights($app, $userid, Fires when the application requires
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$module) the rights of a module (when RBA
is bypassed)

onLogin onLogin($app, $userid, $password) Fires when the applicaiton requires
a login (when RBA is bypassed). It
allows you to apply your own login
module, like using external
sources like Saml etc.

onRequestAccessTo onRequestAccessTo($app,
$userid, $module)

Fires when the application requires
to know if a module can be
accessed  (when RBA is
bypassed)

Javascript Events
Description

onDocumentReady Fires when the document is reported ready

cBlank

Defines the module as a 'blank' application. The result is an application without a form so that you cannot
use visual components. You can use non visual components to access databases etc. This type op
application is usually used for creating API's. 

Properties
No additional properties

PHP Events
Description

OnInit Triggers when the init stage is entered
OnExecute Triggers when the application starts.

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cModule

The Module component is used for declaring multipurpose application parts, like header, footer etc.

Properties
Description

Left The left position of the component.
Name Name of the component
Owner Owner of the component
Password Password to connect to the database
Top Position of the component.

TopMargin Position of the module relative to the upper part
(margin-top)

Class Entry to create a class item in the used style sheet.
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PHP Events
Description

OnActivate Triggers when the form becomes active
OnCreate Triggers when the component is created
OnDestroy Triggers when the component is destroyed

JavaScript Events
No additional events

Database

cDBConnection

The Database connection is responsible for binding the settings defined in the preferences to the database
components of the form. In the preferences, a basic setup to a database is made. These settings define the
type of database (any PDO supporting database), user id, password, instance, and more. These settings
are copied into the properties of the database component and locally stored.

This will not apply for production situations where the database credentials can differ from development. As
database settings stored readable in a config file is considered to be unsafe, PHsPeed provides a way of
storing the data encrypted. It is up to the designer to deploy a config application (users need to log in and
supply connection data), or generate the encrypted config file locally and deploy that one.

Properties
Description

autoconfig
Setting this property to true will cause the
component to search for the config file when the
applications start

autoconnect
Setting this property will immediately open the
database when the application starts. Otherwise, the
database will be opened on first access

charset UTF8 (standard) or iso8859-1. This settings is
initially copied when dbconnection is set.

database Name of the database in a database instance.

dbconnection
Selector of the predefined database connections.
Setting this will copy some of the settings into this
component.

dbdateformat Format of the data in the database This settings is
initially copied when dbconnection is set.

odbcdriver
Reference to the installed odbc drivers (only
applicable to databases that require an odbc / ado
driver

password Database password (This settings is initially copied
when dbconnection is set.)

pdo
PDO reference. This settings is initially copied when
dbconnection is set. It is a placeholder for a pdo
string to connect to the pdo database

persistent

Sets persistent database connection for ODBC
database. Under normal situations this setting is
done in the ODBC driver, but not all drivers support
this setting.
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port Port to connect to the database (3306 for mySQL,
none for SQLite)

server Ip of the database server if required
userid UserId for the database.

PHP Events
Description

onAfterConnect Triggers when the connection is active
OnAfterDisconnect Triggers when the connection is dropped
onBeforeConnect Triggers just before connecting
onBeforeDisconnect Triggers before disconnecting
onConnectionError Triggers when a connect error takes place

JavaScript Events
No additional events.

cDBQuery

The DBQuery is inherited from the DBTable component and maintains a database table in your database. In
this case, you must supply your own SQL instead of using a table name. If you need to use CRUD then you
can apply a CRUD component to supply individual SQL statements for each action.

DBQuery is extremely useful for creating reporting grids based upon free queries.

Properties
Description

AutoSync Automatically synchronize result dataset after
update

DBConnection Name of the predefined connection id's.

Fields The fields of the table that will be used by the
components referring to this component.

MasterDataMapping Mapping of key fields between master and detail

MasterDataSource Datasource of the master table (only required on
master-detail relationships)

Query

Reference to a query setup. Opens the Query
Builder to create your SQL in a visual way. Useful for
complex queries, or if you require links (cloud
connection) to another query in another application.

ResultCache

Changes the search result in an SQLite table.
Needed for bidirectional access. SET TO FALSE if
this table is used as detail. Because of the caching,
accessing this table will reopen the last result
causing wrong results if you are using it as detail.
B.t.w. if you set a master data source this field is
automatically set to false.

ResultLimitCount
Nobody is scrolling hundreds of pages to find a
result. This field limits the number of records found
on a search for better performance.

ResultLimitOffset Startpoint within a resultset
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Resultlimitstm

Statement for limiting resultset. Needed for
compatibility. If not set, the system will use the
settings at the database. Required due to the fact
that there is no standard Ansii syntax for limiting
result

ResultUseLimit If set to false then the full resultset will be retrieved

SQL
SQL statement to execute. Use only if you haven't
used the query property. Very useful in applying SQL
statements in the code.

SQLCrud Reference to a SQL Crud component (containing
crud SQL statements)

PHP Events
Description

onAfterDelete Fires after the database has completed the delete
operation

onAfterInsert Fires after the database has completed the insert
operation

onAfterOpen Fires after the table has been opened (executed the
basic SQL query)

onAfterUpdate Fires after the table has been completed the update
operation

onBeforeDelete Fires before the database will perform the delete
operation

onBeforeInsert Fires before the database will perform the insert
operation

onBeforeOpen Fires before the database will perform the basic SQL
query

onBeforeÙpdate Fires before the database will perform he update
operation

Javascript events
No additional events

cDBTable

The cDBTable component is generally the first data access control that you will pair with a DataSource
control to construct a database application. It has been designed to provide uniform access to each row in
the table types supported by PDO regardless of the underlying database. Despite the wide range of
properties, its basic use is very simple to use. Place a table component on a form, set the Database and
Table properties to point to the relation you want to access, and the data flows immediately to your
application.
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The cDBTable component will be used very
often in your database driven applications
because it is very convenient. You don't have to
supply SQL, just the table name is enough to
have all the required CRUD operations
generated automatically. You can easily set up
a master-detail relationship by binding tables
together.

Important to know is that PHsPeed caches the
search result in a temporary (sqlite) table that is
stored locally at the webserver. The advantage
is that you prevent duplicated access to the
main database that can be hosted elsewhere,
and that complex queries are executed only
once as the temporary table is just a simple
'flat' table. 
To filter data, you can use the filter attribute.
This attribute is used on the main query. The
result of this query is stored in the temporary
database. To filter on this secondary database
you use the subfilter property.

Properties
Description

Active If set, PHsPeed will open the table automatically
(default)

AutoIncrement

Field that will be incremented on each insert. This is
independent from the 'autoincrement' on database
level. On occasions where you can't use a database
trigger, you can use this field to increase the value
based upon PHP code. (select max… +1)

AutoSync Automatically synchronize result dataset after
update (causes a full refresh of the form)

CustomFields

Property editor to add custom fields, i.e. for lookups.
This is bound to the dbtable. Effectively it will append
the lookup as an inner join to the original query, but
does not influence the insert/delete/update
operation. 

DBConnection Pointer to the cConnection component that binds to
the original database

Fields The fields of the table. It allows to assign a primary
key for queries that do not have one.

Filter An optional filter to be used in the 'where' clause of a
SQL statement.

FilterMode

Set to define the default filter behavior:
disabled: Will ignore the filter initially. That is
required when you use parametrized filter
enabled: Default. 
empty: Will give an initial empty result before
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applying filter
full: Will give an initial full result before applying filter.

FixedFilter An optional filter that will always be added tot the
SQL 'where' clause. 

MasterDataMapping Mapping of keyfields between master and detail

MasterDataSource Datasource of the master table (only required on
master-detail relationships)

ResultCache

Changes the search result in a sqlite table. Needed
for bidirectional access. SET TO FALSE if this table
is used as detail. Because of the caching, accessing
this table will reopen the last result causing wrong
results if you are using it as detail. B.t.w. if you set a
master datasource this field is automatically set to
false.

ResultLimitCount
Nobody is scrolling hundreds of pages to find a
result. This field limits the amount of records found
on a search for a better performance.

ResultLimitOffset Startpoint within a resultset

Resultlimitstm

Statement for limiting resultset. Needed for
compatibility. If not set, the system will use the
settings at the database. Required due to the fact
that there is no standard Ansii syntax for limiting
result

ResultUseLimit
If set to false then the full resultset will be retrieved.
This is required when the table is used in a lookup
situation.

SubFilter See Filter. This filter is applied to the resultset, not
on the primary query.

Table The name of the table that is accessed

PHP Events
Description

onAfterDelete Fires after the database has completed the delete
operation

onAfterInsert Fires after the database has completed the insert
operation

onAfterOpen Fires after the table has been opened (executed the
basic SQL query)

onAfterUpdate Fires after the table has been completed the update
operation

onBeforeDelete Fires before the database will perform the delete
operation

onBeforeInsert Fires before the database will perform the insert
operation

onBeforeOpen Fires before the database will perform the basic SQL
query

onBeforeÙpdate Fires before the database will perform he update
operation

onGetFilter Fires before the filter is executed (original filter is
passed for modification)

onGetFixedFilter Fires before the fixed filter is executed (original fixed
filter is passed for modificatio)
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Javascript events
No additional events

Considerations

There are some considerations when using DBTable or derived components like DBQuery.

Filter, Fixed filter and SubFilter
These elements can be a bit confusing. PHsPeed, loads data from the main query into a temporary table.
The Filter is used to filter the main query. After that, you have a temporary result table which you can reuse.
It has disadvantages, like the overhead, but it has also numerous advantages. It prevent that you have to
reload the full query each time, especially when the database server is not on the same machine as the web
server. And it allows faster access as the number of records is smaller, making the user experience faster. 

The result set is a temporary table which is reused as long as you are within a certain PHP module.
Sometimes that is not desired, especially when you are using a lookup. For tables that are used in a lookup
it is required that the result cache is set to 'no'. PHsPeed will attempt to set this property automatically, but
you can verify its setting when the result is unexpected.

To filter the result set, you need to use the SubFilter. It has exactly the same function as filter, only it works
on the temporary table.

The fixed filter had a different function and it works on the main table. The main difference with filter is that it
is not used internally and is always applied. It is especially meant for fixed filtering, like in situations where
you have to show a list of employees belonging to a department of the requesting user. Because the fixed
filter is always applied, the end user is not able to find data outside its own range. For that reason this value
should be set by your application, and not by any form field. 

As of version 2.3 there are two new events that can be used to set a filter or fixed filter. These events are
invoked, just after the applicable filter has been generated. &$filter will contain the original filter that can be
modified:

OnSetFilter: Set the filter.
OnSetFixedFilter: Set the fixed filter.

Example:

function dbtable_1_onSetFixedFilter($app, &$filter)
{
  $filter='cust_id='.getSessionVar('custid','');
}
          
The original filter is passed, so you can also append arguments to the filter. 

Considerations regarding SQL injection  

PHsPeed has a number of measures to avoid issues like XSS or SQL injection. However, it cannot protect
you when you introduce these in your custom code. The filter is one of those occasions where you can
easily make a mistake:

Suppose the following:

function btn_1_onClick($app)
{
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  $empno=$edit_1->value;
  $$dbtable_1->setFilter('empno='".$empno.'");
}
              
The setFilter defines and executes a filter on a query, which by itself is perfectly fine. It is used internally a
lot. But if you use it in a sample like above then you have introduces a SQL Injection issue. The SQL
statement build will look like something like this:

select field, field, field, from mytable where empno=$empno

If the user enters an employee number, then the result will be as expected. But what if the user enters
something like '10001 or (1=10)' ? then the generated SQL will look like:

select field, field, field, from mytable where empno=$empno or (1=1)

Causing all records to be shown, no matter what empno is entered. That could have severe issues!

In PHP it is advised to use PDO to bind variables so that the application is protected against SQL injection,
and that is exactly what PHsPeed  does. But using PDO is no guarantee that you cannot introduce SQL
injection if you do not follow 'the rules'. So how to approach a filter in a safe way? Look at the following:

We have defined a filter using a variable as value. (do not use : as this is bound to cloud variables which
might give odd results). 

Next:

  function btn_1_onClick($app) {  
      $$dbtable_1->prepareFilter();  
      $$dbtable_1->setFilterIntegerField(':empno', $$edit_1->value);  
      $$dbtable_1->executeFilter();
  }

First the filter is prepared. The old results are cleared, and the filter statement is set in place. Next the value
is applied by binding the variable. Then the filter is executed. The efffect is that when a user applies  '10001
or (1=10)' then only the numeric part is used, the rest ignored. The result will be the one record that is
requested. Actually this is similar to the way you apply variables to the PDO sql statements. 

To set filters you can use 

    public function setFilterStringField($field, $value)      
    public function setFilterNumberField($field, $value)       
    public function setFilterIntegerField($field, $value)     

The same is valid for the sub filter and fixed filter. (To avoid potential issues we have added the same
methods to the fixed filter property, however it is advised to only use it for its purpose)
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   prepareSubFilter prepareFixedFilter
   setSubFilterIntegerField setFixedFilterIntegerField
   setSubFilterNumberField  setFixedFilterNumberField
   setSubFilterStringField setFixedFilterStringField
   excecuteSubFilter executeFixedFilter

cDBCrud

cDBSimpleQuery

The DBSimpleQuery is used to perform stand-alone SQL statements. In the PHsPeed runtime, this
component is used for audit trail, role-based access etc. It is used mostly in PHP events to perform all
kinds of subtasks. It does not support a bidirectional cursor, but only a sequential cursor. The component
binds directly to the database, not to a data source.

Properties

Description
dbconnection Reference to the database connection component.

query

Propety editor to a visual query dialog. It will
maintain the definition for future changes, and
supports the sql property when requested. Also
handy for users that are not that experienced in
writing SQL.

sql SQL statement (Don't use, if you have used query
property)

PHP Events
Description

onBeforeExecute Triggers just before the SQL is executed
OnAfterExecute Triggers just after the SQL is executed

JavaScript Events
No additional events.

c(DB)ChartSerie

If you create charts then you require one or more series that represents a line, pie or other chart element on
your graph. If you have two lines on a graph, then you require one chart component, and two 'chartserie'
components. 
 cChartSerie:

Contains element property to add your elements

 cCBChartSerie:
Contains properties to bind the chart to a dataset.

Properties

Property Description

backgroundColor Bootstrap color of the background

borderColor Bootstrap color of the border
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chart Reference of the chart that applies the series to.

chartType Type of the chart (i.e. line, bar, radar, doughnut, pie,
polararea, scatter)

datafielddata DB: Reference to data fields for chart values

datafieldtitle DB: Titles of the data fields

datasource DB: Data source that binds the data

elements Property editor for x, y and color values

title/label Title of the chart

cAnimation

This component provides animation effects to your components. It can be used for animated login forms etc.

Properties
Description

Effects Points to a container that holds all effects. The
property manager manages all settings.

PHP events 
No additional events

Javascript events
No additional events

cMailer

The mail component is an implementation of the PHPMailer library. It is a very flexible component to send
regular mails, html mails, append attachements and it allows to bind to the Template component for
templated emails.

Properties
Description

autoconfig
Setting this property to true will cause the
component to search for the config file when the
applications start

bcc Standard BCC (blind copy to) email addresses,
comma separated

cc Standard CC (copy to) email addresses, comma
separated

errorLevel Error level of the compontent
from Sender
host Mail server ip or dns name
htmlBody html body text
mailType mail type (html/text or both)
noHtmlBody non-html body text
Port mailer port to be used
Recipients List of email addresses (, separated)
smtpAuth Authentication required
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smtpSecure none, ssl, tls
subject Subject of the email
userId Userid for sending email

PHP Events
Description

onAfterConnect Triggers when the connection is active
onBeforeConnect Triggers just before connecting
onConnectionError Triggers when a connect error takes place

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cPDF

Non visual pdf root component. This component can be used to render your own PDF (based upon TCPPdf)
or use the visual components that require the availability of this component. A lot of the described
components will be overwritten by the visual components. So if you use visual components, then do not alter
the properties in the pdf component as you can never be sure if- and when these properties will be
overwritten. Use the PDF component alone, or maintain the properties by the visual components, except for
properties that are bound by the root component.

Properties
Description

author Name of author
autopagebreak Break to new page automatically
encoding
footerFont TCPdf font spec
footerMargin margin in pixels
headerFont TCPdf font spec
headerLogo url to image file
headerLogoExtension file extension (if applicable)
headerLogoHeight height in pixels
headerLogoWidth width in pixels
headerMargin margin in pixels
headerSubtitle line under the title
headerTitle Title of page
imageScale see TCPdf specs
keywords see TCPdf specs
lineColor
marginBottom margin in pixels
marginLeft margin in pixels
marginRight margin in pixels
marginTop margin in pixels
pageFormat Property editor for page size
pageOrientation
pdfUnit
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showFooter
showHeader
Subject see TCPdf specs
TextColor
Unicode obsolete

PHP Events
Description

onAfterFooter
onAfterHeader
onBeforeFooter
onGetBeforeHeader

JavaScript Events
No additional events

cTemplate

The template engine can be used to process text and replace variables by field values resulting in a new text
that can be used as a form template, an email etc.

Properties
Description

beginTag Identifies the begin tag of a varialbe

dataMapping Mapping of fields in the template to fields of the
database

dataSource Datasource of the data provider
endTag Identifies the end tag of a variable
parameters List of parameters in the template (w.o. the tags)
templatetext Template text.
whitelist A list of valid tags that are allowed

PHP events 
No additional events

Javascript events
No additional events

cTimer

This is a JavaScript timer that triggers timed events to your php code. Can be used to end sessions
automatically, to provide a refresh of a part of the form etc.

Properties
Description

interval Time in milliseconds

intervalType Single for a 'one-shot' timer, and continuous for a
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repeated event. If you use a continuous event, be
sure that the time of the trigger exceeds the
processing time of your application.

PHP Events
Description

onTimer Triggers when the application timer hits the
milliseconds.

JavaScript Events
No additional events

Properties

Name
Identifies the name of the component it is part of. Although this name is a separate property, the generated
component will be named by the value of this property. 

Suppose you created a module called 'maintain_person', and you put an edit field on the form and set the
property 'name' of the field to 'edit_1' Then the code generator will generate the object with the name:
[module][component], in this case $maintain_person_edit_1. The property name itself will become a
property of the created component. So $maintain_person_edit_1->name will contain the name of the
component. 

Use the $$ notation to access components that you have on your form to avoid naming issues when you
rename your module, or copy your module to another name. In this case use $$edit_1-
>someproperty='some value'. PHsPeed will translate the $$ into the correct module name while
generating the code.

Events

To modify the PHsPeed application flow, or to add your own business rules, you need to apply your code to
events. There are two types of events:

 PHP Events
These events occur server side in your PHP application. There are generic PHP events, like onCreate
that is triggered on each component that is on your form. There are also events that are local to certain
components. Events take place on predefined moments in the code.

 JavaScript Events
These events occur on the client (=browser). PHsPeed generates all required JavaScript to let the
application run, so you will rarely need to access it. However, some full-stack developers sometimes
have special needs and you can edit and debug the JavaScript code when required.

What are events, and why do you need them?

PHsPeed is a low code development system. In general, you build your applications around a form, put
components on them, and then generate code to view the result. But that doesn't mean that the application
does exactly what you want. But you cannot change the generated code as it will be overwritten the next
time you want to generate it again. So how do you change applications, and apply your own business rules?
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The answer to this question is to apply your code in events. An event is a predefined 'injection point' where
you can apply your own code to fulfill certain behavior. There are two sorts of events, the client-side which is
JavaScript, and the server-side which is PHP. One thing though, most JavaScript is generated when you
invoke a JavaScript event. You will very rarely need to change the default javascript. But you need to know
when to invoke, which will be explained in this document.

Application structure

Before diving into events it is necessary that you understand the basic application flow of PHsPeed
applications. In short, form applications have at least two stages, the initial stage where the basic template
for the form is being generated and transferred to the web browser. Then the web browser will invoke at least
one ajax request to obtain the content that is put into that template. Effectively, DIV's are being replaced by
rendered pieces of HTML/JavaScript code. So your application is run at least twice before the final result is
shown. If you have components with special behavior, like database grids, then they can perform their own
ajax request to obtain data.

When your application starts it will first create your form and all components on them. Each component will
try to call the onCreate event in its constructor, and the onDestroy event when the object is being destroyed
(at the end of the program). Once all components have been created, each component will receive an
onShow event. Visual components will have an onBeforeRender and onAfterRender event. So what does this
mean?

onCreate

This event is used to set up defaults in your code,
where you don't want to use the standard properties.
Do not access the properties of other components,
as you can never be sure that the component is
already instantiated.

onActivate

This event will be triggered once all components have
been created. So you can access other components
and properties. One thing to keep in mind is that in
the application flow only one component gets the
event at a time. So if you set a value in component B
that is later in the order than component A, then A
can access the value property but will get the value
before component B gets his onActivate event
where it might change its value.

onBeforeRender

This event is used to render the components into its
visual representation. In this stage, every component
has its value, so if you want to do things depending
on the value of another component this is the place.
Like the onActivate, you must be aware that if you
change the value of a component that is already
rendered, that you will get unexpected results also.

onAfterRender This event takes place after the component has been
rendered.

onDestroy This event takes place when the application
terminates.

So, use the onActivate event, to set and use properties that are not changed in your application (and you
know, because if they do, you programmed it by yourself). Use the onBeforeRender to make changes to the
rendering depending on the values of other components.

Component private events

Beside the generic events (that most of the components have, like the onCreate.. components can have
other events, that are dedicated to that component. For instance, a DBTable component has an
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onBeforeInsert and onAfterInsert event etc..  The non-standard events that are private to the components are
described in the helpfile by the components themselves.

Ajax events

Ajax events are used, when you want the application to be responsive, without rebuilding the whole form.
There are different components that support Ajax event, but the most common is a button. To let Ajax events
work there are comonents in the PHP and JavaScript section with the same name, like 'onClick'. If you use
both events then you only have to program the PHP part for the processing part. The JavaScript event is fully
generated and does not require changing. With PHsPeed you might need to assign a JavaScript event, you
do not have to write them.

Debugging your applications

Debugging in PHsPeed

As of PHsPeed 2.2 the user interface of PHsPeed has changed. Duplicate functions have been removed and
some of the functions / buttons have been relocated. This manual describes the changes in the user
interface regarding debugging.

1. The create new module and application wizard have been moved from the project toolbar to the main
toolbar.
2. Most icons have been removed and integrated into existing functions
3. There is only one URI line now. 
4. The debug icons have been relocated next to the function tabs.
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Run parameters. This function allows you to start you application with pre-defined $_Get or $_Post
variables. 

Generate and run button

Set debug mode. This is a switch that works in conjunction with the run button.

Set fast debug mode. This is a switch that causes the application to run in debug mode and only stops on
break points. Standard behavior is that the application stops at each pass to the main controller application.

Runs the application. If none of the above debug buttons are enabled, the application will run without
debugging ('just run')

The standard icons to:
- Run until next stop (break point or module)
- Step into the next line or jump into
- Step into the next line and jump over
- Step out of the current procedure or function
- Pause application
- Stop debugging

Start the java-script debugger

Handling run-time errors
If you have added PHP code to your events, then it is always possible that you might encounter problems.
But depending on the situation, it is always possible that you get an error out of the PHP run time.
Sometimes the error message is clear enough. PHsPeed traps the error and clicking on the report button
will jump directly into the source code on the line that caused the error. 
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Of

Never change the code in your generated applications! The reason is that when you regenerate the
code, the old situation will be restored. So if you have located the error, then go back to your design branch
of the project and correct the code in your definition file. 

Of course, this issue is obvious and created on purpose. But errors can be more subtle. To fix this you need
to go back to the designer:
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It is always a good idea to pre-compile the code so that you can locate syntax errors like these on before-
hand. To do that click on the green check button:

Setting breakpoints
So find out why a certain error situation was triggered, it can be a good idea to set a break point somewhere
above this point and then follow the execution of the program to see what is happening. A break point is a
point in your code where the execution will stop and hands over control to the developer. Using F7 or F8 (or
the mouse with the icons, see the main page) you can step into the next code line. 

To use the breakpoints you must apply them in your generated code. After all, this is the code that is
actually running. Locate the line where you want the execution to pause and click with the mouse on the
beginning of the line in the line-number area.
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To locate the spot where your own code is inserted follow the next rules:

The event code is generated in the component that applies. It is generated at the end of the module:
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In this case the onClick code is added to the code that is generated for btn_1:
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To reset this break point, click again in the line number area on the correct line. 

When will the break point trigger?
The logical answer is: when the code reaches that point. So in this case after you click the button. But as
the IDE will break on each entry of the controller application, you have to continue execution until all data is
on your form. As that can be inconvenient you can use the fast mode button.

Evaluating variables
When the application stops on a certain break point then you might need to know the content of a variable.
Hovering the mouse over the variable will show a modal form with that data, but only on simple variables:
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Sometimes you need to be able to look deeper, i.e. on (nested) arrays or objects. In that case you can
select the variable and use the right mouse-key to open the inspector:
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The small 1...9 buttons allows you to define the 'depth' you want to look into the variables. Use it with
caution, as it can take some time if you have a lot of variables and request for a very deep report.

Upgrading

PHsPeed updates regularly. Although we try to maintain compatibility as much as we can, we cannot
always avoid that. So sometimes upgrading requires some modification to your projects. The following
paragraphs describes the procedure.

JavaScript

Phspeed brings new releases regularly. Some user modifications may be required on more significant
releases, especially if there are changes in JavaScript. While PhsPeed will upgrade the runtime libraries, it
will not automatically change your event code or your JavaScript code. Although custom changes in the
JavaScript should be rare, we cannot ‘just’ overwrite this with the new version.
Usually, the release notes will inform you about the action that needs to be taken, but if you migrate a
project from an older environment, the changes might not be so noticeable. Therefore the following steps are
advised.
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Minor releases: 

Bugfixes and small enhancements. Unless your application behaves ‘different,’ follow the major releases
steps. Otherwise, as long as the application works right, there is no direct need for modifications. 

Major releases: 

These usually come with changes in the JavaScript libraries. To avoid changing them by hand, PhsPeed
contains a utility that helps you to perform this task faster:

1. Open the project 
2. For each module: open the module
3. Go to the JavaScript tab
4. Clean the JavaScript to remove garbage

5. Click on the compare button

6. A list of functions will open. The functions that differ from the library are checked. 
7.

8. Click on the Restore button to synchronize. If you have made changes in one of the found functions,
you can uncheck the box to block overwriting. You need to verify if the changes are significant for
your own procedure. (This step is only required if you make changes to the JavaScript. Usually, this
should not be necessary.)

9.

PHP Code
When you upgrade PHsPeed, there will be changes in the PHP run time library. These changes are applied
automatically. If you call run time library functions in your custom code, then there is always a chance that
you require changes. In general, we take care by maintaining compatibility, but there are situations where
we are not entirely in control. This is the case when new releases of PHP itself cause issues. One example
is that the latest releases changed the syntax, and in some cases, parameters are not allowed to be null,
etc. In this case, we still try to fix the run time in a way that will keep compatibility with earlier versions. But
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what we can’t do is fix the code that you have written.  

Of course, syntax errors are easy to locate as you can pre-compile your code when you open the PHP
events file. 

It will compile your code and show where the issues are. However, if PHP changes behavior, like not
allowing nulls in parameters, these errors only appear when running and testing your code. In that case
PHsPeed will trap the error and you can jump to the line where it is going wrong. 

Do NOT change the code here! As you are looking into the generated code, your changes will be overwritten
as soon as PHsPeed generates a new version. Always change your code in the development environment,
so in the event code. If you locate issues in our run time, you can fix them because the source is
accessible, but again, be aware that you fix them in the run time, not in the copied runtime. Please report
those issues to us so that other users can benefit. 

The way we work is, that on run time issues, we disable the automatic generation (run/debug->options),
make the required changes in the generated code, test it, and then move them to the run time environment.
There is a button that does this:

If you make changes to the run time then always report to us, so that we can validate and adapt. Otherwise,
your run time will be overwritten on the next release. As there are two environments (private libraries and
shared libraries), PHsPeed will save the file in both.
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